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Aboriginal Heritage Survey of Sues Bridge and Warner Glen Recreation Sites~ Blackwood 
River National Park, Western Australia. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) propose to upgrade and to 
develop new recreation facilities at the Sues Bridge and Warner Glen Recreation Sites on the 
Blackwood River. As the Blackwood River is a registered Aboriginal Heritage site (Site ID 
20434) CALM is seeking Ministerial approval under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972) to carry out the proposed works. 

The Sues Bridge Campground is located in 'Schroeder' and 'Adelaide' forest blocks, State 
Forest Nos.; 32 and 63 and is currently part of the proposed "Blackwood River National Park". 
The total area affected by the proposed development is approximately three hectares (see 
attached maps; Appendix; ). The purpose of this project is to upgrade the existing facilities at 
the Sues Bridge Recreation Site and to mitigate the environmental impacts that camping is 
having on the rivers foreshore. This will be achieved by the removal of the existing camp sites 
from the rivers foreshore. The rivers foreshore will subsequently be re-developed for day use 
only. A new access road and new car parks will also be built to service the development which 
will allow the existing car park areas to be re-developed as new campsites. This will compensate 
for the loss of campsites removed from the rivers foreshore and minimize the amount of 
clearing necessary to create the new campsites. The works within the day use area will also 
include fencingt mulching, replanting and hardening of access paths to the river and other 
facilities. 

Within the development plans the provision of eight additional campsites in the existing 
camping loop and the construction of two new universal access toilets will also be provided. 
These toilets will be sealed vault types ensuring no leaching of wastes can occur. The 
construction of two camp kitchens within the existing camping loop will also be provided. Two 
universal access (wheelchair accessible) camping sites will also be built. A canoe launching 
deck on the rivers foreshore, which will be serviced by a new loop road, car park and walk trail 
to the river, will also be built. No vehicle access to the river will be provided or allowed. 

The second area of proposed works is the Warner Glen Recreation Site. This is located within 
Sussex Location 3562, Timber Reserve No. 201125 and is a part of the proposed 'Blackwood 
River National Park' (see attached maps; Appendix; ). 

The proposed works are needed in order to create a new camp sife located to the east of the 
existing camping areas and to complete works to provide infrastructure within these existing 
sites. The upgrading of the roads that provide access to the recreation site is also needed in order 
to mitigate soil erosion occurring at various locations around the area, particularly along the 
access road that services the boat ramp on the Chapman Brook. 

At the Blackwood Views lookout site, serious riverbank erosion is occurring. In order to 
mitigate this erosion CALM propose to stabilize the riverbanks with rocks or a gabion basket 
structure. This work wiIl require some excavation of the rivers banks and bed. The re
contouring and hardening of the existing walk track and the construction of a viewing deck at 
this site is also needed to prevent, further erosion from water runoff. At the completion of this 
work, fencing of the walk trail and the re~habilitation of the surrounding area will complete the 
work at this site. 

A search of the DIA Sites Register on April 28 2004, revealed the presence of one registered 
Aboriginal Heritage site within the bo:undaries of the study areas. 
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This site, Site ID 20434 Blackwood River, a site of mythological significance, does not at 
present appear on the publicly available DIA Sites Register database. The DIA, at present, do 
not have the necessary data to be able to map the site on their GIS mapping system capturing the 
extent of the entire river inclusive of all its tributaries. The site however. has been placed upon 
the interim register at the DIA and afforded a site identification number and file. 

Site ID 5769 Upper Chapman Brook is also recorded to be in the vicinity of the Warner Glen 
Recreation Site. As this sites location is listed as unreliable the DIA have placed a 10 sq Ian 
buffered extent around the site. This buffered extent overlays the Warner Glen recreation Site. 
Information in the site file locates this site on a pool at a picnic ground along a graded track off 
Rosa Glen Road. The co-ordinates on the sites register place this site on an un-named creek that 
runs from the east into the Upper Chapman Brook, south of the Warner Glen Recreation Site. 
From the information provided it is not possible to accurately detennine the actual location of 
this site. However as neither of these locations is congruent with the position of the Warner 
Glen Recreation Site it is not likely that CALM's proposed works will affect this site. 

Previous archaeological studies in the region have identified the use of the Blackwood River 
area by traditional Aboriginal people (Dortch; 1975). Ethnographic research, both within the 
study area and in the wider context of the southwest region has identified a widespread 
revitalization in the belief of the sacred entity of the Waugal. The revitalization of the belief in 
the Waugal and its creative powers is seen in contemporary times to be spreading throughout 
the South West within the Nyungar community (McDonald Hales and Associates; 1994). Some 
observers believe this is a contemporary phenomenon only and does not accurately reflect what 
was the traditional ritual and mythology. Other observers see current Waugal beliefs as being 
central to the contemporary Aboriginal world view and as being of equal importance to 
traditional mythologies that are now no longer known. Regardless of the outcome of this debate 
the current author is in no doubt that the contemporary Nyungar community places a high level 
of significance on the regions waterways and wetlands (Goode; 20(4). 

SUES BRIDGE RECREATION SITE 
The outcomes of this survey did not identify any previously unrecorded sites of ethnographic 
significance at tIle Sues Bridge recreation site. It is therefore recommended that the 
development be allowed to proceed. 

With regards to CALM's wish to conduct works at Sues Bridge to build viewing decks at 
various locations on the rivers southern embankment, CALM should apply under Section 18 of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for consent to use the land that contains an Aboriginal site. 
The particular aspects of the work described to be considered by this Section 18 application 
should be the public viewing deck at the Rocky Crossing and the canoe launch site to the east on 
the southern embankment. At the request of t11e Aboriginal community the deck at Rocky 
Crossing should be suitable for disabled access and at the canoe launch ramp, the embankment 
at the edges of the deck should be retained by local granite rock to keep the look natural. 

CALM should also include within the Section 18 application any other planned work that will 
affect the Blackwood River, its tributaries and its embankments, 30m from the nonoal higb 
water line. 

As the Aboriginal community support CALM's in principle plans and their Section 18 request, 
it is fC(!ommended that Ministerial approval be granted in order for the development to be able 
to proceed. 
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Should Ministerial pennission be granted, it is further recommended that prior to works taking 
place that the final plans should be sent to the full working party of the South West Boojarah 
Native Title Claim group at the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council, for comment. 

It is also recommended that CALM provide for the placement of interpretive signage at the fee 
station located on the new access road. This signage is needed to acknowledge the significance 
of the Blackwood River (Joojilup) to the Aboriginal community. The provision of the 
information for this signage should be developed through consultation between CALM officers 
and the full working party of the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim group at the South 
West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. 

WARNER GLEN RECREATION SITE 
The outcomes of this survey did not identify any previously unrecorded ethnographic sites of 
significance at the Warner Glen recreation site. It is therefore recommended that the 
development be allowed to proceed. . 

The outcome of this survey did identify a number of issues of cultural concern that the 
Aboriginal community had with works previously conducted at this area. 

Firstly, the Aboriginal community considers that construction of camp sites located along the 
northern embankment of the Chapman Brook, to be an inappropriate impact on a registered 
Aboriginal site and to be detrimental to the environmental integrity of the Chapman Brook. 

Secondly, the Aboriginal community considers the construction of a concrete boat ramp and the 
use of large power boats, on the Chapman Brook, to be also an inappropriate impact upon a 
registered Aboriginal site and also to the environmental integrity of the Chapman Brook. 

As a result of this concerns it is recommended that CALM relocate these camp sites and also to 
rehabilitate the affected area. 

It is also recommended that CALM close the boat ramp. As the Aboriginal community is 
supportive of the boat ramp sites use as a canoe (an un-powered craft) launch site, it is further 
recommended that CALM modify the existing boat ramp into a canoe launch deck. 

If this option is adopted CALM should also modify the access road and make it into a car park 
with a walk trail that services the canoe launch site. This would be consistent with their plans 
for the same facility at Sues Bridge. 

In order to enact the above recommendations, which will affect a registered Aboriginal site (Site 
lD 20434) CALM should apply under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for 
consent to use the land, that contains an Aboriginal site. . 

BLACKWOOD VIEWS LOOKOUT SITE 
At the Blackwood River views lookout site CALM will also need to make application under 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) consent to use the land that contains an 
Aboriginal site. 

As the Aboriginal community is supportive of the above recommendations, it is further 
recommended that Ministerial consent be given to conduct this work. Should consent be given 
it is further recommended that CALM engage a suitable, qualified senior Aboriginal Elder to 
conduct periodic monitoring of the work at the Blackwood River views lookout. 
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It is further recommended that CALM also place interpretive information at this site in order to 
inform the public of the significance of the Blackwood River to the Aboriginal community, 

It is finally recommended that CALM consider the employment of local Aboriginal youth on 
both projects. 
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REPORT 

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE SURVEY OF SUES BRIDGE AND WARNER 
GLEN RECREATION SITES, BLACKWOOD RIVER NATIONAL PARK, 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 

ISSUE 
The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) propose to upgrade and to 
develop new recreation facilities at the Sues Bridge and Warner Glen Recreation Sites on the 
Blackwood River. As the Blackwood River is a registered Aboriginal Heritage site (Site ID 
20434) CALM is seeking Ministerial approval under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972) to carry out the proposed works. -

REPORT OBJECTIVES 
To conduct Archaeological and Ethnographic surveys of the proposed development areas, in 
order to fulfill the requirements necessary to progress applications under Section 18 of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). Therefore enabling CALM to be able to meet their obligations 
under the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972 - amended 1980). 

To identify any new or existing Aboriginal Heritage sites within the study areas and to record 
recommendations from the Aboriginal community in order to manage these sites. 

To identify any cultural issues of concern that representatives from the South West Boojarah 
Native Title Claim group have with the management of the recreation sites at Sues Bridge and 
Warner Glen and to record their recommendations regarding the management of these areas. 

BACKGROUND 
The Sues Bridge Campground is located in 'Schroeder' and 'Adelaide' forest blocks, State. 
Forest Nos.; 32 and 63 and is currently part of the proposed "Blackwood River National Park". 
The total area affected by the proposed development is approximately three hectares (see 
attached maps; Appendix; ). The purpose of this project is to upgrade the existing facilities at 
the Sues Bridge Recreation Site and to mitigate the environmental impacts that camping is 
having on the rivers foreshore. This will be achieved by the removal of the existing camp sites 
from the rivers foreshore. The rivers foreshore will subsequently be re·developed for day use 
only. A new access road and new car parks will also be built to service the development which 
will allow the existing car park areas to be re·developed as new campsites. This will compensate 
for the loss of campsites removed from the rivers foreshore and minimize the amount of 
clearing necessary to create the new campsites. The works within the day use area will also 
include fencing, mulching, replanting and hardening of access paths to the river and other 
facilities. 

Within the development plans the provision of eight additional campsites in the existing 
camping loop and the construction of two new universal access toilets will also be provided. 
These toilets will be sealed vault types ensuring no leaching of wastes can occur. The 
construction of two camp kitchens within the existing camping loop will also be provided. Two 
universal access (wheelchair accessible) camping sites will also be built. A canoe launching 
deck on the rivers foreshore, which will be serviced by a new loop road, car park and walk trail 
to the river, will also be built. No vehicle access to the river will be provided or allowed. 

~8-
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The second area of proposed works is the Warner Glen Recreation Site. This is located within 
Sussex Location 3562, Timber Reserve No. 201125 and is a part of the proposed 'Blackwood 
River National Park' (see attached maps; Appendix; ). 

The proposed works are needed in order to create a new camp site located to the east of the 
existing camping areas and to complete works to provide infrastructure within these existing 
sites. The upgrading of the roads that provide access to the recreation site is also needed in order 
to mitigate soil erosion occurring at various locations around the area, particularly along tile 
access road that services the boat ramp on the Chapman Brook. 

At the Blackwood Views lookout site, serious riverbank erosion is occurring. In order to 
mitigate this erosion CALM propose to stabilize the riverbanks with rocks or a gabion basket 
structure. This work will require some excavation of the rivers banks and bed. The re
contouring and hardening of the existing walk track and the construction of a viewing deck at 
this site is also needed to prevent further erosion from water runoff: At the completion of this 
work, fencing of the walk trail and the re-habilitation of the surrounding area will complete the 
work at this site. 

~ 9 ~ 
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LOCATION 

Figure 1 :1"ocation of the study areas. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

TRADITIONAL NYUNGAR CULTURE 
The south-west of Western Australia is considered to fonn a distinct cultural bloc defined by the 
distribution of the Nyungar language. Before Nyungar was used as a group or linguistic name 
the south-west people recognised themselves, their language and culture, as 'Bibbultnan' (Bates, 
1985). Daisy Bates writes that the Bibbulman people were the largest homogenous group in 
Australia. Their land took in everything to the west of a line drawn from Jucien Bay on the west 
coast to Esperance on the south coast (Bates, t 966). Bates also mentions that over seventy 
groups that shared a common language and some local variations occupied the Bibbulman area. 

"All coastal BibblllmllTi were Waddarn-di - sea people, and called themselves, and 
were called by their inland neighbours, Waddarn-di Bibbulmun. The inland tribes 
were distinguished by the character of the country they occupied. They were either 
Bilgur (river people, beel or bil-river), Darbalung (estuary people), or Buyun-gur (hill 
people - buya-rock, stone, hill), but all were Bibbulmllnl [Nyimgar]" (Bates 1985:47). 

Tindale (1974) identified thirteen 'tribal groups' in the south-west based on socio-linguistic 
boundaries and minor dialect differences. He describes the Piblemen Bibbulmun's territory as 
'the lower Blackwood River, chiefly on the hills between the Blackwood and the Warren 
Rivers, east to the Gardner River and Broke inlet; on Scott River; inland to Manjimup and 
Bridgetown'. The Piblemen people maintained a number of paths between the Vasse area in the 
north and Augusta to the south, and as far as Bridgetown to the east, that followed the 
Blackwood River. 

The Nyungar or Bibbulmun people of the south-west were a distinct group in that their initiation 
practices varied markedly from their desert and semi-desert dwelling neighbours. Unlike the 
desert people, the Nyungars did not practice circumcision or sub~incision, but rather practiced a 
ritual of nasal septum piercing and ciatricisioll of the upper body (Bates, 1985). The people 
who followed these socio-religious practices have been described by Berndt and Berndt (1979), 
as being of the 'Old Australian Tradition'. 

Within the Bibbulmun, two primary moiety divisions existed, the Manichmat or 'fair people of 
the white cockatoo' and Wordllngmat or 'dark people of the crow', which were the basis of 
marriage between a further four class subdivisions: TOlldarnlp, Didarruk and Bal/arok, 
Nagarnook (Bates, 1985). Bates describes the only lawful marriage between the groups to be 
"the cross-cousin marriage of paternal aunts' children to the maternal uncles' children", and 
states that the four clan groups and relationships, under different names, are "identical in every 
tribe in Western Australia, east, north, south and southwest ... " (Bates 1966:24-25). 

Each socio-linguistlc group, sometimes referred to as the 'tribe" consisted of a number of 
smaller groups. Each of these smaller groups was made up of around 12 to 30,persons, related 
men, their wives and children and, at times, visiting relatives from other groups. These 
subgroups could be described as a family, a band or a horde. For every subgroup there was a 
tract ofland with which they most closely identified themselves with, an individual or a group's 
land was called their Kalla or fireplace (Moore, 1884). This referred to an area of land which 
was used by the group and over which the members of the group exercised the greatest rights to 
its resources. It was also the area for which the group would act as custodians of. Other groups 
would also have some rights of access and use gained through marriage. 

- 11 -
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"Ownership rights to land were held by groups of people linked through common 
descent; there was definite ownership of land in both social and personal ways. As 
well a~ belonging to a local descent group by birth, each individual simultaneously 
belonged to an economic or food gathering group" (Le Soue£, 1993). 

There are two fonns of socially organised relationships to the land) a spiritual association and an 
economic one. Stanner (1965) uses the terms 'estate' and 'range' to distinguish these two 
different associations, he writes that the 'range' was that land in which the group 'ordinarily 
hunted and foraged to maintain life'. The 'estate' refers to the spiritual country and which may 
be 'owned' by either an individual, by the group or by part of the group. The relationship to 
'estate' is mostly religious, however there is also an economic benefit. The estate can be 
considered the country or home of a group. It is sometimes referred to as the 'Dreaming place' 
and as such includes all religious sites, myths and rituals that occur on or about that land. In this 
way 'estate' forms part of the Aboriginal ties to Dreaming and place (Stanner, 1965). 

"There is a clear relationship between the individual and the land, which is expressed 
in a number of ways. There is a direct link between the mythic heroes and spirits of 
the dreaming and the land. Relationships with these beings, which are transmitted 
through birth, descent and marriage (to a lesser extent), are a reciprocal arrangement 
of rights and obligations and they are vital for claiming rights to the land" 
(Silberbauer, ·1994: 124). 

The link between the individual and the land comes from the conception site, where the 
animating spirit enters the mother and thus there is a direct connection between the land, spirit 
and the identity of the individual (Machin, 1996). The spiritual ties with the land strengthened 
economic rights and land usage involved both ritual and social connections (McDonald et al., 
1994). Land use or ownership in traditional Aboriginal Australia is based on a religious view of 
the world and tIle position of people in it. This religious view is most often referred to as the 
Dreaming; the Dreaming is an ideological and philosophical basis for a close emotional 
connection between Aborigines and their land (Machin, 1996). The Dreaming refers to a distant 
past when the world had yet to be fully created. Dreamtime stories refer to.mythic beings that 
roamed the Earth creating plant and animal species. During the struggles of these mythic beings 
many landforms such as hills and rivers were created. The landscape bears testimony to the 
struggles of creation and is studded with sacred sites recalling the Dreamtime. These sites are 
owned by or belong to either one or more groups, and so such sites have a shared significance 
amongst the local population. The shared spiritual significance of these sites had a function of 
bringing together different groups. Another function of these shared sites is that knowledge of 
the local myths created rights of use to the land. 

"Rights are recognized through active social relations, a process symbolized through 
the possession of knowledge. That is. knowledge is only gained through participation 
in social relations and rights to the land are reliant on the possession of relevant 
religious knowledge". (Machin, 1996:11) 

Traditionally, the Bibbulmun Nyungar people recognized six different seasons in the year. Each 
of these seasons coincided with a particular seasonal abundance of a wide variety of food 
resources. Fish traps such as the well documented Barragup Fish Trap were used to catch large 
migrations of estuarine and river fish. These fish traps were so efficient at providing food that 
they fonned the basis of regular meetings between neighbouring groups and were a focus of 
cultural activities (Contos et al 1998, Bates 1985). Spears Gidji-garbel & Gidgie-borryl, axes 
KadJo and digging sticks WOIllJa, were used to hunt and procure food (Berndt 1979, Tilbrook 
1983). Trees known to contain bird's nests or possum hollows or to have hives with native 
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honey in them had notches cut into their trunks to facilitate climbing. The Bibbulmun Nyungars 
had an extensive knowledge of plants for both food and medicinal uses (Bird & Beeck 1988, 
Meagher 1974). 

SETTLEMENT AND SOCIAL DISRUPTION 
Prior to settlement in Western Australia, the Dutch and the French, as well as sealers and 
whalers of mixed nationalities, had already landed and made contact with the local Aborigines. 
From the beginning of the 17th century the Dutch had been sailing north along the Western 
Australian coast en route to the Dutch East Indies, and ships were often forced close to the coast 
by the prevailing southwesterly winds. Many who realized their proximity to the coast too late 
came to grief there, The early reports by the Dutch described the coast as a bleak and desolate 
place. Apart from some expeditions to try and rescue shipwrecked sailors, the Dutch showed 
little interest in Australia (McDonald et a1., 1994). 

The Dutch flute Elburgh is reported to have recorded the first brief description of the 
Aborigines near Cape Leeuwin in 1659: 

"An armed party sighted three Nyungar Aborigines wearing kangaroo skin cloaks. At 
the sight of the European sailors, the tribesmen ran off into the bush leaving behind 
spears and small axes" (Cresswell, 1989). 

Contacts were also made by the whalers and sealers who visited the coast to take on water. The 
sailors were also interested in the local females, and this interest was discovered by the first 
settlers to the Augusta region when the local Aboriginal group used the English word 'woman' 
wben referring to females (Shann, 1926). Two further items point to considerable pre~ 
colonization contact with whalers, the first being that in 1827, Major Lockyer of the Albany 
garrison 'reported incidents of Aboriginal women being found on offshore islands, kidnapped 
and then abandoned by the sealers', Secondly, when the first French and British expeditions of 
the late 17th and early 181h centuries did contact local Aborigines, tl1ey reported that while the 
men were approacbabie and friendly, they kept their women and children hidden or some 
distance away (Colwell, 1970). 

The first 'settlement' in Western Australia was the establishment of a garrison of soldiers at 
King George Sound in 1827. fu 1829 the Swan River colony was founded and the settlement of 
Augusta took place in 1830. Initially relations between the Aborigines and the settlers were 
friendly, the Nyungar people showed the settlers to water sources and the Eurppeans shared 
game shot while being guided by the Nyungar men (Shann, 1926). On the 1st of May 1830, the 
schooner Emily Tay/or dropped anchor in Flinders Bay close by what is now Augusta. On board 
were the first settlers who were to create the town of Augusta, the Molloy, Bussell and Turner 
families and their servants, Dr Green, Sgt Guerin and a detachment of soldiers (pickering, 1929; 
Turner, 1956). Horses, cattle, machinery, merchandise and general stores of every description 
were rafted ashore through the surf. Turner (1956) recounts: 

"While these strange operations were being enacted, natives lurked curiously in the 
background, watching every movement; it was something entirely new to them. The 
natives were timid and shy, but to cover this they 'simulated rage,' gesticulated and 
jabbered at the intrusion on their domain; but the settlers advanced, calling 'abba 
abba' and some of the few aborigine words they had already learned, and by offering a 
few trinkets and with friendly signs they soon established peace, and some natives led 
them to a 'soak', no doubt the spring so often referred to later" (1956:89). 
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Berndt (1979) suggests that the Aboriginals believed that the first European settlers, because of 
their light skin colour, were souls of the dead (djanga) returned from Kurannup, the home of the 
Bibbulmun dead located beyond the western sea. He describes: 

" ... the kanya (soul of the newly dead) going first to the tabu-ed moojarr or moodurt 
tree (Nuyfsta floribullda or Christmas tree), where it rested on its way to 
KuranDup ... here, their old skins were discarded and they appeared 'white'" (1979:86). 

Many of the tracks created by the Nyungar people were used by the early settlers to explore the 
land and ~ventual1y to create the basis for roads upon these tracks, many of which still follow 
similar alignments. Not only do the original paths used by the Nyungar people often coincide 
with existing road alignments but often link traditional areas of importance which are now the 
location of townsites (Collard, 1994). Augusta, Busselton and Bunbury, fonnally known as 
Talanup, Yoonberup and Koomballup by the Nyungar people, were important regional areas 
providing good hUllting and food gathering opportunities. The settlers in Augusta employed the 
local Nyungars as guides and trackers and used the Nyungar paths through the bush to reach the 
Vasse district (Jennings, 1983). 

In November of 1833, Georgina Molloy wrote to a friend in England that the Aborigines in 
Augusta were 'fond' of the settlers, and tnat the settlers and Aborigines lived "on the most 
peaceful tenns". In the same letter, which took four months to complete, she writes of "being 
troubled with natives who, though amiable, required watching in case of theft" (pickering, 
1929:47). Whilst relations between tile setders and the Aborigines began amiable, pilfering of 
food and implements soon tested this. Early in ] 834, an incident occurred in which a group of 
around 30 Aborigines attempted to intimidate Mrs. Molloy and Fanny Bussell whilst Captain 
Molloy and other male members of the settlement were absent. The Aborigines attempted to 
take a tablecloth and some potatoes before Mrs. Molloy's servant Dawson (the only male 
present) produced a pistol and a rifle that scared the aborigines off. From the Molloy house the 
Aborigines went to Miss Bussell's house from where they took three salt sellers. The 
Aborigines valued glass (dilli/ah) for pointing their spears. When the theft was discovered the 
settlers had the garrison of soldiers apprehend the Aborigines. There was an exchange in which 
the soldiers either threatened to shoot or to bayonet the women or woman responsible (the two 
accounts from Mrs. Molloy and Miss Bussell vary in detail). The salt sellers were recovered 
without any actual violence-taking place, yet it marked a significant worsening of relations 
between the Aborigines and the settlers (pickering, 1929; letter of Fanny Bussel1 dated 
16/2/1834). Georgina Molloy wrote of the incident: 

"I am sure if Dawson had not been present, Mrs. Dawson and I and the poor children 
would have been murdered or otherwise injured. for it seemed that mans full intention 
to prevent me leaving my own premises. It gave me a great fright" (Pickering, 1929). 

In 1837~ three Nyungar men were killed as a repisal for the theft of a heifer, in the same year a 
house belonging to the Turner family in Augusta was burnt to the ground and the Government 
store was raided (Jennings, 1983). As the settlers expanded their farming operations and took up 
more and more land, the pressure on the Nyungar people increased as the two lifestyles met. 
Cattle were speared and settlers attacked. Reprisals led to resentment and conflict replaced the 
early good will. On June 28, 1837, Lennox Bussell wrote a letter to Captain Molloy in Augusta 
describing the killing of three Nyungar men as a reprisalfor the Aboriginal people taking a 
heifer (Jennings, 1983). On July 9, he wrote again to Captain Molloy about the reprisals. 

" .... I do not view the present daring outrage (The taking of the heifer) as a mere 
breach of the law but as an act of open hostility and defiance ... we have inflicted 
upon the offenders the only adequate punishment in our power... Let us first 
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convince them of their inferiority and then extend to them our protection and it will 
be gratefully accepted, otherwise with the vanity inherent in a savage, they will 
fling back the proffered gift and considering every act of forbearance a confession 
of weakness and inability, will cause in their final SUbjection which sooner or later 
must be effected, a sacrifice of life on both sides double or treble to what would 
have befallen if severer measures had been adopted from the first" (Letter to 
Captain Molloy from Lennox Bussell, dated July 9, 1837, cited in Jennings, 1983). 

As the settlers demand for labour increased, Aboriginal people were employed as farm labour 
and domestic help in exchange for goods such as flour, sugar and tobacco. The Aborigines 
became increasingly dependent on these European food supplements and, whilst still practicing 
some aspects of their traditional economies, the traditional lifestyle of the Nyungar people may 
have ended as early as the 1860's (Berndt and Berndt, 1979). This relationship between the 
settlers and the local tribes spelt the beginning of the end for the Aborigines 'fully traditional 
economies' (Moore, 1989). 

Hamelin Bay became a port for ships loading timber cut in the Karridale area in 1875 when 
Willie Eldridge was granted a fourteen year lease to cut timber in a 75000 acre area around 
Augusta-Hamelin. There were no facilities to load the ships and the timber was towed into the 
water by oxen and then loaded onto lighters (sailing barges) to be loaded on the ships. After 
losing one ship and cargo, and unable to find either markets or financial backing, Eldridge was 
forced to admit defeat. He was, however, responsible for erecting buildings, building roads and 
establishing Hamelin Bay as a shipping harbour and base for a business (Creswell 1989), 
Maurice Cole Davies followed Eldridge in expanding the timber industry in the region. M C 
Davies took over Eldridge's expired lease in 1878 and in 1881 had laid a rail line linking 
Boranup and Hamelin Bay, in 1882 construction began on a 1800 foot long jetty at Hamelin 
Bay. Many miles of rail line were laid linking mills to Hamelin Bay, which rapidly became a 
thriving port. In 1885 Hamelin Bay was a 'considerable township'. Around 1895 the Cape 
Leeuwin lighthouse was commissioned and completed in 1896. One person known to have 
worked on the lighthouse was Joe Hill who was an expiree (a convict who had served his time) 
employed to drive a bullock team carting stone (Cresswell 1989). Mr Joe Hill is a European 
ancestor of several Busselton Nyungar families. M C Davies successfully tendered for the 
construction of the original Alexander Bridge was 400 feet (122 meters) long and seventeen 
spans wide. The original bridge was located a short distance upstream from the present bridge 
and much of its structure survived until 1982 when a summer flood destroyed it. It's location 
has been a popular picnic and bream fishing spot for many years (Cresswell 1989). As a 
shipping port and timber town, Karridale and Port Hamelin lasted around 35 years. By 1910. 
most of the best timber in the area has been removed and the mill at Karridale has closed. With 
the mill closed, Karridale almost disappeared overnight (Cresswell 1989). As work on the 
timber mill finished, the Nyungar people who worked there moved with the industry to other 
locations. Busselton and the Geographe Bay area also provided other employment opportunities. 

"In all likelihood the Aboriginal population of the area was attracted to the towns, 
timber camps and homesteads between the 1860's and 1880's, although as 
suggested above, a certain degree of mobility may have been maintained with 
Aboriginal people traveling as itinerant seasonal labourers. Mervyn Longbottom, a 
long time resident at Darradup, recalled that about the tum of the century there 
were still Aboriginal groups moving about that area, using traditionaL foods and 
camping places. Although they still had some traditional tools, they had European 
clothes and no longer wore skin cloaks. He also recalled that two hundred or so 
Aboriginal people would annually pass across the Darradup ford en-route to visit a 
'king' at Karridale" (Hallam 1977 in Gibbs. 1989). 
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Aborigines were seen throughout Western Australia as a convenient source of labour which 
required little, if any, payment for work, even though the early settlers often relied on the extra 
labour the Aborigines were able to provide to establish European fanning techniques. During 
the course of a parliamentary debate in 1883, John Forrest stated that, 'Colonization would go 
on with very slow strides if we had no natives to assist us' (Goddard and Stannage 1984). In 
1898, John Forrest wrote a circular to the Aborigines department stating the 'care and 
protection' of Aborigines had now 'developed on the Government' and that, while the 
Government and its bureaucracies must provide help to aged and sick Aborigines, it was to be 
given'with due regard given to the practice of strict economy'. In the same circular, Forrest 
takes care to point out that 'no able bodies natives who can provide for their own maintenance 
should receive rations' (Battye Library Busselton Court House records. ACC #594). 

Missionary work had begun as early as 1840, and in 1841 the Reverend George King went 
'amongst the blacks and collected eighteen children' aged between five and ten. It was his belief 
that the children could be 'civilized' only if they were kept away from 'the dark influences of 
the wandering tribe' (Barley 1984). The missionaries took children from tl1eir parents and 
interfered with traditional marriage arrangements in order to remove their 'converts' from the 
influences of traditional Aboriginal culture. 

The bardships facing the Aboriginal people steadily increased as their mode of life clashed with 
\ , European notions of fanning. Some settlers complained about Aboriginal hunting and fishing 

\1 
practices. Fish traps such as those at Wonnemp and Augusta were traditionally very important 
to the Nyungars, providing a means to feed large numbers of people. The fish traps were often 
the reason Nyungars visited certain locations, to take advantage of seasonal runs of fish, which 
provided enough food to enable large ceremonial gatherings. The settlers destroyed many fish 
traps in an effort to discourage Aboriginal people from coming onto land which was being 
farmed or otherwise occupied by the settlers. The weir type fish traps built by the Nyungar 

../ people were also sometimes a hazard to navigation and destroyed because ofthis. In 1899, the 
, Government passed a law prohibiting the building or use of fish traps which caused a 

considerable blow to the traditional Nyungar economy (Til brook, 1983). 

During the late 1800's and early 1900's, the Government passed a series of Acts which 
increasingly eroded the Aboriginal people's civil liberties. The Industrial Schools Act (1874) 
empowered managers of Aboriginal Missions to keep Aboriginal children to the age of 21 and 
place them as domestic servants or apprentices without their parent's permission. The 
Aborigines Protection Act (1886) introduced controls over Aboriginal employment. In 1889, the' 
Constitution Act was introduced, it specified that 5000 pounds or 1% of the annual colonial 
gross revenue, whichever was greater, was to be used to provide for the Aborigines. The 
Aborigines Act (1897) repealed the Constitution Act (1889) and transferred control of 
Aboriginal affairs to the West Australian Government, which acted through the Aborigines 
Department, formed in the same year. Following the Roth Royal Commission in 1904, in which 
Roth described the Western Australian Police's treatment of Aborigines as 'most brutal and 
outrageous' and described the conditions experienced by many Aborigines as 'resembling 
cruelties committed in the Dark Ages', the Aborigines Act (1905) was introduced (Haebich 

,../ 1988). The Aborigines Act (1905) allowed the Government to remove Aboriginal people to live 
/' in mission camps such as Roelands and Carrolup, and to control many aspects of their lives 

inc1uding marriage and employment. Other hardships for the Aboriginal popUlation included the 
Dog Act (1885), which forced Aborigines to license their dogs or risk their destruction. As the 
Nyungar people used the dogs to aid in hunting and providing for themselves, the Dog Act 
(1885) represented a blow to their means of survival. 

Nyungar people adapted to the new conditions as best they could, obtaining mostly short term 
seasonal work as stock workers, domestic help, farm labourers and foresters (Haebich 1988) . 
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Fringe camps occurred on the outskirts of towns as Aboriginal people followed 'runs' from one 
area of seasonal employment to another. Many Aboriginal people lived in the bush between 
jobs, surviving on whatever game or bush tucker was seasonally abundant (Tilbrook 1983). 
Those Aborigines who were working as fann labour and domestic help found that competition 
for employment increased suddenly with the influx of people attracted to Western Australia 
during the gold rushes of the 1880's and 1890's (Tilbrook, 1983). 

Further inequity saw the Aboriginal unemployed receive a lower sustenance rate than the white 
unemployed during the Depression of the 1930's. Living more or less pennanently in fringe 
camps, seeking out seasonal employment and supplementing their diet with game, fish and some 
bush tucker was a lifestyle which predominated for the Aboriginal people late into the 1960's 
(McDonald, Hales & Associates, 1995). In 1965. when two Busselton Nyungar families were 
moved from 'miserable primitive humpies' to government housing, the newspaper article which 
reported the move stated that, "although the men were hard and conscientious workers, they had 
never been able to Secure permanent employment" (West Australian 29/4/1965). Many of the 
southwest's Nyungar people have lived in fringe camps at some time during their life, creating a 
Hving for themselves doing seasonal work and often supplementing their diet with fresh caught 
fish from the ocean. 

In recent years, Nyungar culture has transformed itself and is currently in a process of 'cultural 
revitalization'. The Aboriginal Heritage Act, passed in 1972, has resulted in an increased 
interest in archaeological surveys in the southwest. Initial European settlement and the years 
that followed caused massive social disruption and a loss of nodal knowledge, individual and 
family stories, which create the Nyungar spiritual landscape. This has resulted in a low number 
of ethnographically significant sites in the area. Due to this paucity of ethnographic sites, local 
Nyungars have tended to place a greater significance on archaeological sites than Aborigines in 
other parts of the State, as the sites are seen as an important, tangible link to past Nyungar 
culture. Bestowing ethnographic significance on archaeological sites that current generations 
were not aware of has been described as part of the process of 'cultural revitalization' that is, a 
reinterpretation and a transfonnation of Nyungar culture (O'Connor, et aI., 1995; McDonald, 
Hales & Associates, 1995). 

WATER AND ABORIGINAL SIGNIFICANCE 
There is no doubt that water, especially fresh water was of vital importance to traditional 
Aboriginal people, the rivers and pools were a source of food, linked campsites along walk I 

tracks and in the case of the Blackwood River defined the territories or estates of the Pibbelmen I 
and Wardandi people (Hallam 1979). As the Blackwood River, particularly in the lower reaches 
created an impassable barrier to people without boats the places where the river could be 
crossed created an intersection of tracks and as such became focal points of traditional activity 
(Gibbs 1989). Fish traps were located on creeks, in rivers and in the tidal zones of estuaries, as 
these were an efficient and abundant source of food these also created focal points for 
traditional activity. 

"It should also be recognised that a large number of Aboriginal names have been 
perpetuated in modem maps, 'although their original contexts and meanings are 
unknown. An examination of older maps, such as the 40 chain series held in the 
Battye Library, do not reveal much more detail, although a limited number of specific 
features, especially springs and watercourses, do have Aboriginal names indicated." 
(Gibbs. M. 1995) 
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Archaeologists have confirmed that all water sources were important to traditional Aboriginal 
people and have recognized there is a higher likelihood of finding artifacts around freshwater 
sources, lakes and estuaries. Dortch (2002) has investigated a model of hunter-gatherer socio
economic and territorial organization in the southwest coastal regions. The distribution of 
topographical features such as estuaries, rivers and wetlands would have had a bearing on the 
population distribution; "rivers, wetlands and lakes, dune fields, escarpments and other 
topographical features that certainly would have influenced the positioning of estate boundaries 
and band foraging ranges are left our [of his model] (Dortch 2002). 

"Archaeologists and Anthropologists generally agree that prehistoric land use patterns 
were based on the seasonal migrations between the coastal plain and its hinterland to 
exploit the various food and water resources. There is a tendency, in all parts of the 
project area, for sites to be located near the various water sources, such as rivers, 
creeks, lakes, swamps and estuaries. Based on the existing information, the most 
important river systems in. the project area are the Busselton Drainage Basins, 
Margaret River and the lower Blackwood River. The construction of dams on the 
rivers of the project area has the most potential to disturb archaeological sites 
compared to the development of bores to tap groundwater sources. However the latter 
has implications for ethnographic sites because of the potential alteration to the water 
table." (O'Connor et a(1995) 

Several early writers recorded parts of the Aboriginal mythology about water in the southwest. 
Clearly a lot of knowledge and stories have been lost in the years since settlement and no 
complete record of traditional mythology was ever made. Many of the European observers did 
note the importance of water to the traditional people and that water also occupied a place in the 
traditional mythology. The small parts of mythology recorded and references to the Waug/e or a 
snake like spirit of water are widespread both throughout the south west of Western Australia 
and other parts of Australia. Bates (1966) recorded that in the southwest. Their only deity was a 
woggal or serpent-god, that dominated the earth, the sky, the sea, and punnished evil doers" 

"All permanent native waters have legends attached to them, legends of the "dream" 
time, which go back to the days when birds and animals possessed human attributes, 
or were human beings, or were groups of which the bird or animal was representative, 
or were magic animals and birds possessing the power of human speech. The natives 
cannot say that the "founders" of the various permanent waters were altogether 
human, although birds or beasts, or half bird half human, but the bird or animal name 
only is always given in the legend never a human name." (Bates D. 1966 p. 157) 

Another reference to the Waugle or snake like spirit of water was recorded by Salvado (1850) 
and indicates the fear or reverence with which Aboriginal people regard the spirit of water and 
also the hannful powers of the 'serpent', 

"If the natives are afraid to walk about at nighttime, for fear of Cienga, they dread 
even more going near large pools of water, in which they believe there lurks a great 
serpent called 'Uocol' [Waugal], who kills them if they dare to drink there or draw 
water during the night. A large number of natives came to me one evening asking for 
water. The first ones took all I had and drank it, and the others, about fifteen of them, 
asked me to go to the pool nearby to get some for them. I showed them the bucket and 
told them to go themselves. They all fell silent, and no one dared take the bucket, or 
tell me what they were afraid of, until, about an hour later, one of them said 
respectfully: 'N~alla cape uoto, chetchet cuaragn: nunda uoto quaragn iuad' (If we go 
and take water, very soon we will be killed, but if you go, you will be alright). I saw 
quickly that they had some superstition on the subject, and said that I would go with 
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them, with the idea of banishing their false fears. As we went to the pool or stream, 
they made me go ahead, and all followed me in single file, in deep silence. While they 
were quenching their thirst, I started to move away, but immediately they shouted, 
'Nanap, nanap' (,Stop, stop'), fearing that I was going to leave them on their own. As 
we began to go back to the hut, they ran ahead and preceded me, again in single file, 
so that I came last. When I reproached them fOf their superstitious ideas, they replied 
condescendingly: 'Nunda tonga but' ('You don't know anything about it'). However 
much the natives of both sexes like to swim 'dog-paddle' style in summer, they will 
never go into water that is dark and deep, because they say that the serpent Uocol is 
there, and they are afraid of him even during the daytime." (Bishop Salvado 1850 in 
StormonE.) 

Salvado (1850) recorded that the Aborigines 'hide carefully from strangers their customs and, in 
particular, their beliefs'. Moore (1842) described the Waugle as a 'huge winged serpent' that 
lived in dark waters and was feared as a harmful force. A woman who fell ill or miscarried 
during a pregnancy was called Waugalan. The Waugal is of particular danger to pregnant 
women and so associated with fertility if in a hannful rather than replenishing manner. 

Not all of the stories regarding the creation of water sources or rivers in the southwest and wider 
Nyungar country involve the Waugal or snake like spirit of water. In a story regarding the 
creation of the Margaret River a magic stick is the means of transfonnation or creation of the 
Margaret River. Another story that is believed to have been recorded in the Kojonup district 
tells of a crow and a hawk creating a fresh water soak. 

" ... Dinah, the mother of the late, distinctive Ted Smith, told (him) this legend of the 
Kojonup district. The country was gripped in drought and the only known water was 
salty. The health of the parched Aborigines, birds and animals deteriorated. An eagle
hawk, soaring about the sky and swooping to earth, observed that a fat and shiny crow 
had a wet beak, wet with fresh water. The eagle-hawk, seething with unparalleled 
fury, attacked the cunning crow. In so doing his claws split the rocks and the blood of 
the attacked crow was splattered over the surrounding rocks and earth. So, a fresh 
water soak is to be found in the Wakhinup area, hidden amid rocks and surrounded by 
rich, red loam." (Bignell M. 1971). 

Radcliffe-Brown (1926) wrote about 'the Rainbow Serpent Myth of Australia' he wrote that 
throughout Australia there is a belief in 'a huge serpent, which lives in certain pools or water 
holes'. He wrote that the serpent was sometimes associated with the rainbow, it could also occur 
or be seen as" a wavy dark shadow" in the Milky Way. Certain commonalties exist in the myth 
of a serpent type creature that has creative and punitive powers and that lives in dark or deep 
pools of water. Radcliffe-Brown points out the similarities of this widespread myth although 
throughout his article he refers to different names and different attributes of the 'Rainbow 
serpent'. (It is drawing a long bow to see a dark line in the Milky Way as a rainbow although it 
does point to the presence or representation of the 'serpent' in the sky as well as the water and 
landscape). 

"Crossing now to Western Austmlia. I have been able to trace the belief in the 
rainbow-serpent, living in deep, pennanent water holes, through all the tribes from the 
extreme southwest at least as far north as the Ninety Mile Beach and eastward into the 
desert. In the tribes around Perth it is called wogaZ, and certain water holes are pointed 
out as being each the abode of a woga/. It is regarded as dangerous for anyone except 
a medicine man to approach such a water hole, as the serpent is likely to attack those 
who venture near its haunts. "It generally attacks females, and the person whom it 
selects for its victim pines away and dies almost imperceptibly. To this creatures 
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influence the aborigine's attribute all sore and wounds for which they cannot 
otherwise account." (Radcliffe-Brown 1926). 

The notion of a serpent type deity associated with water also occurs throughout the northern and 
eastern parts of Australia. In these areas the deity is known as the Rainbow Serpent, it is the 
spirit of water, rain and flood. As a spirit creature it had excavated the beds of the rivers during 
its travels. It had 'reached down from the sky to the waterholes and pools, bringing water to the 
earth'. Throughout Amhem Land and the KimberJeys the Rainbow Serpent is associated with 
other myths regarding fertility and is sometimes regarded as male at others as female (A.W. 
Reed 2001). Other similarities with the Wallgle or Marchant include the Rainbow Serpent 
having powers to harm, particularly those who offended against it. 

"In the beliefs of many Aboriginal tribes, the rains would dry up, the earth would 
become parched, and life would cease to exist if it were not for the Rainbow Serpent." 
(Reed, AW;2001). 

Mudrooroo, an Aboriginal writer who has lectured at several Australian Universities offers a 
contemporary story about the Waugle placed in a modern context. The story deals with current 
social and environmental issues for Nyungar people and the wider community. 

" ... this is a story about a big snake. European people do not like snakes. They think 
that they are bad and good for nothing, but to the Nyoongar people, the ancestor of all 
the snakes, the Waugyal, was not only good, but long ago made aU the rivers and hills 
and valleys in South Western Australia. The rivers are the tracks he made as he 
twisted his way along. One of his tracks is the Swan River where this story happened. 
But before I begin our story, first of all I would like to say that after Waugyal had 
made everything, he went to sleep in a deep part of the river. And he is still there 
today. Perhaps I should say he tries to sleep, for these days there is too much noise 
and when he is disturbed, he becomes angry and restless and causes trouble. 
Sometimes he makes all the fish go away and other times he causes boats to capsize. 
He does not do these things because he is bad, but because people are bad. I'll tell 
you one thing about the Waugyal. Watjelas have studied us and have found that 
Aborigines all over Australia respect snakes, and they have joined up all these stories 
about snakes and made something called a rainbow serpent. They say and even tell us 
that the Waugyal is a rainbow serpent, whatever that is. But he isn't. He is a big hairy 
snake that made the rivers and hills and valleys and then, after he had done this, went 
to sleep in the deep part of the river. If he is any colour he is black, but when we tell 
them this, they say he is a Rainbow Serpent and refuse to listen." (Mudrooroo A Snake 
Story of the Nyoongar People - a Childre1Js Tale, in Giblett & Webb 1996) 

Ethnographers and anthropologists continue to debate the importance of the Waugle or water 
spirit snake to Nyungar people. Some observers believe that so much of the knowledge about 
the WalJgle mythology has been lost, and that what is currently retained by the Nyungar 
community is severely fragmented. Few stories about the Wallgle or water spirit/snake are 
associated with particular places or features. Most places Aboriginal people identify with the 
Waugle do not have a story or explanation to accompany them. 

While Bates (1985:221) reports that the 'woggal' [Waugle] "made all the big rivers of the 
Southwest" and "wherever it traveled it made a river" she does not indicate that all of the 
watercourses are of the same mythological significance. Rather, Bates (1985:221) notes: "the 
places where it camped (stayed, entered the land) in these travels were always sacred". That is 
these earlier reports referred to specific or "certain" places (Bates 1985, Radcliffe- Brown 
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1926). Moreover, the Waugle now does not generally seem to have the same evil or 
avoidance/sacred (winllaitch) qualities as found in earlier reports. In these circumstances most 
Nyungars reporting the presence of the Waugle are unable to provide any localised or contexted 
mythologicaVrituaV ceremonial information with regard to the majority of reported Waugle 
sites. The Waugle is now essentially only the benign bringer of water. (McDonald; 2000). 

The Aboriginal Communities views had changed over time. Historically the Waugal was both a 
creative and punitive spiritual force that inhabited deep pools and created other features of the 
landscape such as hills, where it traveled, In contemporary times the Waugal has become or is 
seen to be present in all water bodies - it is the benign 'bringer' of water, This change of view is 
largely based upon Aboriginal people now not knowing the traditional mythical stories but 
attributing significance by reading the country and assigning general significance. (Villiers 
2002). McDonald describes the WaugZe as having changed or been lessened in meaning, from 
an entity that made all of the rivers to a benign bringer of water. Although Bates recorded that 
the Wallgle made all of the rivers and watercourses in the southwest it was the places where it 
had camped or where it lived in the land which were the sacred or were winnaitch areas, 
McDonald would seem to be suggesting that these places are of greater mythological 
significance than the other parts of the watercourses. This point of view explains the Waugle as 
being seen in a different way than that recorded by early European observers - Bates and 
RadcIiffe~Brown can be contrasted with another view that sees the Wallgle as a force in the 
present tense. Other contemporary observers have recorded the Waugle as a more complex 
entity and associated with a wider belief system. 

"The Waugle is not just a mythic serpent, an Australian version of the Loch Ness 
Monster. The Waugle is notjllst a totemic ancestor. The Waugle is not just a spiritual 
being, a semi deity. The Waugle is indeed all of these but is, more fundamentally, a 
personification, or perhaps more correctly animalizatioll, of the vital force of running 
water." (O'Connor et a1. 1989) 

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 
Archival research involved an examination of the Department of Indigenous Affairs (OIA) Sites 
Register, a review of the relevant site files, and a review of unpublished ethnographic reports 
relevant to the study area. 

SITES REGISTER SEARCH 
A search of the DJA Sites Register on April 28 2004, revealed the presence of one registered 
Aboriginal Heritage site within the boundaries of the study areas. 

This site, Site ID 20434 Blackwood River, a site of mythological significance, does not at 
present appear on the publicly available DIA Sites Register data base. The DIA, at present, do 
not have the necessary data to be able to map the site on their GIS mapping system capturing the 
extent of the entire river inclusive of all its tributaries. The site however, has been placed upon 
the interim register at the DIA and afforded a site identification number and file. It is included 
below in the table of Registered Aboriginal Heritage Sites and the Review of Site Files. 

Site 10 5769 Upper Chapman Brook is also recorded to be in the vicinity of the Warner Olen 
Recreation Site. As this sites location is listed as unreliable the DIA have placed a 10 sq km 
buffered extent around the site. This buffered extent overlays the Warner Glen recreation Site. 
Information in the site file locates this site on a pool at a picnic ground along a graded track off 
Rosa Glen Road, The co-ordinates on the sites register place this site on an un-named creek that 
runs from the east into the Upper Chapman Brook, south of the Warner Glen Recreation Site. 
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From the information provided it is not possible to accurately determine the actual location of 
this site. However as neither of these locations are congruent with the position of the Warner 
Glen Recreation Site it is not likely that CALM's proposed works will affect this site. The 
name, type, and indicative location of the registered sites are shown in table 1. 

SITE ID Name LOCATION SITE TYPE 
No. (Australian Metric Grid Zone 

50)* 
EASTING NORTHING 

20434 Blackwood River Not Not Ethnographic 
Available . Available Mythological 

5769 UpperCi~apman Brook 335139 6225147 Artifact 
Please note: Coordinates are indicative locations that represent the centre of sites as shown on maps 
produced by the DIA - they may not necessarily represent the true centre of all sites, particularly jf access 
to specific site infonnation is tagged as 'closed' or 'vulnerable'. 

Table 1: Table of Registered Aboriginal Heritage sites 

REVIEW OF RELEVENT SITE FILES 
Blackwood River. Site fd No. 20434 
The site is recorded as a Mythological site. The site was first reported by S & R Parker in May 
2003 during a survey for Water Corporation. The site file contains an extract from the survey 
report. In the Ethnographic discussion the report states 'The Elders reiterated the cultural and 
spiritual significance of waterways in the area, particularly the entire Warren - Blackwood River 
System including all tributaries up to their high water mark. This reconciles, and is consistent 
with, the Nyiiting (or Dreaming) stories previously provided to AIC consultants by a range of 
Nyungar Elders regarding the activities of the Waugal and his journeys through the south west 
of Western Australia. Concern was expressed that the Blackwood River and all its tributaries 
were not recorded by DIA as a significant Aboriginal Site as the Elders said that they have 
previously informed various consultants of that fact'. In the recommendations of the R & S 
Parker report it is recommended that the DIA place the Warren and Blackwood rivers on the 
Interim Register of sites at the DIA. 

Further information regarding the Blackwood River as an Aboriginal Heritage site was recorded 
by Brad Goode in the report, Goode (2003); An Addendum to a Desktop Preliminary Aboriginal 
Heritage Survey for Water Corporations Proposed Development of the Yarl'agadee Aquifer 
Extellding to the Blaclnvood Groundwater Area. An unpublished report prepared for tIle 
Department of Environment Protection, Waters and Rivers Commission. In this report, members 
of the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim group requested that the Blackwood River be 
reported to the DIA as a site of mythological significance in association with Waugal beliefs. 
The Blackwood River site report was based upon the notion of 'generalized significance'. No 
traditional story about the Blackwood Rivers creation is currently known or was given by the 
Aboriginal informants who made the report. The Aboriginal informants wh~ made the report 
stated that they had a sacred belief that the entire Blackwood River and its tributaries was 
created by and was home to a Waugal. 

In this report the Blackwood River was also reported t6 be a 'bidi' - path -from inland areas of 
Nannup to the west coast. An ochre deposit and a traditional ford were also recorded at the 
crossing on Great North Road. The Blackwood River was also recorded as a place of 
significance to Aboriginal people as a cultural boundary between the Pibblemen and Wardandi 
language groups on the Nyungar people. The ford was also reported to be a place where 
different moieties traditionally exchanged wives across a recognized cultural boundary. 
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Upper Chapman Brook, Site fd No. 5769 
According to the site file this site is located near a large permanent pool on the Upper Chapman 
Brook. The pool is used as a swimming and picnic spot. Quartz artifacts were found on the 
surface in the alluvium at this site. The description of the sites location in the site file states that 
the site is located at the end of a graded track on the Upper Chapman Brook off Rosa Glen 
Road. Rosa Glen Road is located north of the Warner Glen Recreation Site. The co-ordinates 
on the sites register place this site on an un-named creek that runs from the east into the Upper 
Chapman Brook, south of the Warner Glen Recreation Site. From the information provided it is 
not possible to accurately determine the actual location of this site. However as neither of these 
locations are congruent with the position of the Warner Glen Recrea.tion Site it is not likely that 
CALM's proposed works will affect this site. 

REVIEW OF RELEVENT ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORTS 
Goode B. 2003. A Desktop Preliminary Aboriginal Heritage Survey for Water Corporations 

. Proposed Development of the Yarragadee Aquifer in the Lower South West Corner of 
Western Australia. An unpublished report prepared for the Western Australian Water 
Corporation and Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey. 

The study identifies known archaeological and ethnographic Aboriginal Heritage sites over a 
wide area of the extreme south west of the state. An issue identified in the discussion of the 
report is the crossing of streams and watercourses and the importance of rivers and wetland to 
Aboriginal people. These areas are known to have been the focus of traditional activities, 
hunting and food gathering and are likely to contain artifact sites or scatters. The significance of 
rivers within the project area is discussed including the Blackwood River. Previous studies 
(O'Connor 1995; 1989) have identified a religious significance attached to rivers and wetlands 
in the region. This significance is based on the view that all rivers and wetlands were created by 
and are spiritual repositories or the residence of the Waugal. The Waugal is attributed both 

i creative and punitive powers, it is the creator of rivers and wetlands but can also cause 
\ catastrophic andpotenthillY fatnt. events to befall people who offend or tamper with the Waugal. 
\ Nyungar people believe thllt acti):lg as custodians of the rivers and wetlands they have a sacred 
responSIbility to protect lhe wat~rways, jf they do not fulfil this responsibility the Waugal's 
punitive powers will adversely affect their lives. 

This significance attributed to rivers and w~tlands has been termed by the author as the notion 
of 'generalized significance'. "Significance being attributed to (or claimed for) an area or 
places based upon a physical areas or environmental characteristics rather than on the basis of 
an area or in terms of its known mythology or event specific actions" (O'Connor et aI1995). In 
the conclusion to the discussion the report states that "Nyungar people are in no doubt that all 
river; ephemeral creeks and wetlands should be seen as sites under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972). However the position of the Heritage administration is unclear." Some people within 
the bureaucracy of heritage administration believe that a traditional mythological story about the 
act of creation at a specific time and place is needed before the report of the significance of a 
waterway meets the criteria to be regarded as a site under the Act. 

A review of Aboriginal community views regarding past works that impact the rivers indicates 
that Aboriginal community members are nearly always opposed to any major excavations of 
river beds or their banks or the construction of any structures within rivers that will impede the 
natural water flow and to any pollution of the water. 
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Goode B. 2003. An Addendum to a Desktop Preliminary Aboriginal Heritage Survey for Water 
Corporations Proposed Development of the Yarragadee Aquifer Extending to the 
Blackwood Groundwater Area. An unpublished report prepared for the Department of 
Environment Protection, Waters and Rivers Commission. 

Although prepared for a different client the report is an addendum to the report prepared for the 
Water Corporation as in this instance the Water Corporation and the Department of 
Environment Protection, Waters and Rivers Commission were working jointly on the proposal. 
The report provides further advice on registered sites and water significant issues. The 
Blackwood River is reported to be a Aboriginal Heritage site as a place created by and inhabited 
by the Waugal. No specific stories about the creation of the Blackwood River by the Waugal 
were known by any of the informants. 

O'Connor, Quartermain & Yates. 1995. An Investigation into the Aboriginal Significance of 
Wetlands and Rivers in the Busselton - Walpole Region. A report prepared for the 
Western Australian Water Authority. 

The report contains a section titled Anthropological Considerations, several observations 
regarding the changing or dynamics of significance are discussed. A wider knowledge of 
archival and historical records is increasing an 'information loop' and is being in some cases 
"represented to the public as a living knowledge or material gleaned from the previously 
undocumented reminiscences of 'elders"'. Changing notions of significance are discussed and 
the term 'generalised significance' is discussed. Previously considered to be primarily of 
scientific interest the "position, gradually advanced by the Aboriginal heritage bureaucracy in 
recent years, the renaming of archaeological sites as "cultural Sites"". The implications of these 
issues regarding the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) revolve around Section 5(b) of the Act 
applying to " .. any sacred, ritual or ceremonial site, which is of importance and special 
significance to persons of Aboriginal descent". Further in the report reference is made to the 
Waugal Myth, it is referred to as the Ubiquitous Waugal myth and "that the degree of public 
acceptance of the Waugal myth varies in proportion to the radicality of the speaker". The 
importance of rivers and wetlands as places associated with the Wauga1, as resource 
procurement areas, as campsites and access tracks Or paths are all acknowledged in the report. 

Villers L. E. 2002. Research into Aboriginal Beliefs Regarding the Swan, Canning and Related 
River Systems of Western Australia. A report prepared for the Aboriginal Cultural 
Material Committee. 

Although not researched within the current study area the report identifies a number of issues 
regarding rivers that are of relevance to the current study. In the instance of applications under 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) some generic recommendations apply. 
Ensuring that the rivers flow is not impeded in any way, the river bed and banks are not 
damaged, the area is re-vegetated with the appropriate nat!ve species and that any run off or 
drainage water flowing into the rivers is appropriately filtered to minimise pollution of the river. 
The report indicates that "all springs, swamps and lakes are part of the same belief system 
relating to rivers and the associated journeys and activities of the Waugyl. This forms the 
pivotal core of Aboriginal, particularly Nyungar spiritual and religious beliefs. The Waugyl 
belief is explained and supported by early references to its local importance. The use of 
language such as 'waugalan' or being ill under the influence of the Waugyl and 'winnaitch' or 
avoidance areas further support the importance and centrality of the belief. A wide selection of 
historical and anthropological sources is referred to indicating the importance and existence of a 
serpent creation myth in all parts of Australia. The author lambaste the statement by O'Connor 
1995 that 'the degree of public acceptance of the Waugal myth varies in proportion to the 
radicatity of the speaker' retorting that "Such a view, coming from professionals, could be seen 
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as displaying an ignorance of the factors listed above, as well as being irrelevant and potentially 
insulting". 

Dortch, C.B. 1975. Report On Archaeological Investigations Made In The Hardy Inlet - Scott 
River District, Western Australia. Unpublished report prepared for the Western 
Austra1ian Museum. 

The survey recorded three archeological sites along the western reach of Scott River Road and 
east of Hardy Inlet. Mr. Dortch states that the oldest open sites in the region are located in a 
formation of stabilised, podzolised dunes running in a north south direction from Augusta to 
Ellen Brook. The report notes that no similar dunes have been identified on the south coast 
though some may be in the vicinity of the Alexander Bridge on the Blackwood River. The 
report also notes a lack of ethnographic knowledge of the Scott River Augusta area and states 'it 
is probable that Aboriginal adaptation here was very similar to that recorded from around King 
George Sound and the Swan Coastal Plain'. 

OUTCOMES OF ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 
One registered Aboriginal Heritage site is located within the study area: Site Id 20434 
Blackwood River. This site is a site of mythological significance in association with WaugaI 
beliefs. This site will be affected by the proposed works at both the Sues Bridge and Warner 
Glen Recreation Sites. In order to conduct the proposed works CALM will need to apply under 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for consent to use the land that contains an 
Aboriginal Heritage site. 

Site Id 5769 Upper Chapman Brook, is an archaeological site that is believed to be located near 
a large permanent pool on the Upper Chapman Brook. The description of the sites location in 
the site file places this site at the end of a graded track off Rosa Glen Road. Rosa Glen Road is 
located north of the Warner Glen Recreation Site. The co-ordin~tes on the sites register place 
this site on an un-named creek that runs from the east into the Upper Chapman Brook, south of 
the Warner Glen Recreation Site. From the information provided it is not possible to accurately 
determine the actual location of this site. However as neither of these locations are congruent 
with the position of the Warner Glen Recreation Site it is not likely that CALM's proposed 
works will affect this site. 

Previous archaeological studies in the region have identified the use of the Blackwood River 
area by traditional Aboriginal people (Dortch; 1975). Ethnographic research, both within the 
study area and in the wider context of the southwest region has identified a widespread 
revitalization in the belief of the sacred entity of the Wangal. The revitalization of the belief in 
the Waugal and its creative powers is seen in contemporary times to be spreading throughout 
the South West within the Nyungar community (McDonald Hales and Associates; 1994). Some 
observers believe this is a contemporary phenomenon only and does not accurately reflect what 
was the traditional ritual and mythology. Other observers see current Waugal beliefs as being 
central to the contemporary Aboriginal world view and as being of equal itnporta<nce to 
traditional mythologies that are now no longer known. Regardless of the outcome of this debate 
the current author is in no doubt that the contemporary Nyungar community places a high level 
of significance on the regions waterways and wetlands (Goode; 2004). 

IDENTIFICATION OF SPOKESPEOPLE 

THE RIGHT TO SPEAK ON HERITAGE ISSUES 
Various authors have discussed the contemporary problem of who in the Aboriginal Community 
has the authority to speak on heritage issues within an area. O'Connor et a1. (1989:51) suggest 
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that when this question is posed to people in Aboriginal Australia, answers are usually framed 
by such tenns as 'the traditional owners', i.e., those people who are defined by place of birth i.e. 
descent. Meyers presents a broader and more contemporary view of 'ownership' based upon 
descent and association: 

"An estate, commonly a sacred site, has a number of individuals WllO may identify 
with it and control it. They constitute a group solely in relationship to this estate. 
Identification refers to a whole set of relationships a person can claim or assert 
between himself or herself and a place. Because of this multiplicity of claims, land 
holding groups take essentially the fmID of bilateral, descending kindred. Membership 
as a recognised owner is widely extended" (cited in Machin, 1993:22). 

Meyers then goes on to further clarify the current perception of 'ownership' when he states: 

" .... such rights exist only when they are accepted by others. The movement of the 
political process follows a graduated series of links or claims of increasing 
substantiality, from mere identification and residual interest in a place to actual control 
of its sacred association. The possession of such rights as recognised by others, called 
'holding' (kallyininpa) a country, is the product of negotiation" (Ibid.). 

While the notion of descent is clearly an important criterion within Meyers analysis, it must be 
seen in tenns of the contemporary Nyungar situation. Nyungar tradition in the south west has 
been seriously eroded since colonisation, lines of descent have been broken, and previously 
forbidden and mixed marriages have interconnected many Nyungar groups who would not have 
traditionally had a close association (Ibid.). Consequently, in contemporary times the criteria of 
historical 'association' seems to be important in regards to the 'right to speak' on heritage issues 
within an area: 

"Traditional subsistence no longer sufficed to support Aborigines so they combined 
this with menial work on farms and over time new relationships to land developed. 
As a consequence, the more recent history associated with their involvement with 
European agriculture and labour patterns is often more relevant than the pre-contact 
mode of attachment to an old way of life and the roots of the identity as original 
owners of the land. Biographical associations are often tied to post"settlement labour 
patterns and identification. These can predominate. This is part of a dynamic process 
of ethnicity, identity and tradition" (Machin, 1995:11). 

O'Connor, et a!. (1989) identified several criteria for detennining contemporary community 
spokes people. A spokesperson must have a long-tenn association with an area, usually as a 
young person, and had extensive contact with a member or members of the 'pivotal generation 
of the culture transmitters'; those people whom~ as children themselves, had contact with people 
who could pass on their traditional knowledge. A spokesperson must also demonstrate 
knowledge of the region's natural resources, its hunting, fishing and camping grounds, its local 
water sources, and the flora. This is important because a person without this knowledge is 
unlikely to be seen by their fellow Nyungars as truly being from that country, despite having 
been born or lived in that area. In some cases~ people from outside a specific region have 
established themselves by political activism. They are accepted by their fellow Nyungar 
because they may have participated in mainstream white pursuits, such as advanced education, 
or legal and political careers, that has empowered them within the broader community. As such, 
these people are a valuable resource to the local Aboriginal Community. The people consulted 
in this survey fulfil at least one of these criteria. 
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NATIVE TITLE CLAIMS OVER THE SURVEY AREA 
A search of the Register of Native Title Claims and the Schedule of Applications held by the 
Commonwealth National Native Title Tribunal was conducted on the 27th of Jan 2004. The 
Schedule of Applications includes registered applications, unregistered applications and 
applications stilI undergoing the registration test. The search revealed one current registered 
native title application overlying the area of proposed works. 

South West Boojarah WC98/63 

Applicants: 
Mr Benjamin Nannup, Mr Donald Corbett, Mr Franklin Nannup, Mr Glen Colbung, Mr Glen 
Councillor, Mr Ivan Corbett, Mr Jack Hill, Mr Ken Colbung, Mr Kevin Miller, Mr Phillip 
Prosser, Mr Sam Miller, Ms Barbara Stammner-Corbett, Ms Donna Hill, Ms Frances Gillespie, 
Ms Teresa Miller, Ms Vilma Webb, Ms Wendy Williams, 

SELECTION OF SPOKESPEOPLE FOR THIS SURVEY 
Family groups and individuals with interests and association in the area were identified by 
advice from the Perth Office of the DIA and contact and consultation with the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (SW ALSe). The consultant who has worked consistently in 
the region for the past eight years also has a detailed working knowledge of those families and 
individuals who have the rights and interests to speak with authority of heritage matters in the 
region. 

The following families and individuals were consulted during this survey. 

Mrs. Vilma Webb is a claimant of the Southwest Boojarah Native Title Claim and is involved in 
its working party, she is also a member of the Biblemun Mia Aboriginal Corporation and sits on ! 

the South West Commission of Elders. Mrs. Webb is also involved in teaching Nyungar 
language, history and culture to primary and high school students and at T AFE colleges. Mrs. 
Webb associates with the country around Busselton and Augusta, east towards Walpole and the 
Hay River and north again through Manjimup and Nannup. Mrs. Webb and her sister Francis 
Gillespie are able to trace their lineage to their great great grandparents who were traditional '. 
people from the Biblemun country. They both feel they have an unbroken ancestral link with 
their country. Mrs. Webb has lived in the area most of her life and has a wide knowledge of 
both traditional and more recent historical useage of the region. 

Mrs. Ellen Hill is a recognized Elder of the Busselton Aboriginal community. She is a member 
of the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim and an executive member of the Gnuraren 
Aboriginal Corporation. She also assists with the Nyungar Education Committee which helps 
Nyungar children at school. 

Mr. Phillip Prosser is an applicant to the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim and president 
of the Aboriginal Veterans Affairs Association. Mr. Prosser was born at Ryans Mill, 
Cowaramup, to Arthur and Gladys Prosser in 1939. Mr. Prosser's parents are descendants ·ofthe 
Sambos. His grandmother Eva Frances Wattling (who died at 82 years of age) was said to be the 
last of the traditional people in the area and had initiation scars on her shoulders and chest. Mr. 
Prosser was taken from his parents by police officers in 1944 and grew up at Roelands Mission. 
Mr. Prosser maintains regular association with the area through his political efforts to secure 
Native Title. 
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Mr. Jack Hll! is an applicant to the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim. Mr. Hill was born i 
in Busselton. He was the ftrst son of Les and Gloria Hill (nee Jones) and the grandson of 
Edward and Mary Hill (nee Isaacs) who were born in Karridale and' Busselton respectively. Mr. 
Hill is a member of Gnuraren Aboriginal Corporation of Busselton, the Lake Jasper Juvenile 
Justice Project and sits on the executive committee ofthe South West Aboriginal Land and Sea 
Council. Mr. Hill has held a number of government positions in the area in the Ministry of 
Justice, Family and Children's Services, the Australian Bureau of Statistics and is also the 
chairperson of the Nyungar Employment Development Aboriginal Corporation (NEDAC). Mr. 
Hill currently resides in Bunbury but is endeavoring to move back to Busselton when housing 
becomes available. 

Mr. Ken Colbung. a well-known Nyungar Elder in the southwest, is the original applicant of the 
South West Boojarah Native Title Claim. Mr. Ken Colbung formally sat on the Aboriginal 
Cultural Materials Committee for over 20 years. Mr. Colbung has hereditary ties to the Margaret 
River area and is knowledgeable about both traditional and contemporary Nyungal' culture in 
the region. 

Mrs. Barbara Corbett Councillor Stammner claims an association with the country through 
'traditional descent. Mrs Corbett Councillor Stammner was born at Picton Junction and 
currently resides in Busselton. Mrs Corbett Councillor Stammner is a applicant to the South 
West Boojarah Native Title Claim and is a member of the working party at the South west 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

AIMS 
.0 To establish contact with Aboriginal people who retain traditional or current knowledge 

pertaining to the region. 
It To determine if there are any sites of significance within the area of the proposed road 

works. 
\I) To record any etlmograpbic information provided about identifted sites. 
• To generate recommendations from the community in regards to management strategies for 

identified ethnographic and archaeological sites that will enable the developers to fulftlthe 
he1'itage protection obligations of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 - (as amended 1980). 

METHOD. 
Members of the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim group were contacted and on-site 
meetings were arranged .At these on-site meetings the Aboriginal infonnants were orientated to 
the project area with the aid of maps and conceptual development plans. Mr Brian O'Hehir and 
Mr Greg Mears, CALM Officers were also on site to describe the details of the project 
requirements and to respond to any issues of concem the Aboriginal conununity representatives 
had with the proj ect proposal. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS 
On the 2nd March 2004 the consultant Mr. Brad Goode (Anthropologist), Mr. Brian O'Hehir 
(Acting Ranger in Charge) and Mr. Greg Mair (District Manager) met members of the South 
West Boojarah Native Title Claim group, Mrs. Vilma Webb, Mr. Ken Colbung and Mr. Phillip 
Prosser at Mrs Webb's residence in Busselton. After a brief discussion about CALM's proposal 
the group drove to Sues Bridge recreation site and had morning tea. Mr. O'Hehir, using a 
concept plan explained the nature of the proposed works. Mr. O'Hehir explained that the Sue's 
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Bridge Recreation Site proposal was to provide upgraded facilities at the existing Sues Bridge 
campsite and mitigate environmental impacts on the river foreshore. The removal of camping on 
the river's edge will pennit rehabilitation of the riverbank and allow for day use only. The 
provision of a new perimeter access road and day use car park will enable the current parking 
areas in existing camping area to be developed as campsites. This will offset the loss of 
campsites on the riverbank and maximize the use of space in the existing camp loop. 

Mr. O'Hehir said that the proposed work plans were not fmalised and that the final designs 
would be completed once the environmental and community compliance issues had been 
addressed. 

The consultant informed those present that the Blackwood River was a registered Aboriginal 
Heritage Site and explained that an application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972) was being sought for this work to take place. For CALM to fmalize their plans and seek 
ministerial approval the views of the Aboriginal community needed to be considered. The 
Aboriginal community representatives were asked to comment on the proposed plans and to 
raise any Aboriginal cultural or heritage concerns they may have. 

Figure 2: Erosion of the Blackwood River's banks at the Sue's Bridge recreation site. 

Mrs. Vilma Webb said that she supported CALM's plan to move campers away from the river. 
Mrs. Webb noted that the area was heavily degraded and the river hanks were eroding. Mrs. 
Webb said that Nyungars traditionally camped on higher ground, away from the river so 
CALM's plans were culturally appropriate to Nyungars. Mrs. Webb said that for the area to be 
re-vegetated and stop the riverbanks eroding) people's access to the area needs to be controlled. 

Mr. Phillip Prosser said that CALM should put a viewing deck near the rocky crossing to the 
south of the current camp area as this position on the river was heavily used. This deck could be 
linked to the day use area by a fenced walk trail along the river's edge. Mr. Prosser said that the 
day use area sites should also be fenced and then linked to the camp ground by fenced trails. 
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When flllalizing these plans Mr. Prosser said that it is important to only let people walk in areas 
that are set aside for their use. Everywhere else should be fenced and signs should be put up 
asking people to keep out of the bush. 

Figure 3: The rocky crossing suggested by Mr. Phillip Prossel' as a place for a viewing deck. 

Mr. Ken Colbung stated that he supported these plans. Mr. Colbung said that CALM should also 
make provisions for wheelchair access to the river from the campground and the day use areas. 
Mr. Colbung said a fenced wooden ramp that is not too steep should be built for the elderly and 
disabled. 

After this discussion the group walked along the river to the site designated for canoe launching. 
At this location Mr. O'Hebir explained that a deck entering the water was required for people to 
launch canoes. Access to this site would be a walk trail from a car park serviced by a new loop 
road. Some clearing of trees would be necessary to construct this trail and loop road. No vehicle 
access to the river is planned or would be allowed. 

Mrs. Vilma Webb said that she would also support these plans. Mrs. Webb said that it was a 
good idea to make people walk their canoes to the river and not allow vehicle access. Mrs. 
Webb said a fenced track to the day use site to the west would be needed so that people can 
follow the river. Mrs. Webb requested that where the deck enters the water granite rocks should 
be used to stabilize the river's banks to stop erosion. Mrs. Webb said this would make the 
facility look natural. Mr. Ken Colbung and Mr. Phillip Prosser supported this proposal. 
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Figure 4: Mrs. Vilma Webb inspects the canoe-launching facility at the Sue's Bridge recreation site. 

After this discussion the group walked south along the proposed canoe access track and 
inspected the new car park location and planned campsites. Mr. O'Hehir explained that the 
alignments of the loop access road, car park and campsites will be built upon the existing roads 
and car parks where possible. Mr. O'Hehir said that some clearing ofttees would be necessary 
to construct these facilities, particularly the new access road. Mr. 0 'Hehir stated that the current 
road was inadequate and would need to be upgraded for two-way traffic. At the campgrounds, 
car parking would also be required at each new campsite. Toilets, BBQ facilities and seating 
will also need to be constructed at the new campgrounds. A fee collection and infonnation point 
would also be located on the new road. 

After the inspection of the area of proposed works the Aboriginal community representatives 
were asked for their views on the planned upgrade of the Sues Bridge recreation site. 

Mr. Ken Colbung said that he and the others had no problem with CALM's concept plans. He 
said that it was regrettable that trees would need to be cleared and suggested the trees should be 
used as mulch Ot the logs as car park borders. 

Mr. Colbung stated that CALM needed to realize the significance of the Blackwood River and 
its surrounds to the AborigInal community. He said that the Blackwood River (Joojilyup) is 
spiritually significant to Nyungars and was also a traditional border between the Piblemen and 
Wardandi language groups. Traditional Aboriginal people had used a path that followed the 
course of the river, from the Nannup area to the west coast. Any development on the Blackwood 
River should reflect the area's importance to Nyungars. As such it was requested that at the fee 
stations infonnation about the area's significance to Aboriginal people should be displayed~ y. 
Following this discussion the group drove to the Warner Glen recreation site and had lunch. Mr 
O'Hehir explained the background to the Warner Glen recreation site upgrade works. Mr. 
O'Hehir stated that the development plan at this site had been partially completed prior to him 
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becoming the Ranger in Charge of this region. Mr. O'Hehir said he was aware that some 
previous consultations with the Aboriginal community had been conducted with regards t6 some 
aspects of this work but not others. Mr. O'Hehir said he was aware that the Aboriginal 
community was not happy with CALM's previous approach to Aboriginal heritage issues at this 
site. Mr O'Hehir apologized to the community upon behalf of CALM and stated that he had 
suspended all further work at Warner Glen until proper consultations had been conducted and 
the issues the Aboriginal community had with the plans were addressed. Mr. O'Hehir said he 
was aware that that the Aboriginal community had recently sought to have the Blackwood River 
registered as a site under the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) and that for the work to continue 
Section 18 approval must now be sought. Mr. O'Hehir then asked the Aboriginal community 
representatives present to explain to him the issues they had with the previous development plan 
of this site. 

Mrs. Webb said that she and her daughter Ms Gwenda Chapman and the late Mr. Clarrie Isaacs 
had been to Warner Glen for a consultation with Mr. Jeremy Spencer (CALM -Mal'garet River 
Office). Mr. Spencer had been seeking their views on the installation of a viewing platfonn to 
be constructed on the north bank of the Chapman Brook and a canoe-launching ramp. 

Mrs. Webb said that when she was there a new concrete boat ramp had been recently built in the 
Chapman Brook and that works had been conducted to the west of this boat ramp to build a car 
park and campsites along the north bank of the Chapman Brook. Mrs. Webb stated that she had 
voiced her disapproval for the new proposal and the recently completed boat ramp and 
campsites. Mrs. Webb said that the Aboriginal community had not been consulted about these 
works and were unhappy with the impact these would have on the Chapman Brook. Mrs. Webb 
said that powerboat wash would erode the banks of the Chapman Brook and fuel residue would 
pollute the waters. Mrs. Webb said that in tenus of her cultural interests this would be 
detrimental to marron and fish stocks. Mrs. Webb had also identified some quartz flakes that 
she believed were artifacts in the car park area near the toilets and around the picnic tables, Mrs. 
Webb said that she had returned to the site some time after the cons1,lltations and found that the 
area had been raked over and the flakes were gone. 

Mr. Ken Colbung and Mr. Phil Prosser said that they had not been consulted by Mr. Spencer 
and were not aware of these issues until now. However they stated that they agreed with Mrs. 
Webb's concerns and were disappointed that they had not previously been consulted. 

Mr. O'Hehir said that CALM wanted to work with the Aboriginal community to address these 
issues. He said that CALM is prepared to modify their plans if necessary to fmaHze the 
upgrading of the Warner Glen recreation site. Mr O'Hehil' said that the purpose of this meeting 
was to seek advice on how to proceed with the current work and for urgent work needed to 
address the river bank erosion at the Blackwood views lookout site to the east of the current 
development. 

After this discussion the group visited the campsites along the north bank of the Chapman 
Brook. The Aboriginal community representatives said that they would like CALM to remove 
the campsites along the northern bank to the north of the current access track. The sites should 
then be re~vegetated and fenced to keep the public off them. Mr. Ken Colbung said this would 
move campers out of the zone considered an Aboriginal site, the boundary of which is 30m 
from the water. Mr. O'Hehir said CALM had no problem with this suggestion as the camp 
spaces could be provided at the other camp areas proposed. The Aboriginal community 
supported the other proposed camp areas. 

The group then inspected the boat ramp. Mr O'Hehir asked the Aboriginal community 
representatives if they wished the structure be removed. Mr. O'Hehir also made an alternative 
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suggestion, as CALM needed a canoe-launching facility a wooden deck could be built over the 
concrete ramp to facilitate canoe launching. Mr. O'Hehir said this would require the least 
disturbance to the Chapman Broo~ as complete removal of the boat ramp would need heavy 
machinery to excavate the Chapman Brook bed and banks. The Aboriginal community 
representatives were asked for their comment. The entire group suppOlted the proposal to build 
a canoe launching facility over the existing boat ramp. Mrs. Webb said that the main issue was 
powerboat access to the Chapman Brook, "We have no problem with canoes as they do not 
pollute the water and they do not cause a bow wake that erodes and de-vegetates the rivers 
banks". Mr. Prosser said "You should also modify the access roads so that cars cannot bring 
powerboats down to the waters edge and launch OVer the deck". Mr. Prosser said that a car park 
and walk path like the one at Sue's Bridge would be an appropriate design for this facility. 

Figure 5: Mr. Ken Colbung, Mr. Phillip Prosser, Mrs. Vilmn Webb and CALM officers nt the boat 
ramp on the Chapman Brook. 

After this discussion the group drove to the Blackwood Views lookout. At this site Mr. O'Hehir 
shOWed the Aboriginal community members the erosion of the river's banks and explained 
CALM's plans to manage and rehabilitate the lookout site. 

Mr O'Hehir explained that for CALM to manage this site a hardened walk trail to the lookout 
site needs to be constructed. CALM also needs to re~contour the area behind the lookout to 
provide drainage. CALM also wants to build a viewing deck over the area of bank that 
overlooks the confluence of the Blackwood River and the Chapman Brook. Mr O'Hehir said 
that to fIX the erosion of the river's banks a retaining structure would be needed; either a solid 
rock wall or a gabion basket would be used. The choice between a rock wall or gabion basket 
would depend on engineering advice. Either option would involve some excavation of the 
riverbanks and bed. To construct a solid rock wall a concrete footing would be necessary. The 
consultant then informed the Aboriginal community that a Section 18 approval was being 
sought to conduct these works. The consultant asked the group to comment and make 
recommendations on the proposal. 
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Figure 6: The riverbank erosion at the Blackwood Views lookout site 

Mr. Ken Colbung, Mr. Phillip Prosser and Mrs. Vihna Webb said that this work was needed and 
that they would support the proposal. They stated that their preference method of retaining the 
riverbank was the use of a gabion basket. The group thought this method would cause less 
impact on the river; however they were happy to leave the fmal decision to the engineers. The 
group also requested that the large Jarrah tree leaning close to the eroded bank be preserved. As 
it is in immediate peril they suggested CALM may wish to get an arboricultural expert to brace 
the tree with cables. The group accepted that the work required some excavation of the river's 
bed and bank. Mr. Colbutig suggested that it would be appropriate for Aboriginal community 
Elders to monitor the wo1'le, as it will be impacting a significant Aboriginal site. Mr. Colbung 
said young Nyungars could also be employed by CALM to assist. In ):ris opinion a project like 
this would help local youth become actively involved in protecting their heritage. They would 
also learn important work place skills. 

The group said that they supported the project and Section 18 request. 

On the 24th May 2004 other members of the South West Booj arah Native Title claim group who 
could not be present at the previous sUrvey meeting were consulted. Consultations took place on 
site at the Sues Bridge and Warner Glen recreational sites. Present at these meetings were Mr. 
Jack Hill, Mrs. EllenHill, Mrs. Barbara Corbett-Councilor, Mr. Brad Goode, consultant and Mr. 
Brian O'Hehlr from CALM. 

The group visited the Sues Bridge site fnst. Mr. O'Hehlr, used project plans to explain the 
proposed works to the group as with the previous group. Mr. O'Hehir explained that the plans at 
this stage were conceptual only and would be finalized when environmental and community 
compliance issues had been resolved. The consultant also explained that in order for this work 
to precede, particularly the viewing decks on the river and the canoe launch facilities, Section 
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18 approval was required and was being sought. The consultant then explained the views of the 
previous South West Boojarahrepresentatives who had already inspected the area. 

Following this explanation of the background the Aboriginal community representatives present 
were asked to comment and make recommendations. Mr. Jack Hill and Mrs. Barbara Corbett~ 
Councilor supp01ied CALM's plans to move campers away from the river's edge. Mrs Corbett
Councilor stated that Nyungars traditionally camped away from the river and came down to the 
water to use what resources were available. Mrs. Corbett~Councilor and Mr. Hill said CALM's 
plan is 'culturally' appropriate and will protect the area from damage by visitors. Mr. Hill, 
speaking on behalf of the group said that they have no heritage issues with the proposal. 
However, Mr. Hill said that as all the plans were conceptual only the fmal plans should be sent 
to the workfng party for the South West Boojarah native title claim group at the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (SW ALSC). Mr. Hill said that fmal designs for the viewing 
decks, camp sites, walk trails and canoe launching ramps have our support in principle but as 
the work will affect the Blackwood River the whole working party from the South West 
Boojarah Native Title claim group should have a say. Mr. Hill s~id that as members of the 
working party have been a part of this consultation any questions by members who did not 
participate could be answered by those who did. 

Regarding Mr. Colbungs request for interpretive information about the significance of the 
Blackwood River Mr. Hill said that this was a good idea. Mr. Hill said that this information 
needs to be written and developed by the Aboriginal community. Mr. Hill stated that CALM 

'/should approach Mr. Reg Yarren at the SWALSC to discUss the project with the full working 
patty. Mr. Rill said CALM and the SW ALSC should work together on issues such as these so 
that the Aboriginal community has ownership and control of the information that is made 
available to the public about culturally significant heritage sites such as the Blackwood River. 

As there were no further issues at Sues Bridge the group left and drove to Warner Glen. 

At Warner Glen Mr. O'Hehir once again apologized to the Aboriginal community 
representatives about CALM's lack of adequate consultation on the construction of the camp 
sites along the banks of the Chapman Brook and a new boat ramp. Mr. O'Hehir explained that 
no more work would be conducted at this site until the issues with the Aboriginal community 
were resolved and the necessary Section 18 approvals were gained. Mr. O'Hehir explained what 
CALM wished to do to finish this work. Mr. O'Hohir also outlined the work that was needed at 
the Blackwood Views lookout site. The consultant then told those present about the resolutions 
and requests made by the previous group with regards to the above locations. The consultant 
then advised the group that CALM was seeking a Section18 approval to finish the work at 
Warner Glen and to begin the work at the Blackwood views lookout. The Aboriginal 
community representatives were asked to make comment and recommendations ~bout the 
proposed works. 

Mrs. Barbara Corbett~Councilor stated that she agreed with the previous group's resolutions that 
camp sites on the north banks of the Chapman Brook should be moved and that the boat ramp 
be converted to a canoe~launching facility. Mrs, Corbett~Counci1or said that CALM got their 
plans right at Sues Bridge and should do the same here. Mr. Jack Hill agreed with this view. Mr. 
Hill requested that the development plans for the Warner Glen and Blackwood Views recreation 
sites should also be sent to the SW ALSC working party for comment. Mr, Hill said that he 
understood that participation in heritage surveys needed to be representative but decisions made 
by Native Title representatives need to be endorsed by the full working party. 
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Figure 7: Mr Jack Hill and Mrs Barbara Corbett-Councilor discuss the work required at the 
Blackwood View's lookout site with Mr Brinn O'Hehir from CALM 

Regarding the Blackwood Views lookout all present said that they support CALM's plans. Mrs. 
Councilor said that the site is badly eroded and as a matter of public safety needed to be fixed. 
Mr. JackHill requested that efforts be made to preserve the Jarrah tree that leaning over and is 
in danger of collapsing into the river. Mr. Hill said that to fix the erosion of the riverbanks rocks 
should be used. Mr. Hill also requested that CALM employ Nyungar youth on the project. Mr. 
Hill said that interpretive infornlation about the Aboriginal significance of the Blackwood ;River 
could also be placed at this location. 

As the group had no further issues business was concluded and all returned to Busselton. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OUTCOMES 
SUES BillDGE RECREATION SITE. 
The Aboriginal community representatives involved in the survey was prepared to support 
Calm's application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) to conduct the 
planned works at Sues Bridge. These works are to move campsites, build a canoe-launching 
facility, to build a viewing deck over the river, rehabilitate the riverbanks and create a day use 
area and to build new access roads and car parking. 

The Aboriginal community representatives made a number of suggestions and requests. The 
viewing deck over the river should have wheelchair access. The base of the viewing deck and 
the canoe-launching facility should have granite rocks placed around them to create a 'natural' 
look. The day use area and the paths should be fenced to reduce human impact on the bush. Any 
trees that need to be cleared should be used as mulch and to create borders to the car parking 
areas. There should be interpretive signage at the fee station about the significance of the 
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Blackwood River to Aboriginal people. The wording of this signage should be decided in 
consultation with the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. 

WARNER GLEN RECREATION SITE 
The Aboriginal community l'epresentatLves involved in the survey was prepared to support an 
application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) to recommence work at the 
Warner Glen recreation site. These works are to move the campsites along the north bank ofthe 
Chapman Brook away from the river beyond the boundary of the registered Aboriginal Heritage 
site Blackwood River Site id 20434. The boundary of this site is 30 meters from the water's 
edge. To tum the powerboat-launching ramp into a canoe-launching facility by building a 
wooden deck over the existing ramp. To prevent vehicle access to the river by turning the road 
to the launching ramp into pedestrian access only. 

BLACKWOOD VIEWS LOOKOUT 
The Aboriginal community representatives involved in the survey was prepared to support an 
application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for the proposed works. The 
Aboriginal representatives made several requests; the preferred m!:lthod of stabilizing the dver 
bank was using rock gabion baskets. Efforts are made to preserve the large Jarrah tree that is 
leaning over and in danger of falling in the water. Elders should monitor the works and 
Aboriginal youths should be employed on the project. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUES BRIDGE RECREATION SITE 
The outcomes of this survey did not identifY any previously unrecorded sites of etlmographic 
significance at the Sues Bridge recreation site. It is therefore recommended that the 
development be allowed to proceed: 

With regards to CALM's wish to conduct works at Sues Bridge to build viewing decks at 
various locations on the rivers southern embankment, CAlM should apply under Section 18 of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for cOnStmtto use the land that contains an Aboriginal site. 
The particular aspects of the work described to be considered by tbis Section 18 application 
should be the public viewing deck at the Rocky Crossing and the canoe launch site to the east 011 

the southern embankment. At the request of the Aboriginal community the deck at Rocky 
Crossing should be suitable for disabled access and at the canoe launch ramp, the embankment 
at the edges of the deck should be retained by local granite rock to keep the look natural. 

CALM should also include within the Section 18 application any other plamledwork that will 
affect the Blackwood River, its tributaries and its embankments, 30m from the normal high 
waterline. 

As the Aboriginal community support CALM's in principle plans and their Section 18 request, 
it is recommended that Ministerial approval be granted in order for the development to be able 
to proceed. 

Should Ministerial pennission be granted, it is further l'ecommended that prior to works taking 
place that the fInal plans should be sent to the full working party of the South West Boojarah 
Native Title Claim group at the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council, for comment. 

It is also recommended that CALM provide for the placement of interpretive signage at the fee 
station located on the new access road. This signage is needed to acknowledge the significance 
of the Blackwood River (Joojilup) to the Aboriginal community. The provision of the 
information for tbis sigtlage should be developed through consultation between CALM officers 
and the full working party of the South West Boojarah Native Title Claim group at the South 
West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. 

WARNER GLEN RECREATION SITE 
The outcomes of this survey did not identifY any previously unrecorded ethnographic sites of 
significance at the Warner Glen recreation site. It is therefore recommended that the 
development be allowed to proceed. 

The outcome of this survey did identifY a number of issues of cultural concern tbat tbe 
Aboriginal community had with works previously conducted at this area. 

Firstly, the Aboriginal community considers that construction of camp sites located along the 
northern embankment of the Chapman Brook, to be an inappropriate impact on a registered 
Aboriginal site and to be detrimental to the environmental integrity of the Chapman Brook. 

Secondly, the Aboriginal community considers the construction of a concrete boat ramp and the 
use of large power boats, on the Chapman Brook, to be also an inappropriate impact upon a 
registered Aboriginal site and also to the environmental integrity ofthe Chapman Brook. 
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As a result of this concerns it is recommended that CALM relocate these camp sites and also to 
rehabilitate the affected area. 

It is also recommended that CALM close the boat 1'amp. As the Aboriginal community is 
supportive oftbe boat ramp sites use as a canoe (an un-powered craft) launch site, it is further 
recommended that CALM modify the existing boat ramp into a canoe launch deck. 

If this option is adopted CALM should also modify the access road and make it into a car park 
with a walk trail that services the canoe launch site. This would be consistent with their plans 
for the same facility at Sues Bridge. 

In order to enact the above recommendations, which will affect a registered Aboriginal site (Site 
ID 20434) CALM should apply under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) for 
consent to use the land that contains an Aboriginal site. 

BLACKWOOD VIEWS LOOKOUT SITE 
At the Blackwood River views lookout site CALM will also need to make application under 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) consent to use the land that contains an 
Aboriginal site. 

As the Aboriginal conununity is supportive of the above recommendations) it is further 
recommended that Ministerial consent be given to conduct this work. Should consent be given 
it is further recommended that CALM engage a suitable, qualified senior Aboriginal Elder to 
conduct periodic monitoring ofthe work at the Blackwood River views lookout. 

It is further recommended that CALM also place interpretive infonnation at this site in order to 
inform the public of the significance of the Blackwood River to the Aboriginal community. 

It is finally recommended that CALM consider the employment of local Aboriginal youth on 
both projects, 
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CALM for an AbOliginal Heritage Study of the Chapman Pool Recreation 
Site and Sue's Bridge Recreation Site in the Shire of Nannup. We 
understand the nature and extent of the works described and the impacts 
that these works will have. We would like to make the following 
recommendations with regards to the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). 
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REPORT OF AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
AT WARNER GLEN AND SUES BRIDGE ON BLACKWOOD 

RIVER 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
An archaeological investigation for Aboriginal heritage significance was commissioned by 
Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) at Sues Bridge and Warner Glen 
in the Blackwood River National Park. CALM is proposing to redevelop camping areas, river 
bank trails and rehabilitate overexposed areas. The proposed redevelopment includes an 
integrated conceptual plan . The research and field survey was undertaken in April, 2004 by 
Jacqueline Harris accompanied by traditional Aboriginal elder, Mr Wayne Webb, as field 
assistant. 

Sues Bridge project area concerned an irregular shaped area on the west side of Sues Road and 
extends north and south of Sues Bridge. Warner Glen project area is an irregular shaped area 
and commences 500m west of Warner Glen Bridge near the junction of Blackwood River and 
Chapman Brook and extends west for 400m, immediately north of Chapman Brook. 

The area is State forest and used for timber production, water catchment and recreational 
activities. 
Both project areas have been heavily logged and utilised as CALM camping areas. Tracks and 
camp sites with ablution facilities are present. 

The survey design comprised a combination of predictive and systematic transects thoughout 
the project areas. Mr Wayne Webb identified any focal areas or plants in the landscape based 
on traditional land usage. Visibility on the ground in tbe clear felled forest was around 10%, but 
increased dramatically to 70% on graded tracks and open camping areas. It is estimated that 
the project area received 35% survey coverage. 

A search of the site register established that within the project areas, there were no 
archaeological sites previously recorded. Within an area of three kilometre radius of the project 
areas one archaeological site was previously recorded. No archaeological sites, as defined by 
Section 5 ofthe Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, were located in the course of the fleld survey. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND TO SURVEY 
An archaeological investigation for Aboriginal heritage significance was commissioned by 
Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) at Sues Bridge and Warner Glen 
in the Blackwood River National Park. CALM is proposing to redevelop camping areas, river 
bank trails and rehabilitate overexposed areas. The proposed redevelopment includes an 
integrated conceptual plan. 

The research and field survey was undertaken in April, 2004 by Jacqueline Harris accompanied 
by traditional Aboriginal elder, Mr Wayne Webb, as field assistant. At the same time, Mr Brad 
Goode conducted an ethnographic investigation. 

The objective of the investigation was to establish ifany archaeological sites were located in the 
vicinity of the proposed study area and determine any effects the proposal may have over such 
sites. To achieve an overview, data was assembled from previous work in the region, including 
information from Heritage and Culture Division site files, previous survey reports, maps and 
environmental descriptions. 

LOCATION 
Sues Bridge is located 9 kilometres north of Brockman Highway which is 29 kms east of 
Bussell Highway. Warner Glen is located 12kms east of Bussell Highway on Warner Glen 
Road which is 6kms south of WitchcIiff. Brockman Highway is 300 kms south while 
Witchcliff is 280 kms south of Perth. . 

STUDY AREA 
Sues Bridge project area concerned an irregular shaped area, 650m x 450m, at its widest points. 
It lies on the west side of Sues Road and extends north and south of Sues Bridge. One section 
on the soutb bank of the river, extends in a 110m band down river for 550m. The northern 
section extends from Sues Bridge northwards for 550m in a ""200m wide variable band from the 
road. 

Warner Glen project area is an irregular shaped area, 500m x 500m, at its widest points. It 
commences 500m west of Warner Glen Bridge near the junction of Blackwood River and 
Chapman Brook and extends west for 400m, immediately north of Chapman Brook. Its 
northern boundary extends from 230m on the western perimeter to 500m on the eastern 
perimeter from Chapman Brook and Blackwood River respectively. 

ENVIRONMENT 

CLIMATE 
The project area lies within the south-west region of West em Australia which is characterised as 
a wann temperate Mediterranean climate consisting of hot, dry summers and mild, wet winters. 
The mean January temperature is 22.6°C at Collie and mean July temperature is lO.3°C. The 
region is a winter rainfall zone with annual rainfall ranges of 740mm, most of which falls 
between May and September. Evaporation averages 1400mm per annum. During winter the 
prevailing winds are the north westerlies and westerlies associated with lows and cold front 
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activity. In summer the winds are from the south east and east in the morning with an afternoon 
sea breeze from the southwest. (DPUD 1992, Beard 1981). 

GEOLOGY & TOPOGRAPHY 
The study area lies within the Yilgarn block, a stable Archaean granite and infolded 
metamorphic rock ofmigmatite. It forms the Blackwood Plateau which is an elevated area 80 ~ 
200m AIJD with an undulating surface. It is characterised by laterite gravels and block laterite 
with chief soils of ironstone gravels. Generally the soils consist of acidic gravelly, sandy and 
loamy soils, The topography includes lateritic uplands of laterite duricrusts on gently . 
undulating divides and duplex soils and valleys of gravelly and sandy soils. 

VEGETATION 
The vegetation falls into the Southern Jarrah Forest Subregion. It comprises jarrah Eucalyptus 
marginata forest with scattered large mam E. caiophylla. The understorey trees consist of bull 
banksia B. grandis, forest sheoak Allocasuarilla !raseriana and snottygobble Persoonia 
longijolia. Understorey shrubs are false boronia Phyllanthlls calyeinus, zamia palm 
Macrozamia riedlei and tassel flower Leucopogon verlieilJatus . 

On the gravelly and sandy loam soils of the lower and mid slopes is a tall open forest of jarrah. 
On the lower slopes and gullies are yarri, jarrah and marri. In moist soils of upper gullies, 
swamp margins and drainage channels are bullich and yarri with scattered man'1. In basins low 
woodlands offlooded gum and paperbark occur with heath and sedges CDPUD 1992,). 

LAND INTEGRITY 
The area is State forest and used for timber prOduction, water catchment and recreational 
activities. 
Both project areas have been heavily logged and utilised as CALM camping areas. Tracks and 
camp sites with ablution facilities are present. The dominant fauna is the feral pig whose fresh 
rootings are Ubiquitous. Other fauna noted were the kangaroo and echidna. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

ARCHIVAL SEARCH 
A search of the site register at Heritage and Culture Division, Department of Indigenous Affairs, 
established that within the project areas, there were no archaeological sites previously recorded. 
Within an area of three kilometre radius of the project areas one archaeological site was 
previously recorded. 

Site #5769 Upper Chapman Brook S00370 is an artefact scatter located in the red alluvium sand 
plains of Upper Chapman Brook. It consists of quartz artefacts in an area of cleared farmland 
near a large pennanent pool which is used as a picnic ground and swimming hole. C. Dortch 
found the site ill 1974. There is insufficient description to accurately locate the site. The grid 
reference places the site some 700m away from the project area. As it was associated with 
cleared fannland it is well away from the State forest project area. 

Within the wider region surrounding the project area archaeological sites have been previously 
recorded. These sites consist of artefact scatters and were located around water sources 
including swamps, dams, creeks, rivers or devegetated sand dunes surrounding water sources. 



Attefact scatters contaitring small assemblages are typical of the region. A common site may 
contain from several artefacts up to a hundred pieces of quartz flakes and chips. The presence of 
a small number of flakes and chips suggests an ephemeral tool maintenance site, a h1,U1ting and 
gathering event or short term campsite where food processing and cooking occurred. A large 
number of artefacts suggest a long term camp or a camp used continuously over a long period of 
time. 

A study of the southern forest region (McDonald Hales 1995a) conf111l1S that archaeological 
sites in the wider region are predominantly artefact scatters. Isolated artefacts, stone 
arrangements and a shell midden follow as the next most dominant site types. Fishtraps, scarred 
trees, painting and engraving sites are infrequent in the region. 

The study found that attefacts in these assemblages are manufactured mostly from quartz, 
consisting of flakes, flaked pieces and amorphous pieces with few examples of notched 
scrapers, pebble choppers, blades, cores and microliths. The presence of scrapers and choppers 
suggests the procurement of wood and the fashioning of wooden implements while the presence 
of blades and microliths implies the processing offood. 

In the majority of cases in the study, the artefact scatters are located beside a water source such 
as a drainage indentation, river or swamp. In many examples sites were located in disturbed 
contexts, in sandy tracks, on roads and verges, in firebreaks and in cleared patches of ground. 

Sites were located within every environmental context. Artefact densities were high in open 
depressions and elevated areas in the coastal region while most artefacts were located in gently 
sloping ground in inland areas. Generally greater artefact densities were noted in open 
vegetation systems. The authors interpreted the data as reflecting different levels of residential 
mobility of Aboriginal groups in response to resources across the landscape. 

According to Hallam's temporal framework model, these artefact sites covel' a time span from 
early to late Holocene, with the nunlber of artefacts, suggesting ephemerai or transient 
occupation (Hallam 1986). 

RELEVANT REPORTS 
A recent study ofthe Warren Blackwood region is relevant to this report as one section of the 
proj ect area, Sues, falls within and the other. Warner Glen, on the perimeter of the study area. 

Warren Blackwood Planning Study: Report of an Aboriginal Heritage and Planning Guidelines 
Sub Study. 1995b. McDonald Hales & Associates for Department of Planning and Urban 
Development. 

A review of the archives established that 112 Aboriginal sites including 109 archaeologioal and 
3 ethnographic sites were registered in the region. The archaeological sites oonsisted of 73 
altefact scatters, 16 "other", 7 structures, 4 quarries, 3 burials, 2 engravings, 3 fishtraps and one 
modified tree. Half of these sites were recorded by W A Museum staff during the 1970s. 

The conclusions reached on the sites in the region are that Aboriginal sites are unevenly 
distributed across the area. This was interpreted as a function of: 

• past Aboriginal1and-use patterns 
• regional preservation and taphonic factors 
• level and location of heritage research 
• level of community knowledge and involvement in heritage matters 
• nature of land tenure 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

A considerable amount of research has been conducted in the southwest comer of Western 
Australia (see Dortch 1977, Hallam 1986, Ferguson 1985, Pearce 1982) and as a consequence 
the archaeological patterning of the region is well developed. The project areas are located 
within the forest upland of the Darling Plateau. 

Ethnographic and archaeological surveys on the Swan Coastal Plain have conf111lled the 
concentration of Aboriginal occupation around wetlands, swamps, rivers and estuaries 
(O'Connor et a11989). This pattern was originally proposed by Hallam (1986) on the coastal 
plain around Perth and further enforced by subsequent research. An anomaly to this 
archaeological patterning, however, was suggested by Veth & Moore (1989), after an extensive 
survey of Scott Coastal Plain, which failed to locate any archaeological material, suggesting a 
very low occupation density for the low-ly.ing swampy plain. 

A variety of ethnohistorical sources describe the activities of Aboriginal people on the coastal 
plain, their subsistence techniques and semi~permanent camps about wetlands during summer. 
Several sources have noted that people dispersed in winter to hunt in the forested uplands, yet 
there is scant information pertaining to this part of the subsistence cycle. On the basis of 
ethnohistorical evidence, Hallam (1979) has proposed that the forest was little exploited and the 
less dense woodland further inland was targeted by Aboriginal groups. 

An alternative model has been proposed by Anderson (1984) and Pearce (1982) based on 
studies carried out in jarrah forests where they propose that the resources of the forest were 
widely exploited by highly mobile hun,ting groups but these groups did not establish large camp 
sites. Both recorded numerous small artefact scatters, comprised predominantly of quartz tools 
and debitage. In the South Canning Forest Anderson estimated a density of 1.7 sites per square 
kilometre while Pearce found a density of 1 site per square kilometre in Collie. Anderson also 
noted the particular problems concerning low visibility and poor access inherent in the survey of 
forests. 

Excavations were undeI1aken in jarrah forests by Pearce (1982) and Anderson (1984) where 
datable organic material was recovered. A sandy site on the edge of a swamp at Collie 
established occupation at 5810 ± 330BP in the deepest part of the forest; a cave at Boddington 
yielded a date of 3230 ± 170 BP (Pearce 1982); while Anderson recovered a date of 1280 ± 80 
BP at North Dandalup. 

The earliest evidence for prehistoric occupation of the South~ West of Australia is an alluvial 
terrace site at Upper Swan, located 25 km norfu..east of Perth and dated at 38,000 B.P. years 
(Pearce and Barbetti, 1981). Two other sites in the south-west have also yielded Pleistocene 
dates, Devil's lair near Margaret River and Helena River. The length of occupation at the 
limestone cave at Devil's Lair ranges from 47,000 years B.P. to 6,500 years B.P. while Helena 
River yields an early date of 29,000 B.P. years from the basal1evel as well as a mid-Holocene 
date of 4,000 B.P closer to the surface (Dortch 1977,2002, Schwede 1990); In addition, Dortch 
(1975) located a silcrete quany and manufacturing site on the Darling Plateau at Northcliffe. 
His excavations revealed extensive use of geometric microliths from prior to 6,000 B.P. until 
3,000B.P. 

In proximity of the project area, Lilley (1993) surveyed the coastal plain and forest uplands 
around Margaret River but failed to fl1ld any archaeological matellal in the forest and few sites 
on the coastal plain. He concludes that the faint archaeological signature of the region is the 
result of low population densities caused by a relatively impoverished resource base, 
particularly injarrah forests. He considers that the technical problems inherent in the region of 
low site survival rates, poor access and low surface visibility, while contributing factors in site 
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surveys, nevertheless do not effect the outcome of an actual scarcity of archaeological sites in 
the area. 

Again, north of the project area Ferguson (1985) produced an occupation model for the far 
southwest predicting extensive use of uplands during earlier times of cooler, drier climate and 
less dense forest. With increased rainfall and subsequent increase in forest density during the 
early Holocene, Ferguson proposed sparser occupation in the forest uplands and increased 
occupation of the coastal plain and interior woodlands. 

Research into occupation patterns on the coastal plain, woodland and j arrah forest of the Perth 
region can be transposed in the lower south~west because of the similar environmental and 
geomorphic features. A large data base on site locations and assemblages exists as a result of a 
systematic study ofllie Swan Coastal Plain undertaken by Hallam (1986) in the 1970s and early 
1980s. Hallam1s objective was to explain the changing occupation patterns of prehistoric 
Aboriginal popUlations. Using numbers and types of sites within ecological zones as a means of 
comparison, Hallam describes the patterning and nature of archaeological assemblages from the 
littoral zone, through the coastal sandplain to the foothills and Darling Scarp. 

Hallam concludes that Aboriginal occupation was focused around lakes and swamps of the 
Bassendean Sands and Pinjarra Plains and these occupation sites double numerically in the last 
few hundred years before European contact. A broad chronology was developed based on the 
presence of certain indicators within the assemblage. The presence of fossiliferous chert 
indicates the Early Phase, backed pieces and flat adzes the Middle Phase, quartz chips the Late 
Phase and glass or ceramic, the Final Phase. Schwede (1990), in a more recent analysis of 
quartz debitage, fInds these chronological markers problematic, in particular, the Late Phase and 
concludes that all phases were rich in quartz assemblages, 

From such research, a predictive model of site type arid location can be projected for the project 
area. There is a high probability that sites will be artefact scatters of less than 10 artefacts of 
quartz. These sites will occur adjacent to drainage channels and be situated on or near tracks. It 
is necessary, however, to take into account the high level of disturbance caused by intensive use 
by European colonists in the C19th and C20th which may have largely.obliterated or 
camouflaged archaeological sites. 

SITE SIGNIFICANCE 

The significance of an archaeological site is determined by its ability to address regional and 
site~specific research questions and by its representativeness (Bowdler 1984). Significance is a 
mutable quality, changing as more sites are recorded, research questions are answered 01' new 
research directions arise. Broad research questions that sites in the Southwest may address 
include: 
a) the antiquity of colonisation of the southwest zone; 
b) social and technological changes that may have occurred in the mid~Holocene; 
c) specific patterns of occupation in regional zones; and 

\ ' d) dating of industrial sequences in the region. 
It 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
The survey design comprised a combination of predictive and systematic transects thoughout 
the project areas. The fIeld survey was conducted using 1:2000 aerial plan of Sues Bridge, 
1:1,000 plan ofWamer Glen and a 1:100,000 topographic map. Firstly a series of meandering 
pedestrian transects were conducted along the banks of the brook. Thence, all pedestrian and 
vehicle tracks were followed and defined areas inspected. Thirdly, a series of transects were 



undertaken through the forest using compass bearings. Transects were generally spaced at 15m 
apart but with the random placement of trees in a forest it is problematic maintaining regular 
spacing. While the project area was small in size the layout was complex particularly at Warner 
Glen) where camping facilities were designed in a curvilinear pattern. Sues Bridge project area 
was designed in a more regular strip camping pattern. 

Within the survey Mr Wayne Webb identified any focal areas 01' plants in the landscape such as 
snotty gobble, tassel) zamia and balga based on traditional land usage. The survey strategy was 
consistent with a landscape approach that deals with evidence of human occupation across the 
landscape according to environmental zones. A part of the survey was based on the non"site 
method which maps artefactual material in association with bush tucker, camping areas, water 
and lithic sources. 

Visibility on the ground in the clear felled forest was around 10%, but increased dramatically to 
70% on graded tracks and open camping areas. It is estimated that the project area received 
35% survey coverage. 

The forested section of the study area has been intensively logged and camping) tracks and 
recreation sections denuded of vegetation and redeveloped. Warner Glen and Sues Bridge are 
presently designated State Forest but are ill the process of changing their classification to the 
Blackwood National Park. These areas have been utilised as designated camping areas for some 
30 years respectively. Prior to the formalised camping structure the area was used on an ad hoc 
basis for camping by both early settlers and Aboriginal families. The archaeological assistant 
and traditional elder camped in the area with his family) the Webbs, some 40+ years ago prior 
to the new Sues Bridge being built in 1966 when the ford down river was used as the main 
crossing. 

RESULTS 
No archaeological sites, as defmed by Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, were 
located in the field survey. No archaeological site has been previously recorded within the 
project areas. It is considered that the survey techniques employed in the field survey were 
sufficient to have located any major archaeological site present in the project area. 

The predictive site pattern ofthe region attests to the inlportance of water sources in the location 
of archaeological sites. Therefore, there WaS a high likelihood for archaeological sites to be 
present neal' the major river and creek system. If archaeological sites were present, however, 
they would predictably be small quartz scatters of an ephemeral nature and of low to moderate 
significance. Furthermore, it is likely that any archaeological site on or beneath the sUl'face, ill 
this context) would be extensively disturbed from clearing) logging) saw milling and 
recreational activities. 

The camping areas have been utilised for many years and alterations to the design and regular 
maintenance works have substantially altered the original landscape) tenain and ground surface. 
Many of the large old trees that may have been scaned from Aboriginal utilisation have been 
removed during logging forays. 

To illustrate the importance of forests for Aboriginal resources based on traditional land usage 
Mr Wayne Webb identified many potential animals food sources and plants such as snotty 
gobble) tassel) zamia and balga in the landscape. The woodland and forest offer a variety of 
resources for Aboriginal people. Potential food resources include kangaroo, echidna, emu, 
lizard and birds as well as plant food such as fruit) seeds, nuts, fungi and roots. Water is 
available in numerous rivers, creeks and swamps in winter but often limited to river pools in 



summer. Stone resources, suitable for stone tool manufacture, are present in the upland forest 
but not available on the coastal plain. 

CONCLUSIONS 

DISCUSSION 

A specific problem attached to surveys in forests is ubiquitously low visibility and taphonomy. 
In her monograph Anderson (1984) compares visibility of woodland, farmland and forest and 
concludes that the jarrah forest holds the greatest limitation as a result of dense leaf litter. As a 
result of taphonomic processes, ground disturbance due to industdal infrastructure is constantly 
occurring and old tall trees are continually being felled or faIling of their own volition causing 
upheaval in the soil matrix. 

Visibility of the ground was extremely low in the forest and high in cleared well defmed areas. 
Archaeological research in jalTah forest suggests artefact scatter sites are fi'equently found in 
disturbed ground, particularly in areas where, prior to disturbance, there is low visibility. 
Archaeological sites nevertheless require some land integrity for the sites to have any 
provenance and, thus, scientific significance. The logged state forests and recreational activities 
where the project areas were located, have been extensively disturbed. The study area was 
logged in the late C19th but prior to these activities the wider region was colonised soon after 
European settlement with fields cleared, ploughed and worked intensively for dairying and 
farming activities. 

In summalY, the high disturbance factor and low visibility are seen as the major contributors to 
the lack of archaeological sites located in the study area, Elsewhere the density of sites in the 
southwest region is high, in particular, around water resources. Previous surveys and research 
indicate that the region was a focus of Aboriginal exploitation with continuous occupation of 
some 40,000 years. Because of these factors and the project area located in proximity to a 
major water course, there is some likelihood that archaeological sites may be present on or 
beneath the surface. 

In order to place this disturbance factor in context, reference is made to the status of sites in 
forest areas. The Warren Blackwood (McDonald Hales 1995b) report considers Aboriginal 
sites in relation to the different land tenures and different land usage. In non~CALM managed 
land, including residential, industrial, commercial and agricultural land, there have been 20 
Aboriginal sites located which are under threat from lack of controlled management. 

There is a greater potential for Aboriginal heritage to be coordinated under CALM managed 
estat{ls. TIlere are several categories where land usage is defmed within the CALM estates. In 
State Forests usage includes water supplies, recreation and timber and mineral production. A 
total of 36 Aboriginal sites have been recorded within the State Forest region. Many of these 
sites are vulnerable to disturbance from the timber industry, water supplies and recreation 
facilities. 

National Parks include wildlife and landscape conservation, scientific study, preservation of 
archaeological, historic and scientific interest and recreational activities. A total of 50 
Aboriginal sites have been recorded within national parks. The status of national parks allows a 
degree of protection of sites. However some land usage such as mining extraction, development 
of tourist facilities and visitor impact may impact on these Aboriginal sites. 

According to the land tenure situation based on McDonald Hales's fmdings, any Aboriginal sites 
that may have been present in the State Forest would most likely have been disturbed as a result 
of logging and recreational activities. As Sues Bridge and Warner Glen camping areas are in 



the process of changing their status to National Parks any Aboriginal sites that may be present 
but were not located in the course of the present survey are therefore offered a nominal degree 
of preservation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

No archaeological site was located within or in close proximity to the project area in the course 
of the survey. No archaeological sites were previously registered within the project area. There 
are no archaeological barriers present to effect the proposed works. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

The most likely areas where archaeological sites, in particular, artefact scatters or butials, may 
occur are banks of rivers and creeks 01' exposed sandy deposits. The removal 01' excavation of 
large quantities of sediment increases the risk of disturbing archaeological sites which may lay 
beneath the ground surface. It is recommended that CALM inform any project personnel of 
their obligation to repOlt any archaeological matetial, should this be encountered during 
earthmoving, as outlined under Section 15 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. 

If CALM locate an archaeological site in the process of surveyor ground excavation, it is 
recommended that work cease in the immediate area. Any skeletal material should be reported 
to Heritage and Culture Division, Department of Indigenous Mfairs and the Police Service. 
Any artefactual matedal should be reported to Hedtage and Culture Division. 
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Executive Summary 

An archaeological investigation for Aboriginal heritage sites was commissioned by Department of 

Conservation and Land Management (CALM) at Honeymoon Pool area and Lower Collie Valley 

near Wellington Dam, Collie. The project area included Honeymoon Pool, Gelcoat Rapids, Stoney 

Brook, Backpackers, West Bank Camping Development and Wellington Dam. CALM is 

proposing to redevelop camping areas, riverbank trails and rehabilitate river access points. 

The field survey was conducted in July, 2002 by Jacqueline Harris. Mr Phillip Winmar 

accompanied the survey as a field assistant on behalf of the Aboriginal Community. At the same 

time Brad Goode conducted an ethnographic investigation. 

The project area comprises undulating dense to moderate forested areas. Selected tree felling has 

occurred over the majority of the area. Campsites have been formed in small pockets of forest 

around Honeymoon Pool. Honeymoon Pool is situated at a right angle bend in Collie River where 

Stoney Brookjoins the river from the north. The landfonn and vegetation of Wellington Dam have 

been extensively modified to supply water and form a focus for recreation activities. 

A search of the site register at Heritage and Culture Division, Department of Indigenous Affairs, 

established that no archaeological sites are recorded within the project area. One ethnographic site, 

Collie River Waugal, has been previously registered in the area. The site extends from the Collie 

River source to Leschenault Inlet and its width from 30 metres either side of the high water mark. 

No archaeological sites, as defined by Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, were located 

in the field survey. 

Because of the frequent but small scale disturbance proposed near the bank of the river it is 

recommended that an Aboriginal person be employed to monitor any ground disturbance 

throughout implementation of the rehabilitation programme. Should plans alter and any extensive 

disturbance to the ground, such as large scale excavation at Honeymoon Pool or elsewhere along 

the banks of Collie River, is envisaged or should any artefactual material be uncovered during 

minor eatthworks, it is recommended that a suitable archaeologist be contracted on an ad hoc basis 

to examine large removal of sediment and/or record any artefactual material, if it is present. To 

fulfill provisions of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 it is recommended that an application be 

made for Section 16 permit to monitor and collect Aboriginal cultural material, should such 

extensive groundworks be anticipated. Prior to any extensive earthworks it is recommended that 

testpitting occur, in a similar vein to Pearce's excavation of 1982, to sample the subsurface. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

An archaeological investigation for Aboriginal heritage sites was commissioned by Department of 

Conservation and Land Management (CALM) at Honeymoon Pool area and Lower Collie Valley 

near Wellington Dam, Collie. The project area included Honeymoon Pool, Gelcoat Rapids, 

Stoney Brook, Backpackers, West Bank Camping Development and Wellington Dam. CALM is 

proposing to redevelop camping areas, riverbank trails and rehabilitate river access points. 

The proposed redevelopment includes an integrated conceptual plan. At Honeymoon Pool it is 

proposed to redeck the river bank, construct an amphitheatre and rehabilitate former camp sites into 

picnic areas for day use. North of Honeymoon Pool at Stoney Brook CALM proposes to 

construct family camping sites with a loop road, ablution facilities and walk path to the river. West 

of Honeymoon Pool at Ge1coat Rapids the proposal is to introduce a loop road to individual camp 

sites and upgrade toilet facilities, river access and walk paths. Further west of Honeymoon Pool 

lies Backpackers where CALM proposes to establish individual camping nodes, improve river 

access and pathways. Across the river from Honeymoon Pool, the proposal is to establish a West 

Bank with family camp sites, a loop road, river access, walk paths and ablution and barbecue 

facilities. 

To connect all camping areas three new bridges and one bridge upgrade are proposed. From 

Gelcoat Rapids to River Road Bridge a river edge walk trail is designed on both sides of the river. 

From Honeymoon Pool to Wellington Dam the existing river path will be upgraded and formalised 

including decking and viewing platforms at selected areas. 

The field survey was conducted in July, 2002 by Jacqueline Harris in association with Brad 

Goode. Mr Phillip Winmar accompanied the survey as a field assistant on behalf of the Aboriginal 

Community. At the same time Brad Goode conducted an ethnographic investigation which is 

presented in a separate report. 

The objective of the investigation was to establish if archaeological sites were located in the vicinity 

of the proposed redevelopment area and determine the effects the proposal may have over any 

sites. To achieve an overview, data was assembled from previous work in the region, including 

information from Heritage and Culture Division site files, previous survey reports, maps and 

environmental descriptions. 
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1.2 Location 

The township of Collie is situated 200 kilometres south of Perth. Honeymoon Pool and 

Wellington Dam lie 16 and 20 kilometres respectively southwest of Collie. Wellington Dam is 

situated along Wellington Dam Road, eleven kilometres south of Coalfields Road. Honeymoon 

Pool is situated along River Road, off Wellington Dam Road and 8 kilometres from Coalfields 

Road. 

1.3 Study Area 

The project area included Honeymoon Pool (1), an area measuring 100m x 100m, Ge1coat 

Camping Area (2), an area measuring 110m x 100m, Stoney Brook Camping Area (3), an area 

measuring 150m x 110m, Backpackers Camping Area (4), an area measuring 100m x 100m and 

West Bank Camping Area (5), an area measuring 150m x 200m. Three proposed new bridges and 

one bridge upgrade, (6, 7,9 and 10) measure 30m x 20m. A riverbank walk trail connecting all 

camp sites measures approximately 1 km x 5m on both sides of the river. The Wellington Dam 

Honeymoon Pool walktrail measures some 5 kilometres x Sm. Figure 2 shows a map of the 

Honeymoon Pool study area. Figure 3 shows a map detailing Honeymoon Pool and Wellington 

Dam. 

1.4 Environment 

Climate 

The project area lies within the south-west region of Western Australia which is characterised as a 

dry Mediterranean climate consisting of hot, dry summers and mild, wet winters. Annual rainfall 

is approximately 1000mm, most of which falls between May and August (Beard 1981). 

Geology 

The area of concern lies on the Yilgarn Block within the Darling Plateau, an area underlain by 

Archaean granite and metamorphic rock. The ancient erosion surface of the plateau is capped by 

lateritic duri-crust which has been dissected by later drainage (Beard 1981). 

The Collie Basin is the dominant feature of the region. The oldest sediments of the Collie Basin 

were deposited in areas gouged by glaciers 280 million years ago. Layers of sediments and 

vegetation, later to form coal, replaced the glaciers. More recent deposits are white sands and 

laterite gravels which lay exposed in areas (Marti nick 1994). 
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Topography 

The terrain is hilly and undulating with broad valleys and gentle slopes. Dominant soils are 

typically laterite gravels consisting of ironstone gravels on mesas and ridges, hard and sandy acidic 

yellow mottled soil, hard neutral red soil and hard alkaline red soil (Beard 1981). The Collie River 

and its tributaries is the main drainage system flowing east-west into the Indian Ocean. 

Vegetation 

Vegetation in the Darling Plateau is generally categorised as jarrah marri forest. Blackbutt 

(Eucalyptus patens) appears on valley flats while bullich (E. megacarpa ) occurs at semi-swampy 

valley bottoms. On riverbanks river gum (E. rudis ) and paperbark (Melaleuca rhaphiophyUa ) 

form along permanent rivers. In broad valley bottoms and swamps of the Collie basin, low 

woodland of E. Tudis , M. preissiana and Banksia spp . are found (Beard 1981). 

1.5 Land Integrity 

Wellington National Park 

The park, inland from Bunbury high on the Darling Scarp, is deeply dissected by rivers and 

streams and is heavily forested. In the hills of Honeymoon Pool are jarrah and marri trees while 

blackbutt and peppermints dominate the valleys. Wildlife abounds with 100 bird species, 27 

mammals, 40 reptiles and 13 frogs (CALM interpretative panel notes). 

The project area comprises undulating dense to moderate forested areas. Selected tree felling has 

occurred over the majority of the area. Recreational campsites have been formed in small pockets 

of forest around Honeymoon Pool. Beside the river in strategic spots are granite boulders which 

form rapids. Numerous walking and vehicle tracks have been blazed in the vicinity of the river. 

Honeymoon Pool is situated at a right angle bend in Collie River where Stoney Brook joins the 

river from the north. The area is frequented by tourists, hikers and campers and used as a fishing 

resource. 

Wellington Dam is a water system and tourist precinct where the landform and vegetation have 

been extensively modified to supply water and form a focus for recreation activities. 
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2.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

2.1 Archival Search 

A search of the site register at Heritage and Culture Division, Department of Indigenous Affairs, 

established that no archaeological sites have been previously recorded within the project area. One 

ethnographic site, Collie River Waugal, has been previously registered in the area. The site 

extends from the Collie River source to Leschenault Inlet and its width from 30 metres either side 

of the high water mark. Within a six NS and nine kilometres EW block surrounding the project 

area, an area of 54 square kilometres, no archaeological sites have been previously registered. 

In the wider Collie Basin region, some 40 archaeological sites have been previously recorded. 

These consist predominantly of artefact scatters but one scarred tree, a stone arrangement with a 

gnamma hole and a burial are present. The artefact scatters consist of very small assemblages with 

four sites (11 %) containing one isolated quartz artefact, fifteen (40%) containing less than ten 

artefacts, seven (18%) containing less than 50 artefacts and four (11 %) with some 100 artefacts. 

Two sites, interpreted as quarry sites, contain quartz pebbles which appear to have been flaked. 

All artefacts are comprised of quartz except in one example where some quartzite is present. The 

assemblages consist predominantly of flakes, flaked pieces and amorphous pieces with some 

examples of notched scrapers, pebble choppers, blades, cores and microliths. The presence of 

scrapers and choppers suggests the procurement of wood and the fashioning of wooden 

implements while the appearance of blades and microliths connotes the processing of food. 

In 22 cases the artefact scatters are located beside a water source such as a drainage indentation, 

river or swamp. In 20 examples the sites were located in a disturbed context. On 13 occasions, 

artefacts were found in a sandy track, once on a road and verge, twice in a firebreak and four times 

in a cleared patch of ground. 

According to Hallam's temporal framework model, the artefact sites cover the time span from 

middle to late Holocene, with the number of artefacts suggesting ephemeral or transient occupation 

(Hallam 1986). 
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2.2 Archaeological Context 

During the 1980s industrial activity flourished in the jarrah forest region and as a result many 

archaeological and ethnographic consultancy surveys were undertaken (Novak & Brown 1979, 

O'Connor 1989, Pearce 1981, 1982, 1983, Veth, Ward & Zlatnik 1983, O'Connor, Bodney & 

Little 1985). As a result of these findings one monograph was produced and several excavations 

were undertaken (Anderson 1984, Pearce 1981). 

Pearce (1982) conducted a systematic survey over a large area of jarrah forest. His results found 

an average of one site per kilometre similar to Hallam's survey on the Swan coastal plain (1986). 

The most repeated site was a small quartz artefact scatter with the occasional large piece of dolerite. 

Assemblages generally consisted of less than 50 artefacts with a few large sites containing 

thousands of artefacts over a wide area, suggesting regular use over time. Sites generally occurred 

near watercourses or swamps on gently sloping areas of sandy gravel near upper reaches of 

valleys. Frequently sites were located on disturbed ground such as tracks or roadsides. 

A survey at Harris Dam by Veth, Ward & Zlatnik (1983) resulted in a density of five sites per 

square kilometre which exceeded previous findings, despite the fact that sites were only considered 

if they contained two or more artefacts. As expected, the majority of sites were located around the 

major drainage channel of the valley system on flat ground, with the largest sites lying adjacent to 

swamps on laterite surfaces. The majority of the stone tool assemblages suggest a temporal 

framework of mid to late Holocene. 

In addition to surveys excavations were undertaken injarrah forest by Pearce (1982) and Anderson 

(1984) from which datable organic material was recovered. A sandy site on the edge of a swamp at 

Collie established occupation at 5810 ± 330BP in the deepest part of the forest; a cave at 

Boddington yielded a date of 3230 ± 170 BP (Pearce 1982); while Anderson recovered a date of 

1280 ± 80 BP at North Dandalup. 

A large data base on site locations and assemblages exists as a result of a systematic study of the 

Swan Coastal Plain undertaken by Hallam (1986) in the 1970s and eady 1980s. Hallam's 

objective was to explain the changing occupation patterns of prehistoric Aboriginal populations. 

Using numbers and types of sites within ecological zones as a means of comparison, Hallam 

describes the pattern and nature of archaeological assemblages from littoral zone, through coastal 

sandplain to the foothills and Darling Scarp. 
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She concludes that Aboriginal occupation was focused around lakes and swamps of the 

Bassendean Sands and Pinjarra Plains and these occupation sites double numerically in the last few 

hundred years before European contact. A broad chronology was developed based on the the 

presence of certain indicators within the assemblage. The presence of fossiliferous chert indicates 

the Early Phase, backed pieces and flat adzes the Middle Phase, quartz chips the Late Phase and 

glass or ceramic, the Final Phase. Schwede (1990), in a more recent analysis of quartz debitage, 

finds these chronological markers problematic, in particular, the Late Phase. She concludes that all 

phases were rich in quartz assemblages. 

Of particular relevance to this survey, Anderson (1984) proposed a land-use model for prehistoric 

exploitation of the Swan Coastal Plain, and its hinterland, based on regional research into the 

relative proportions of surface artefact scatters and their associated artefact densities. This model 

suggests that, due to the variation in resources available in the three different environmental Zones 

investigated, there was more intensive use of the coastal plain than either the adjacent forest or open 

woodland plateau. Pearce1s (1982) study in jarrah forest around Collie supports Anderson1s 

model of a low density of small camps suggesting highly mobile hunting groups exploiting the 

uplands. 

Previous archaeological excavations within Hallam1s geomorphic units have revealed Pleistocene 

dates of occupation around 38,000 years B.P. at Upper Swan (Pearce & Barbetti 1981), 29,000 

B.P. years at Helena River (Schwede 1990) in the Pinjarra Plains and a more recent late Holocene 

date of 2,200 B.P. years (Pearce 1978) within the Bassendean Sands. 

A variety of ethnohistorical sources describe the activities of Aboriginal people on the coastal plain, 

their subsistence techniques and semi-permanent camps about wetlands during summer. Several 

sources mention that Aboriginal people dispersed in winter and hunted in the forested uplands. 

Based on these accounts Hallam (1979) has proposed that the forest was little exploited and the less 

dense woodland further inland was targeted. 

From such research, a predictive model of site location can be projected for the project area in that 

sites will be artefact scatters of less than 10 artefacts of quartz. These sites will occur adjacent to 

drainage channels and be situated on or near tracks (Veth et al 1983). It is necessary, however, to 

take into account the high level of disturbance caused by intensive use by European colonists in the 

forest which may have largely obliterated or camouflaged archaeological sites. 
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2.3 Review of Relevant Archaeological Reports 

Novak V. & Brown S. 1979 Survey Jar Aboriginal sites: Griffin Coal Mining Leases. Collie 

Area. Report for Griffin Coal. 

This report represents one of the first surveys conducted in the area. Novak and Brown surveyed 

east of NW/SE pipeline and between Collie Muja railway line and Muja open cut, southeast of 

Collie. Part of the area had been disturbed by coal mining and farming activities with the remainder 

being jarrah-marri forest and swampland. Disturbed areas such as firebreaks and sandpits were 

targeted in the survey strategy. In the forest opportunistic transects searched for marked trees and 

stone structures. Seven artefact sites were located, four of which contained a single artefact, one 

had three pieces and two sites had seven artefacts. All pieces were manufactured from quartz 

excepting one glass example. All were debitage excepting one steep scraper. 

Pearce R.H. 1981. Report all a survey oj Aboriginal sites Jar Western Collieries. Report for 

Western Collieries. 

Pearce conducted a survey of five separate areas of land totaling 2032 hectares, southeast of Collie. 

The survey methodology entailed transects on both sides of drainage channels and at 200 metre 

intervals between the channels. Seven small quartz artefact scatters were located: one at a sand 

quarry; two at a pebble bed; one on a riverbank; and three beside a swamp. 

Pearce R.H. 1982. Archaeological Test excavation at Site S1519 Jor Western Collieries. Report 

for Western Collieries. 

Pearce excavated the riverbank site where he found stone artefacts occurred sparsely over a 

surface area measuring SOm x 30m near a deep pool of Collie River. A 1m square trench was 

excavated to a depth of 107cm. Charcoal from 65cm depth in association with artefacts was 

radiocarbon dated to 6980+_110 years (Beta 4668). He concluded that occupation extended 

intermittently over 10,000 years with a marked decline in usage between 5,000 to 4,000 years ago. 

Pearce R.H. 1983. Survey jor Aboriginal sites near Collie. Unpublished Report for Western 

Collieries. 

Pearce surveyed an area of some 31 square kilometres totaling 3100 hectares north and south of 

Coalfields Road, east of Collie. The area consisted of open forest and cleared farmland. Twelve 

archaeological sites were located all in disturbed contexts of tracks, fire breaks or cleared land. 

Nine contained a small numbers of artefacts; and one was located on stony ground. Three of the 

sites contained over 100 artefacts. Site density was very low but similar to previous surveys in 

1979 and 1981 where it was less than 1 site per 2 square kilometre. However, in comparison, two 
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areas northeast of Collie contained site densities of 2 - 5 sites per square kilometre. Pearce 

suggests the most likely explanation is that Aboriginal occupation was centred near large pools 

along the banks of the Collie River but evidence is concealed beneath sediments which have 

formed over time. 

Locke & Murphy A. 1991. A survey for Aboriginal sites Ewington Coal Lease Collie. Report 

prepared for Griffin Coal Mining Company. 

Locke et al surveyed Ewington deposit, an area of 25 square kilometres east of Collie. The survey 

strategy combined vehicle survey on tracks and purposive traverses through the forest. No 

archaeological sites were located but three isolated artefacts were found in the forest near swamps. 

Visibility and dense regrowth hampered the survey. However, Locke concluded that the lack of 

sites is consistent with previous surveys in the area where an occasional small artefact scatter or 

isolated artefact may be present. While the presence of permanent water and accompanying 

resources aIIows usage, the freshwater souree at Ewington lease is too small and ephemeral to 

allow intensive usage of the surrounding area. 

McDonald Hales 1995. A survey for Aboriginal sites Ewington Coal Lease Collie. Report 

prepared for Griffin Coal Mining Company. 

McDonald et al surveyed Ewington 11 project, an area of 495 hectares, the majority of which was 

native vegetation. Transects were conducted along disturbed areas such as tracks and firebreaks. 

Two small quartz artefact scatters were located on tracks in low-lying swampy areas. Three 

isolated artefacts were noted on tracks. All artefacts were quartz and located on gently sloping or 

level ground near swamps. 

Harris J. 2001. Report of an Arc1weolo gical Survey at proposed mining development at Ewington 

1, Ewington 2 and Chicken Creek 3, Collie. Report prepared for Griffin Coal Mining Company 

Pty Ltd. 

Harris surveyed an area of 1350 hectares of predominantly forest with some disturbed mining land 

and fam1land. Transects were conducted at 200m spacing. Survey strategy used was part of a 

landscape approach based on locating traditional land usage areas such as bush tucker, camping, 

water and lithic sources. One small altefact scatter of 50 flaked pieces from quartz and silcrete was 

located near a swamp. Six isolated artefacts were located along tracks. 
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2.4 Site Significunce 

The signif'icl.\11ce of llJ1 archaeological site is determined by its ability to address regional and site

specific research questions and by its representativeness (BowdleI' 1984). Significance is a 
mutable quality, changing as more sites arc recorded, research questions llre answered or new 

research directions m·ise. Research questions thatsites in the Soulh\vest may address include: 

a) the antiquity of colonisation or the sOlltbwest zone; 

b) social and technological changes thal may have occurred in tbe mid-Holocene; 

c) specific patterns of occupation in regional z(mes; und 

d) dating of industrial sequences in the region . 
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3.0 SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

Prior to the survey Mr Leon Price and Mr Peter Henderson, CALM officers from Collie and 

Bunbury guided the anthropologist and archaeologist over camping areas, bridge sites and the walk 

trails. At each area problems in relation to deterioration of banks, degradation of camp sites and 

proposed rehabilitative works were described in detail. 

Several wccks after the reconnaissance, a survey was conducted at each of the proposed areas of 

rehabilitation. The survey methodology comprised a series of pedestrian transects spaced at 10 to 

20 metres intervals, dependant upon density of the forest, at five camping areas. Intensive 

inspections were undertaken at proposed bridge sites. For the entire route walktrails were followed 

along previously formed tracks on both sides of the river. Purposive, intensive sampling was 

carried out at predictive areas such as creek and swamps bordering the river, trees with possible 

scarring and rock outcrops. Two persons were spaced at a short distance apart and walked in a 

northeast southwest direction along walk trails and in a meandering fashion in heavily wooded 

areas of camping areas or in a north south/east west mode in open forests. The field survey was 

conducted using 1:2,000 and 1:25,000 topographic map with proposed areas of rehabilitation 

marked. 

The field survey was conducted by an archaeologist in company with Mr Phillip Wynmar, an 

Aboriginal consultant with specialised knowledge of traditional Noongar culture. The study area 

was disturbed by vehicle tracks, logging, selective clearance for camp sites, walking tracks, dam, 

bridges, piping and infrastructure. 

The survey took the form of a systematic pedestrian coverage of the proposed area of development 

with Mr Wynmar identifying any focal points on the landscape based on traditional land usage. 

Honeymoon Pool comprised a partially cleared levelled camping area disturbed from frequent and 

intensive usage. Old jarrah and marri trees along with a number of saplings were present. Gelcoat 

lay on sloping land with some minor disturbance from occasional camping. Similar tree specimen 

to Honeymoon Pool were present but in a denser fOlmat. Stoney Brook Campsite sat on a steep 

slope down to the brook. The vegetation was undisturbed and dense with the addition of banksia 

species. Backpackers also sat again on a sloping gradient which had been previously logged for 

camping. There were few old jarrah and marri trees but numerous young saplings. West Bank 

was an undulating floodplain, the result of extensive flooding in the past or recurrent flooding 

episodes. Few old jarrah and marri trees were present but weeping peppermints abounded. Young 

saplings, ferns, bracken and blackberries bush, as well as dense leaf litter, covered the floor. 
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The Honeymoon Pool to Geleoat walking track was a sloping gradient with few old jarrah and 

marri trees but numerous saplings. The Honeymoon Pool to Wellington Dam walk trail 

comprised a narrow river track or a more estabIished walk trail/vehicle track further up the bank. 

Old jarrah and marri trees were present along with numerous saplings. Grass trees were noted at 

higher points of elevation and banksia trees at creek inlets or depressions. Sheer and horizontal 

granite rock platforms increased on the west side of the river compared to the east side. 

Visibility was low at around 20% throughout the survey as a result of extensive leaf litter. The 

methodology comprised a sample survey. It is estimated that the camp sites project area received 

30% survey coverage, bridge sites received 50% and walk trail some 35%. It is considered that 

the transect coverage was sufficient to have observed any major archaeological site. 
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4.0 RESULTS 

No archaeological sites, as defined by Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 , were located 

in the field survey. However, animal tracks, potential food and equipment resources were noted. 

The camp sites surveyed were small in size, mostly on a steep slope and subject to moderate to 

dense vegetation with thick leaf litter camouflaging the surface. Only Honeymoon Pool which was 

well disturbed by use as a regular campsite, was on a flat surface and West Bank was undulating 

floodplain. Thus the only potential campsite for Aboriginal people would have been Honeymoon 

Pool situated at the natural convergence of two water systems, Stoney Brook and Collie River and 

at a right angle tum in the river. 

While it is unlikely that the majority of the proposed CALM campsites were Aboriginal campsites 

the areas would have been utilised for hunting, collecting plant food and game and producing 

wooden utensils. The walk trails in the survey, suitable parts of which may have been previous 

Aboriginal campsites, would also have been regularly utilised by Aboriginal people to access the 

river but the effect oflogging, fishing and other recreation activities has effectively camouflaged or 

altered the landscape sufficiently to obscure much of the archaeological evidence. 

Prior to 1960s when Wellington Weir became a tourist attraction the area was subject to other 

disturbances from various development. From 1850s onwards the area was occupied and utilised 

by pastoralists for watering stock. Since 1880s the study area has been selectively logged for 

timber. In particular, the eastern sector of the study area and Collie River were extensively effected 

by the construction of Wellington Dam in 1931. Since WWll the army has conducted regular 

training camps in the Wellington Forest including Honeymoon Pool (Maliinick 1994). 

It is considered that the survey techniques employed in the field survey were sufficient to have 

located any major archaeological site present in the project area. However, limited Visibility was a 

major factor in site detection. The predictive site pattern of the region attests to the importance of 

water sources and disturbed ground in the location of archaeological sites. Therefore, there is a 

high likelihood for archaeological sites to be present near the creek and river systems of the project 

area. If archaeological sites are present, however, they would predictably be small quartz scatters 

of low to moderate significance. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Discussion 

That no archaeological sites were located in the course of the present survey is considered to be a 

factor of the very small area for study and the extensive disturbance over last 150 years. While 

some of the selected tourist campsites are considered unlikely to contain Aboriginal campsites 

because of the steep relief, there is, however, some likelihood for sites to be beneath the highly 

camouflaged ground surface particularly around Honeymoon Pool. There is also some prospect 

for sedimentary deposit and possibility of stratification. 

There is also some likelihood for scarred trees to be present in the area though this notion is 

reduced as a result of logging of old jarrah and marri trees. There is also a precedence for 

Aboriginal burials near river systems in the region. As alluvial sediment is more easily dug and 

Aboriginal occupation was focused on river systems the prospect of burials being present is high. 

The likelihood of skeletal remains, however, is reduced somewhat as acidic soil can destroy bone 

material rapidly, particularly so, when combined with decomposing plant material. 

CALM proposes to disturb the camping ground and surrounds minimally. Where rehabilitation of 

banks, guiding fenceposts and campsite infrastructure is designed, a number of small intrusions 

into the ground with a posthole digger of some 100cm x 100cm x 500cm are envisaged. Where 

construction of bridges and toilets are concerned, CALM is proposing to dig larger holes of 1m x 

1m x 1m or 2m x 2m x 2m to support concrete foundation. The proposed tracks and roads and 

steps are designed to follow the natural gradient with minimal impact on the landscape. 

The lack of archaeological sites located in the present survey is attributed to previous disturbance 

and extensive camouflage within the project area. A specific problem attached to surveys in forests 

is ubiquitously low visibility and taphonomy. Anderson (1984), in her monograph, compares 

visibility of woodland, farmland and forest and concludes that the jarrah forest holds the greatest 

limitation as a result of dense leaf litter. As a result of taphonomic processes, ground disturbance 

due to industrial infrastructure is constantly occurring and old taU trees are continually being felled 

or falling of their own volition causing upheaval in the soil matrix. 
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While archaeological research in jarrah forests suggests artefact scatter sites are frequently found in 

disturbed ground, particularly in areas where, prior to disturbance, there is low to poor visibility, 

archaeological sites nevertheless require some land integrity for the sites to have any provenance 

and, thus, scientific significance. Collie Valley, wherein the project area lies, has been extensively 

disturbed since the 1860s from pastoralism, logging, recreational activities, dam construction and 

infrastructure and numerous tracks. 

Should leaf litter covering the ground surface be removed, artefacts, several or isolated, may be 

present. Evidence of Aboriginal occupation in the forest, albeit sporadic and transient, is illustrated 

frequently by the location of isolated finds. Isolated artefacts are generally located beside sandy 

tracks where visibility is high but disturbance from clearing and track construction has occurred. 

Presence of these artefacts is consistent with the model of the region wherein occasional hunting 

and gathering forays would have occurred throughout the total project area dependant upon 

permanent potable water and suitable knappable stone in the area. Isolated Artefacts per se are of 

limited scientific significance as they represent an isolated event and do not constitute a site. 

Overall, the high disturbance factor from logging, vehicle tracks and poor visibility are seen as the 

major contributors to the low number of archaeolog;ical sites located in the region. This suggests 

that the density of sites should be far greater and that the present notion of highly mobile and 

seasonal prehistoric Aboriginal occupation in the region, as reflected in the archaeological data, 

may not be a true archaeological signature. 

Early explorers' accounts rarely alluded to the presence of Aboriginal people in the jarrah forests. 

However, it is noted that many explorations occurred during summer during which ethnohistorical 

evidence suggests that the coastal plain and woodlands were favoured. Utilisation of the forest 

was relatively extensive as shown by the number of sites located in recent surveys. Dated material 

and assemblages confirms that the region was utilised at least for 6000 years while parts of the 

southwest have revealed an occupation span from 40,000 years ago. Despite previous notions to 

the contrary, the forest offered a variety of resources. Potential food resources include kangaroo, 

echidna, emu, lizard and birds as well as plant food such as fruit, seeds, nuts, fungi and roots. 

Stone resources, suitable for stone tool manufacture, are present in the area. Prior to dam 

construction water was available in creeks and the river in winter but limited to river pools in 

summer. European colonization of the Collie region was swift and commenced in 1850s soon 

after settlement; thus, Aboriginal occupation was severely affected from the outset. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

The recommendations which follow are based on field observations and research from previously 

recorded sites and reports of the region. Any scientific assessment of significance of 

archaeological sites is from an archaeological viewpoint only and based on the research capacity 

and condi tion of the si teo 

Recommendation 1 

No archaeological sites were located within the project area in the course of the survey. Therefore, 

no archaeological barriers are present to prevent the rehabilitation programme proceeding. 

Recommendation 2 

Because of the frequent but small scale disturbance proposed near the bank of the river it is 

recommended that an Aboriginal person be employed to monitor any ground disturbance 

throughout implementation of the rehabilitation programme. 

Should plans alter and any extensive disturbance to the ground, such as large scale excavation at 

Honeymoon Pool or elsewhere along the banks of Collie River, is envisaged or should any 

artefactual material be uncovered during minor earthworks, it is recommended that a suitable 

archaeologist be contracted on an ad hoc basis to examine large removal of sediment and/or record 

any artefactual material, if it is present. To fulfill provisions of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 it 

is recommended that an application be made for Section 16 permit to monitor and collect Aboriginal 

cultural material, should such extensive groundworks be anticipated. Prior to any extensive 

earthworks it is recommended that testpitting occur, in a similar vein to Pearce's excavation of 

1982, to sample the subsurface. 

Recommendation 3 

The most likely areas where archaeological sites, in particular, artefact scatters or burials, may 

occur are river banks or exposed sandy deposits. The removal or excavation of large quantities of 

sediment increases the risk of disturbing archaeological sites which may lay beneath the ground 

surface. It is recommended that CALM inform any project personnel of their obligation to report 

any archaeological material, should this be encountered during earthmoving, as outlined under 

Section 15 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. 

If CALM locate an archaeological site in the process of survey, tree felling or ground excavation, it 

is recommended that work cease in the immediate area. Any skeletal material should be reported to 

the Aboriginal custodians, Department of Indigenous Affairs and the Western Australian Police 

Service. Any artefactual material should be reported to Heritage and Culture Division. 
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APPENDIX 

OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO SITES UNDER THE ABORIGINAL HERITAGE ACT 
1972 

'''Report of Findings 
15. Any person who has knowledge of the existence of unrthillg in the nature of Aborigimll burial 
grounds, symbols or objects of sacred, ritual or ceremonia significance. cave 01' rock paintings or 
engravings, slonc structures or arranged stones, carved trees, or of any place Of thing to which Ihis 
Act applies or to which this Acl might reasonably be suspecled to apply shall repotl its existence to 
the Regislrar,or to 1.\ police officer, unless he has reasonable cuuse to believe the existence of the 
thing or plnee in question to be already kllown to the Registrar. 

Excavation of AboJiginal Siles 
16. (1) Subject to Section 18, the right to excavate or to remove any thing from an Aboriginal site 
is reserved (0 the Registrar. 

(2) The Registrar, on the auvice of the CommiLlee, may authorise the entry upon and 
excavating of an Aboriginalsile and the examination or removal of any thing on or under the site in 
such manner and subject to stich conditions as the Committee may advise. 

Offences Relating to Aboriginal Sites 
17. A person who-
(,t) excavates, destJ'OYs, damages. cOl1c~lls or in tiny way <tilers any Aboriginal site; 01' 

(b) in allY way ullers, damages. removes, destroys. concculs, or who dcals with in a manner nol 
sanctioned by relevant custom, or ussumes the possession, clIstody or control of, nny object on or 
under an Aboriginal sile, commits an offence unless he is acting With the authorisntion of' the 
Registrar under Section 1601' the consent or the Minister under Section 18. 

Consent To Certain Uses 
18. (1) For the purposes of this section, the expression "the owner of any land" includes a lessee 
froOl the Crown, and the holder of allY mining (enement or mining privilege, or of any right or 
privilege under the Petroleum Act 1967, in relation to the land. 

(2) Where the owner of ul1Y land gives to the CommiUee nolice in writing thut he J'cquii'cs to usc 
the land for u purpose which, unless (he Minister gives his consent under this seclioll, would be 
likely to result in a brcuch of Section 17 in respect of any Aboriginal site thal might be on the lund. 
the Commiuc.e shall. as soon as it is reasonably able, form an opinion as to whether there is uny 
Aboriginal sitcoll the lund. cvnluulc (he importunce and significance of (lny such sile, tlnd submit 
the notice to (he Minister togcther with its recommendation in writing as (0 whether or not the 
Minister should conscnt to the use·of the lund for thut purpose, and, where applicable, the extcnt to 
which and the conditions upoJlwhich his consent should be givcn. 

(3) Where the Comlllittee submits a notice to the Minister under subsection (2) of this section 
he shall consider their recommendation und having regard to the general interest of the community 
shull eithcr~ 

(a) Consent to the use of the lund lhe subject of the notice, or u specified part of the Jund, [or 
the purpose required, subject to such conditions, ifany, as he may specify; or 

(b) wholly dec/inc to consent (0 tho use of the hind the subject or the notice for the purpose 
required, and shull forlhwith inform lhe owner ill writing of his decision. 

(4) Where the owner of ,my lund has given to (he. COl11millee notice pursuant to subsection (2) 
of this section and (he COllllnitlee hus not submitted it with ilS recommendation to the Minister in 
accordance with tl1M subsection the Minister m<ty require the COlllmittce (0 do so withiJl n spedfieu 
time, or may requite the Committoe to take stich othor action as the Ministcrconsidcrs necessary in 
order to .expedite the maUer, and the Comlllittee shull comply with ,my slIch requirement 

(5) Where the. owner of any land is aggrieveu by t\ decision of the Millistcr mude \lnuer 
SUbsection (3) or thlsseclion he may, within lhe lime and in the mUllIler pcrscribed by rules or 
court, nppeal from the decision of the Minister to the Supreme Court which may hear and dc(cnnille 
(he. appetl! . 



(6) In detennining an appeal under subsection (5) of this section the Judge hearing the appeal 
may confinn or vary the decision of the Minister against which the appeal has been made or quash 
the decision and substitute his own decision which shall have effect as if it were the decision of the 
Minister, and may make such an order as to the costs of the appeal as he sees fit. 

(7) Where the owner of Lhe land gives notice to the Commiltec under subseclion (2), the 
Committee may, if it is satisfied thaI it is practicable to do so, direct the removal of any object to 
which this Act applies from the lund Lo a place of safe custody. 

(8) Where consent hus been given under this section to a person to use any land [or a particular 
purposc nothing donc by or on behalf of thaI person pursuant to, anu in accordance wilh uny 
conditions attached to. the consent constitutes an offence against the Act." 

Notes on the Recognition of Aboriginal Sites 

There are various types of Aboriginal Sites, and these notes have been prepared as a guide to the 
recognition of those sites that may be located in the survcy area. 

An AboriginaJ Site is defined in the Abotiginal Heritage Ad 1972 in Section 5 us: 
(a) Any place of importance anu significance where persons of Aboriginal descent h,wc, or 

appear to have, left any object, natural or artificial, used for, or made for or adapted for use for, 
any purpose connected with the traditional cullurallifc of the Aboriginal people, past or presellt; 

(b) Any sacred, ritual or ceremonial site, which is of importance and special significance Lo 
persons of Aboriginal descent; 

(c) Any place which, in lhe opinion of the Committee is or was ussodaled with the Aboriginal 
people and which is of historical, anthropological, archaeological orelhnographical interest and 
should be preserved because of its importal1ceand significmlce to the clIlturulhcrituge of the stute; 

(d) Any place where objects LQ this Act applies ate traditionally stored, or to which,ulloar the 
provisions or Ihis Act, such objects have been taken or removed. 

Habitation Sites 
These are cOll1monly found throughollt Western Australia and usually contain evidence of lool
making, seed grinding and other food processing, cooking, painting, engraving or numerous other 
activities. The archaeological evidence for some of these activities is discussed in detail under the 
appropdulC heading. 

Habitation siles urc US1l41IJy found ncar un existing or former water source such as gnanuna hole, 
rock pool, spring or soak. They are generally in the open, but they sometimes occur in shallow 
rock shellers or cuves. lL is pnrlicltlmly important that none of these sites be disturbed as the 
stratified deposits which may be found at such sites can yield valuable information about the 
inhubitanls when excavated by archaeologists. 

Seed Grinding 
Polished or smoothed areas are sometimes observed on/near .horizontal rock surfaces. The smooth 
areas are usuully 25cm wide and 40 or 50cm long. They are the resull of seed grinding by the 
Aboriginal women and indicate aspects of a pasl economy. 

Habitation Structures 
Aboriginal peoplc sheltered in simple ephemcl1ll structures, generally 
made of branches and sometimes gruss. These sites are rarely preserved for more than one 
occupalion period. Occasiollully rocks were pushed aside or were used Lo stabilise other building 
materials. When these rock pallcms arc located they provide evidence of former habitation sites. 



Middens 
When a localised source of shellfish and other foods have been exploited from a favoured camping 
place, the accumulated ashes, hearth stones, shells, bones and other refuse can form mounds at 
times several metres high and many metres in diameter. Occasionully lhese refuse mounds or 
middens contain stone, shell or bone Lools. These are 1110st cOl11mon near the coast bUl examples 
on inland lakes and river banks are not unknown. 

Stone Artefact Factory Sites 
Pieces of rock from which artefacts could be made were often.<k1n·ied to camp sites or olher places 
for final production. Such sites are usually easily recognisable because Lhe manufacturing pmcess 
produces quantities of flakes and waste material which are cleady out of conlext when compared 
with the surrounding rocks. All rocks found on the sandy cotlstal plain, for example, must hmre 
been transported by human agencies. These sites are widely distributed throughout the stale. 

Quarries 
When outcrops of rock suitable for the manufacture of stone tools were quarried by the Aborigines. 
evidence of Lhe flaking and chipping of the solirce material can usually be seen in situ and ne"rby. 
Ochre and other mineral pigments used in painting rock surfaces, nrlefacls and body decoration are 
mined ·1'1'0111 naturally occuring seams, bunds and .other deposi (s. This u(.!ti vi ly can sOll1eli mes be 
recognised by the presence of wooden digging slicks or the marks made by these implements. 

Marked Trees 
Occasionally trees are located that have designs in the bark which have been incised by Aborigines. 
Toeholds, to assist the climber, were sometimes cut into the bark and sapwood of trees in the 
hollow limbs of which possums and other arborial animals sheltered. Some tree trunks bear scars 
where sections of bark or wood have been removed to make dishes, shields, spearthrowers and 
other wooden artefacts. In some parts of the state wooden platforms were built in trees to 
accomodate a corpse during complex rituals following death. 

Burials 
In the north of the state it was formerly the custom to place the bones of the dead on a ledge in a 
cave after certain rituals were completed. The 
bones were wrapped in sheets of bark and the skull placed beside this. In otther parts of Western 
Australia the dead were buried, the burial position varying according to the customs of the 
particular area and time. Natural erosion, or mechanical earthmoving equipment occasionally 
exposes these burial sites. 

Stone Structures 
If one or more stOl1<;:s are fQund partially buried or wedged into a position which is not likely to be 
the result of natural forces, then it is probable that the place is an Aboriginal site and that possibly 
there are other important siles nenrby. There are severnl different types of stonc arrangements 
ranging from simple cniri)S or piles of Stones to more elaborale designs. Low weirs which trap fish 
when tides fall are found in coastal areus. Some rivers contain similur slructures thUl trap fish 
against the current. It seems likely that low stone slab struclures in the south-west jarnth forests 
were built to provide suitable environments in which to trap sorne small <1nill1uls. Low \valls or pits 
were sometimes made to provide a hide or shelter fOr hunting: 

Elongated rock fragments are occasionally erected as a sign or warning that a special area is being 
approached. Heaps or alignments of stones may be naturalistic or symbolic representations of 
animals, people or mythological figures. 



Paintings 
These usually occur in rockshelters, caves or other sheltered situations which offer a certain degree 
of protection from the weather. The besl known examples ill Wcstertl AlIslmlia occlir in lhe 
Kimberley region but painlings are also found througholll most of the Slule. Several coloured 
pigments may have been llsed at a site. Stencilling wus a C0I111110n painting technique used 
throughout the state. The negative image of an object wus created by spraying pigmenlovcr the 
object which was held against a wall. 

Engravings 
This term describes designs which have been carved, pecked or pounded into a rock surface. They 
form the predominant art form of the Pilbara region but are known to occllr in the Kimberleys in 
the north to Toodjay in the south. Most engravings occur in the open but some are situated in rock 
shelters. 

Caches 
It was the custom to hide ceremonial objects in niches and other secluded places. The removal of 
objects from these places, the taking of photographs of the places or objects or any other 
interference with these places is not pennilted. 

Ceremonial Grounds 
At some sites the ground has been modified in some way by the removal of surface pebbles, or the 
modeling of the soil, or the digging of pits and trenches. In other places there is no noticeable 
alteration of the ground surface and Aborigines familiar with the site must be consulted concerning 
its location. 

Mythological Sites 
Most sites already described have a place in Aboriginal mythology. In addition there arc many 
Aboriginal sites with no man-made fealures which enable them to be recognised. They are often 
natural features in lhe landscape linked to the Aboriginal account of Lhe formalion of the world 
during the creative "Drenl11ing ll period in the distant past. Many such sites are located at focal 
points in the creative journeys of mythological spirit beings of the Dreaming. Such siLes can only 
be identified by the Aboriginal people who arc familial' with the associated traditions. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) plan to carry out re
development works at Honeymoon Pool and the Lower Collie Valley. The main focus of the 
project is the replacement of the existing pylon structured retaining wall at Honeymoon Pool 
with a gabion basket structure. This work will protect the adjoining embankment, which is in 
danger of collapsing. CALM plan to liaise with appropriate professionals to ensure minimal 
disturbance to the site during re-development and to ensure the protection of existing 
vegetation and any heritage values of the area. The scope of works in the Honeymoon Pool 
area is to include replacement of the retaining wall and the landscaping of the site in a terraced 
amphitheatre style. The installation of an information shelter and gas BBQs and seating is also 
planned for this area, as is the construction of walkways and steps to a decked area and the 
redesign of parking and access facilities. All camping is to be moved to the single precinct of 
the Honeymoon Pool thereby reducing the impact on the whole of the river system and 
allowing management and planning of sites with minimal impact on the greater area. The 
development of additional camping sites in this area will enable the rotational use of camping 
sites on a six monthly basis. All sites will be designed and constructed to minimise impact on 
riparian zones and to allow for the regeneration of microbial activity. 

Planned works down stream of the Honeymoon Pool are to include reviewing of 4WD-vehicle 
activities and access alongside the riverside and associated picnic facilities. Other proposals 
include the development of family camping areas at the Gelcoat Rapids and Stoney Brook, and 
construction of a long drop/enviro toilet and individual camping nodes at the current 
Backpackers site. The West Bank camping development is to be enlarged and the walk bridge 
over Stoney Brook is to be replaced. The River's Edge walk trail will be formalised and its 
design is to be improved to reduce impact on the site. Construction of a single span bridge 
linking the riversides and a walk bridge under/adjacent to the River Road bridge is also 
planned. A walk trail from the kiosk to the Honeymoon Pool along Lennard Drive and the 
construction of a link trail either side of the Collie River, below the dam, using existing river 
paths is also planned. 

As the Collie River in its entirety is a registered Aboriginal mythological site (site ID 16713), 
CALM has commissioned an ethnographic survey prior to commencing works in order to 
obtain consent to proceed under section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). The survey 
will also determine whether any other sites of cultural significance to Aboriginal people will 
be impacted by the proposed redevelopments. 

A search of the DrA sites register on July 18 2002 revealed the existence of one registered 
Aboriginal mythological site (site ID 16713) within the project area, this being the Collie 
River . 

. Reviews of reports suggest the Collie region has a recorded archaeological site density of one 
site per 256 square kilometres. Waugal sites of significance have been identified at various 
locations on the Collie River at Collie, namely Bottoms Pool, Wuridjong Pool, Telfer Pool and 
Wellington Dam (O'Connor et,al. 1989). The Collie and Preston Rivers have been identified as 
significant because the Ngarngungudditj Walgu had created them and an essence of the creator 
remains in the rivers today. Previous reports identifies the Collie River as an important 
mythological site due to its creation by the Ngarngungudditj Walgu (Goode 2000). Other 
reports identify the Aboriginal community's acceptance of directional boring under the Collie 
River as not constituting a breach of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) (O'connor, R 2001) 
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A summaty of requests made and advice and recommendations given regarding the general 
survey area are as follows: 

It is recommended that prior to conducting any works that impact directly upon the Collie 
River or its embankments that CALM make application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act (1972) for consent of use. This application should be made for the Honeymoon 
Pool day use area, works at the river Road Bridge, the Swing Bridge on the rivers edge trail, 
the walk bridges at the Stoney Brook and any planned river access points from the walk trails 
or identified camp sites along the Collie River. 

It is the findings of this report that the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie are supportive of these 
plans and will support approval if granted under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972) by the Minister of Indigenous Affairs if all works are monitored by suitable Aboriginal 
community representatives. 

It is therefore recommended that the works should proceed with Aboriginal community 
monitoring. 

It is recommended that CALM give due consideration to employing these Aboriginal 
community monitors as normal employees of CALM for the duration of the project. 

It is recommended that CALM make provision for a representative of the Ngalang Boodja 
Council Collie to sit upon Wellington Regional National Parks Advisoty Committee. 

It is recommended that CALM consider allowing the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie works 
crews to tender for components of the project that they have the skills, experience and 
resources to undertake. 

It is recommended that CALM consider renaming the Wellington Regional National Park, 
Honeymoon Pool and the walk trails along the Collie River with Nyungar names. 'Mardong' 
has been sugges~ed, however before a final decision could be made CALM should conduct 
further discussions with the N galang Boodja Council Collie. 

It is recommended that CALM include interpretive information at the Honeymoon Pool day 
use area as to the Aboriginal significance of the area and the mythology associated with the 
creation of the Collie River. 

It is finally recommended that CALM consider making available a separate camp area within 
the overall development plans for the use and enjoyment of the Aboriginal community in order 
that they can conduct Aboriginal cultural business. If CALM are supportive of this idea they 
should continue to discuss this request with the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie and the 
Department of Indigenous Affairs (DIA) prior to finalizing the development plans. 
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REPORT 
Ethnographic Survey Of The Honeymoon Pool & The Lower Collie River Valley, Re

Development Requiring A Section 18 Application For Consent 

ISSUE 

The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) plan to carry out re
development works at Honeymoon Pool and the Lower Collie River Valley. The main focus of 
the project is the replacement of the existing pylon structured retaining wall at Honeymoon 
Pool with a gabion basket structure in order to protect the adjoining embankment, which is in 
danger of collapsing. A number of other re-development works are also planned (see appendix 
3). As the Collie River in its entirety is a registered Aboriginal mythological site (site ID 
16713), CALM has commissioned an ethnographic survey prior to commencing these works in 
order to obtain consent to proceed under section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). The 
survey will also determine whether any other sites of cultural significance to Aboriginal people 
will be impacted by the proposed redevelopments. 

OBJECTIVES 

To report on consultations held with representatives of the Aboriginal community to determine 
support for CALM's application for a clearance under section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act (1972). 

To report on consultations held with representatives of the Aboriginal community to identify 
any other Aboriginal heritage sites that may be affected by the proposed works. 

To report on archival and historical research to determine whether the proposed works have 
potential to impact upon any known Aboriginal heritage sites. 

BACKGROUND 

In July 2002 CALM commissioned Mr Brad Goode, Consulting Anthropologist, to conduct an 
ethnographic survey of Honeymoon Pool and the Lower Collie River Valley for re
development works requiring application for a clearance under section 18 of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act (1972). The existing log retaining wall that holds the embankment at Honeymoon 
Pool is collapsing and becoming dangerous to the public. CALM is required to repair it as a 
matter of urgency. The survey is also to identify any Aboriginal Heritage sites and to make 
recommendation to ensure the protection of Aboriginal heritage and cultural interests within 
the project area. CALM will thus meet obligations in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act (1972), amended (1980) and avoid any potential conflicts concerning the redevelopment 
proposals. 

The Collie River is known to be a registered mythological site and will require application for 
a clearance under section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) before any works can take 
place in the Collie River. Finalisation of plans will take place once all statutory issues have 
been addressed. 

Consultation with the Aboriginal community and archival and historical research has been 
undertaken prior to commencing the work in order to identify any other sites of significance to 
Aboriginal people which would be impacted by the proposed redevelopments. This survey will 
identify all Aboriginal heritage sites located in the project area and record the Aboriginal 
communities views upon any possible impacts, upon identified sites. 
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LOCATION 

Figure 1. The Honeymoon Pool Re-development in the lower Collie River Valley, and the walk 
trail along Lennard Drive to the Wellington Reservoir. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

TRADITIONAL NYUNGAR CULTURE 
Prior to European settlement Western Australia's south west was home to thirteen socio
dialectal groups who shared traditions and a common language with local variations. These 
groups, known collectively as Nyungar encompassed a triangle from Jurien Bay in the north to 
Esperance in the south east (Berndt 1979, Tindale 1974, Tilbrook 1983). Before linguistic 
boundaries were fonned these people were known as Bibbulmun and were said to be 'the finest 
group in all West Australia' (Bates 1938: 59-61). The word bibbulmun means many breasts, a 
name derived, perhaps, from the fertility of the region or the great number of women and 
children among the seventy subgroups. 

Aboriginal occupation of the Collie area before settlement is thought to have encompassed two 
distinct socio-linguistic communities: the Kaneang and the Willman, whose boundaries 
intersected at the Collie River (Tindale 1974: 244, 260). Unlike their inland neighbours who 
employed the 'Old Australian tradition' of circumcision (Berndt & Berndt 1979) Nyungars 
restricted the physical marks of initiation to nasal septum piercing and cicatrisation. A boy at 
age nine or ten would be removed from his home camp to live with his maternal uncles for 
several years. During this time upper body cicatrisation and nasal septum piercing would take 
place and he would learn the lore of the country before returning to live with his immediate 
family, having passed into manhood. (Bates 1985: 151-158). Women of the Nyungar people 
were accorded more of initiative liberty than the surrounding circumcised groups. The custom 
of monyo, conferring the status of moyran (grandmother) on a woman gave her authority to 
arbitrate in quarrels and during armed disputes (Bates 1938: 60; Berndt 1979: 86). 

The two primary social moieties of the Nyungar, the Manitchmat (white cockatoo) and 
Wordungmat (crow) were the basis for marriage between a further four semi-moieties or clan 
groups. The semi-moieties Tondarup and Didarruk were derivatives of the former and 
Ballaruk and Nagarnook derivatives of the latter. (Berndt, 1979: 82; Bates 1985: 74). It was 
strictly forbidden to marry within one's own moiety. In fact, the only lawful marriage was seen 
to be the cross cousin marriage of paternal aunts' children to the maternal uncles' children. 
This form of social organisation was identical in tribes across all of Western Australia (Bates 
1966: 24-25). 

The basis for Aboriginal spirituality, land use and ownership lies in their Dreaming. In the 
Dreaming ancestral beings created the world and all within it thereby defining spiritual, social, 
moral and territorial division for its inhabitants. Beings such as Motogon (god), Miga (the 
moon as a man) and Nganga (the sun as a woman) are integral to Aboriginal spirituality 
(Berndt 1979: 85). The spiritual essence of all ancestral beings not only transformed the 
landscape but also infused it with living spirit. The beings remained in significant sites and so 
all generations are linked to the Dreaming and to the eternal spiritual beings. An individual's 
spiritual relationship to specific tracts of land would be determined at the place of conception, 
where the animating spirit entered the mother and thus connected land, spirit and individual 
identity (Bemdt &. Berndt 1979). The locality of and/or any particular incident OCCUlTing at the 
time of birth were also important indetenllining an individual's name (kole) (Moore 1842: 59). 
It is also intel'esting to note that family names had spiritual beginnings, the local Nyungal' semi 
moiety Ballaruk, for example, having its ancestral roots in Kuljak (black swan) (Berndt 1979: 
86). 

The Nyungar hold one central creator spirit, the Waugal (after Moore 1842, Berndt 1979; 
woggal after Bates 1938 &1985), who created and is still present in all sources of water in the 
south west. O'Conner, Quartermaine and Bodney (1989) provide a theoretical explanation of 
what they term "the ubiquitous Waugal myth." The Waugal, they say, is a water creative 
spiritual force with a serpentine physical manifestation, which created many of the south west 
rivers and whose essence remains in such as the Collie River to this day. The authors state the 
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imputation of religious significance to water sources is at least as old as recorded human 
history and that it is not surprising that in an arid country such as Australia it occurs in many 
totemic forms. (O'Conner et a11989) note Waugal sites of significance at various locations on 
the Collie River at Collie, namely Bottoms Pool, Wuridjong Pool, Telfer Pool and Wellington 
Dam. 

Aborigines throughout all of Australia have historically held two distinct and complementary 
forms of relationship to the land: esoteric (sacred, ritual, mythological and ceremonial) and 
economic (biographical, historical and habitation). Stanner clarifies their difference by using 
the terms estate, range and domain. Estate refers to the home ground or Dreaming place of a 
particular descent group. Range refers to the tract of country over which the group travelled for 
hunting and foraging, and included their estate. In short, range gave economic boundaries and 
estate offered a sense of place and of spiritual meaning for both the individual and the group as 
a whole. A descent group's domain refers to the combination of both estate and range (Stanner 
1965: 2). The strength of attachment to a particular place would vary from person to person 
and/or family to family but the associations with the land were, and remain today, crucial 
elements of Aboriginal society. 

Nyungars employed a mobile lifestyle and movement by local family groups was usually along 
a series of well-defined tracks or paths (bid;) which followed the corridors of easiest 
movement. The fluidity of the kinship system among Nyungars was recorded in early 
ethnographic studies as individuals were noted to have moved freely between these family runs 
(Salvado 1977: 130-131). 

It is evident that territorial boundaries were not wholly exclusive and should 
probably be interpreted as representing an overlapping series of usage rights to 
particular parts of the resource by different levels within the community structure 
(individual, family and wider group or 'tribe')(Meagher & Ride 1979: 67). 

Seasonal migration involved a pattern of movement within tribal boundaries and coincided 
with the seasonal availability of particular resources (Green 1984: 10). Travel and camping 
would have been difficult in the winter months, as large areas of the coastal plain would have 
been flooded. It is thought that large groups of coastal Nyungars may have dispersed into 
smaller units at these times and possibly moved inland as far as the Collie River (Martinick 
1994: 16). 

Bates reports the omnivorous approach of West Australian Aborigines who ate almost 
everything the land and water produced. Even poisonous plants and animals such as zamia nuts 
and frogs were eaten after undergoing a process to remove harmful qualities (Bates 1985: 239). 
The Nyungars accessed lakes, river mouths, estuaries and swamps that provided a range of 
foods such as fish, birds and eggs, reptiles, frogs and invertebrates (Meagher & Ride 1979:" 
71). Bird & Beeck (1988) and Meagher (1974: 14-65) report traditional foods of the Nyungars 
as including kangaroo, wallaby, possum, bandicoot and quenda. Tasmanian devil, native rat 
and mouse are also mentioned as were a variety of differing roots, seeds, plants and fruits. Fish 
were usually speared with a gidgi-garbel (a light spear made from the swamp wattle mungurn) 
or caught in fish traps, whilst kangaroos were generally driven into swampy areas and speared, 
or trapped in a pit. Few contemporary European observers remarked on the division of labour 
between the sexes when hunting and gathering although Meagher & Ride suggest: 

... the men hunted larger animals, in particular kangaroos and emus, and women and 
children dug for roots, collected fruits and seeds, and caught small creatures: 
however, men too engaged in some of these pursuits, particularly the last. .. Men and 
women usually went about their hunting and gathering independently. However, 
both shared in some activities, such as fishing, or driving animals (Meagher & Ride 
1979: 70). 
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EUROPEAN SETILEMENT AND SOCIAL DISRUPTION 

According to Bates (1985: 54) the population of the Nyungars before settlement was around 
40,000 but more recent research suggests a far lower estimation of around 6,000 (Berndt 1979; 
Green 1984; Tilbrook 1983) who lived mainly on the coastal plain. Population of the less 
favourable forest and woodland environments such as that around the Collie region is thought 
to have been sparse (Anderson 1984; Tilbrook 1983). Very little evidence of contact with 
Aborigines is recorded concerning the Jarrah-Marri wooded Collie district prior to the 1830s. 

During his expedition of 1829, Lieutenant Preston, accompanied by naval surgeon Dr Collie 
set sail from the Swan River Settlement to examine the south western coast. Passing through 
the channel between Garden Island and Cape Peron they chartered the water south to Murray 
River. Following this they travelled on to Port Leschenault and, upon entering the inlet, 
discovered a river about three miles from their camp. They named it the Preston River, after 
the Lieutenant. On the same day they discovered another river just a few miles downstream of 
the Preston and named it the Collie River, in honour of the doctor. Collie, the mining town, 
was also later named in his honour. The explorers reported seeing a group of about 30 
Aborigines at the mouth of the Collie River. They found themselves: 

in the midst of natives who testified the greatest and most friendly eagerness to be 
allowed to approach us... carrying green boughs and without any weapons of 
offence or defence ... after a very amicable interview during which we did not admit 
them close to the tents they returned seemingly very much gratified with what they 
had seen and with a few trifles which they had gotten (Martinick 1994: IS). 

Surveyor-General Lieutenant Roe followed on from this first party in 1830 to survey the 'very 
good' land surrounding the Preston and Collie Rivers. He discovered valuable forestland and a 
range of hills that he named after himself (Sanders 1975: 3). During his explorations around 
the Preston and Collie Rivers, Lieutenant Roe reported no sightings of Aborigines but noted 
traces of old habitations that were constructed of boughs and grass. It is thought these may 
have been the remnants of Nyungars winter camps. Lieutenant Henry William St Pierre 
Bunbury formed a post at Pinjarra on the Murray River in 1836 in order to investigate the 
district and was known for his good relations with the Aborigines. Before his return to England 
in 1837 he pioneered land exploration between Pinjarra and the emerging district of Va sse. An 
Aboriginal guide named Monang and others from the Pinjarrup tribe led the party to 
Leschenault Inlet, where the Collie and Preston Rivers flow into Koombana Bay. Here the 
Gomborrup people lived well as food was plentiful and the land was rich (Sanders 1975: 99). 
Bunbury reported his encounters with hundreds of people from differing groups of Aborigines 
as he travelled from the inlet up the Collie and Preston Rivers and inland from the Preston 
River (Hallam 1979: 69). 

Before 1890 the south west region supported only small pockets of agriculture and a young 
timber industry and both were strained by extreme transport difficulties (de Garis 1993: 110). 
Although deposits of coal were known to exist at Collie in the 1880s mining did not begin until 
the 1890s. Completion of the Bunbury harbour works in 1907 and further ongoing 
development of the south west's railway system opened up greater possibilities for coal export. 
By the 1920s heavy engines could run coal direct from Collie to Bunbury to be loaded onto 
ships. The first full cargo of Collie coal bound for South Australia left the Bunbury wharf in 
1923 (Barker & Laurie, 1992: 171 224). The south west's hardwoods, on the other hand, had 
already found markets in the eastern colonies and overseas before the 1870s. Before 
construction of a bridge across the Brunswick River in 184S, milled timber was placed on a 
lighter (semi submerged raft) and sailed to the port of Bunbury via the Collie River and 
Leschenault estuary. A second bridge across the Collie River was built in 1844, and a third 
over the Preston River in 1848 (SandersI97S; O'Brien 1996: 4S). 
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Amidst ongoing tension as indigenous and colonial people jostled to retain their own cultural 
practices, farmers across Western Australia regularly employed Aborigines as a convenient 
and cheap source of labour. Heavily relied upon to support the foundation of European falTIling 
techniques, Aborigines were generally offered little if any payment for work and were often 
given goods such as flour, sugar and tobacco in exchange for farm labour and domestic help 
(Shann 1926). Their importance was verbally acknowledged when in 1898 John Forrest said 
'Colonisation would go on with very slow strides if we had no natives to assist us' (Goddard & 
Stannage 1984). Although some continued to pursue a traditional way of life others worked on 
homesteads or were involved in the timer industry. 

By the tum of the twentieth century over half of the Aboriginal popUlation in the southwest 
was of mixed race descent (Haebich 1988: 47). Colonial rulers saw children of one British 
parent as having potential if they could be trained to live as Europeans and the Industrial 
Schools Act of 1874 brought their removal to missions where they were prepared for 
servanthood or menial apprentice work in the European community. Aboriginal parents of 
these children were afforded no comment in this process. An increasing range of 
discriminatory laws continued the oppression of Aborigines as those living a traditional way of 
life were restricted in or denied access to education, employment and European community 
life. Others living a European way of life, however, were made exempt from these restrictions 
and were able to access respectful treatment from the governing white community. 
Assimilation was thus being formalised (Haebich 1988: 47). The Aborigines Protection Board 
was formed in 1886 and enacted the belief that the Aboriginal race was the least evolved in the 
entire world, and hence doomed to pass away. The Board distributed only limited relief and 
medical care to destitute Aborigines (Austen 1998: 71). The 1905 Aborigines Act followed on 
for 'the better protection and care' of our indigenous people, limiting Aboriginal contact with 
the broader community and providing unwanted 'protection' in terms of welfare provision, 
education and training in European ways. Efforts to continue a traditional way of life were 
squashed as people were removed to designated Aboriginal Reserves, children's futures were 
determined by the State and any semblance of personaVcultural decision making was taken 
over by the Aborigines Department. (Haebich 1988: 83). 

Throughout the 20th century Nyungar people necessarily adapted to and took part in European 
culture. Most of their work was seasonal and encompassed stock work, domestic help, farm 
labouring and foresting, whilst some men worked in the whaling industry in Geographe Bay. 
Fringe camps were set up on the outskirts of some towns as Aborigines followed runs from 
one area of seasonal work to another throughout the year. Living in fringe camps, seeking out 
seasonal work and supplementing their diet with game, fish and 'bush tucker' became the 
usual way of life for many Nyungars up until the late 1960s (McDonald et al 1995). The early 
1970s brought increasing Aboriginal involvement in politics, a growing awareness of 
Aboriginality and a desire for many persons of Aboriginal descent to play a greater role in 
Aboriginal Affairs (Berndt & Berndt 1988: 541-542). Since the mid 1970s a government 
policy of self-determination has provided an opportunity to manage their own affairs and make 
choices concerning their future. Development of the Native Title Act (1994) and the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) has been significant in supporting the redirection of Australian 
history toward cultural equity. Acknowledgment, acceptance and, where possible, the 
preservation of traditional stories, places and objects now offers respect where it has been 
sadly lacking for so long. 

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 

Archival research involved an examination of the Department of Indigenous Affairs (DIA) 
sites register, a review of the relevant site files and a review of any unpublished ethnographic 
and archaeological reports relevant to the Collie River. 
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SITES REGISTER SEARCH 

A search of the DIA sites register on 15107/2002 revealed the presence of one registered 
Aboriginal Heritage site located in the study area. The location of the site is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of registered Aboriginal Heritage sites located in the study area. 

SITEID Name LOCATION SITE TYPE 
No. (Australian Metric Grid Zone 50)* 

EASTING NORTHING 
16713 Collie River Waug~l 397930mE 6299582mN ~ythological 

• Please note: Coordinates are indicative locations that represent the centre of sites as shown on maps produced 
by the DIA - they may not necessarily represent the true centre of all sites, particularly if access to specific site 

information is tagged as 'closed' or 'vulnerable'. 

REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT SITE FILE 

The Collie River was first registered in 1995 by M. Hammond of McDonald Hales and 
Associates for a survey of the Bunbury By-pass Road upon behalf of MRW A. The sites 
registration form locates the site on Map sheet SI 5006, 1 :250 000 scale at 431.312 and by 
Longitude 115° 30" 82' E, and Latitude 33° 30" 16' S. The site is classed as mythological and 
is described with the following statement - "The Collie River is considered to be a 
mythological site by members of the Bunbury/Mandurah Aboriginal community, beware ofthe 
presence of the Waugal." The site was again reported in 1999 by Hugh Roberts from 
McDonald Hales and Associates in a survey for improvements to the Coalfields Highway at 
Roelands. The sites register form does not give any co-ordinates but classes the site as 
mythological. The site file contains a story recorded by Roberts that states that several 
Aboriginal consultants reported the presence of the Waugal in the Collie River. The 
consultants added that proprietary rituals must be performed prior to entering the water for 
swimming or approaching the water for fishing. The Aboriginal consultants noted that the 
performance of this ritual, which was described (but not stated in the text), identified local 
Nyungars from strangers to the Waugal. 

The Aboriginal consultants reported the entire Collie River to be significant in that the Waugal 
had swum from Glen Mervyn where it had created a fresh water spring to the estuary before 
re-entering along the Collie River to Minnimup, where it currently rests (Hammond, 1995). 

The site was again recorded by Brad Goode in 2000 in survey for MR W A along the Southwest 
Highway from Waroona to Bunbury. The site registration form states that the site location was 
recorded on map at AMG grid reference 394862mE and 628663mN. The site reports state that 
the entire Collie River from its source to the Leschenault Inlet inclusive is the extent of the site 
and that the entire river system is sacred. The site files contain the mythological story recorded 
by Brad Goode from the custodian of the site Mr. J. Northover. 
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REVIEW OF RELEVANT REPORTS 

O'Connor R, Quartermaine G. & Bodney C. 1989. Report on an Investigation into the 
Aboriginal Significance of Wetlands and Rivers in the Perth - Bunbury Region for the 
Western Australian Water Resources Council. 

This report provides a comparative theoretical explanation of what O'Connor terms to be "The 
ubiquitous Waugal myth." The Waugal, O'Connor et al states is seen as a water creative 
spiritual force with a serpentine physical manifestation that is said to have created many of the 
south west rivers and whose essence remains in these rivers today. According to O'Connor this 
religious view of the significance of water is not restricted to the south west but has been 
recorded by Maddock (1982) and Kingsford (1982) for similar systems in Arnhem Land and 
the Murchison - Gascoyne district. He adds that the imputation of religious significance to 
water sources is at least as old as recorded human history and that it is not surprising that in an 
arid country such as Australia that it occurs in many totemic forms. This report also reports 
Waugal sites of significance at various locations on the Collie River at Collie - Bottoms Pool, 
Wuridjong Pool, Telfer Pool and Wellington Dam. The report however does not identify the 
entire Collie River to be significant. 

O'Connor R. 2001. Report on an Ethnographic Survey of the Proposed Eaton to Kernerton 
Pressure Mains. A report prepared for the Water Corporation. 

This ethnographic survey identified the Collie and Brunswick Rivers to be sites of significance 
in terms of the Waugal. This report also stated that members of the Ngalang Boodja Council, 
Mr. D. Ugle, Ms. S. Khan, Mr. J. Khan, Mrs. S. Hayward, Mr. N. Hayward, Mr. S. Michael 
and Mr. J. Northover, and Bunbury Elders of the working party of the Gnaarla Karla Boodja 
Native Title Claim are Aboriginal people who have the socially accepted right to make 
heritage decisions with regards to the Collie River. This report found that it was accepted by 
the Aboriginal community that directionally boring under the Collie River did not constitute a 
breach of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). 

McDonald Hales & Associates. 1995. Report of an Aboriginal Heritage Survey, Bunbury 
Bypass Road, Bunbury. For Halpern Glick Maunsell upon behalf ofMRWA. 

In April 1995 M. Hammond for McDonald Hales and Associates conducted an ethnographic 
survey for MRWA's new proposed Bunbury By-pass. In this survey Hammond identified that 
the Collie and Preston Rivers were significant due to the Aboriginal consultants belief that 
they had been created by the Waugal (also Wagal, Wagyl or Uocol) and that an essence 
remains in the river today. According to Hammond the Aboriginal consultants recommended 
that all creek and river crossings do not disrupt the flow of the water, and that disturbance of 
the water flow will upset the Waugal and ultimately lead to its death. This confirms comments 
made during the current meeting. 

Goode B. 2000. Ethnographic Survey of Southwestern Highway, Waroona to Bunbury, 
Western Australia. A report prepared for GHD Pty Ltd on behalf of MRW A. 

In October 1999 an ethnographic survey was conducted along the Southwest Highway from 
Waroona to Bunbury. This survey was required by MRWA as a planning tool in order to 
identify all Aboriginal heritage sites prior to designing future works to upgrade sections of this 
road over the next five years. During this survey some thirty nine Aboriginal heritage sites 
were identified to be located within a 100 m corridor of the road. During this survey the Collie 
River was recorded to be an important mythological site due to its creation by the 
Ngarngungudditj Walgu. During this survey Mr. Joe Northover kindly enabled the 
ethnographers to record the traditional story of how the Ngarngungudditj Walgu had created 
the Collie River. 
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N garngungudditj Walgu Dreaming 

The Ngarngungudditj Walgu came from the north east of Collie where he traveled 
forming the rivers and creeks resting along the way making waterholes. 

He came through what we know today as Collie forming the Collie River and as he 
moved he created hills visiting places in and around Collie he moved towards the 
coast and came out where Eaton is today as he came to the end he turned his body 
creating what is the estuary today, as he turned he pushed the land out and then he 
traveled back up the Collie River he traveled about the Collie area finally he rests at 
Minninup a well known swimming place on the Collie River. 

The old people used to say you can see his spirit in the water late at night during the 
full moon and his long silvery beard. 

It is also said that if a stranger to the area comes and wishes to swim in the Collie 
River or fish he must wipe his armpit and then pick up some sand in the same hand 
and then throw the sand in the water for the spirit to smell this and he would not be 
harmed in any way or if he is not welcomed the water will become rough and the 
weather might change. 

Ngarngungudditj Walgu in my language means 'Hairy Faced Serpent'. 

Joe Northover 
Keeper of the dreaming. 

During this survey it was also recorded that Mr. Northover stated that other ethnographers that 
had previously been told this creation story had recorded it incorrectly, and referred to it as a 
Waugal. According to Mr. Northover the Waugal refers to the diamond python, which is a 
different serpent to the Ngarngunguddilj Walgu, which means 'Hairy Faced Serpent'. 

OUTCOMES OF ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 

A search of the DIA sites register on July 15 2002 revealed the existence of one ethnographic 
sites within the project area. 

Reviews of reports suggest the Collie region has a recorded archaeological site density of one 
site per 256 square kilometres. Waugal sites of significance have been identified at various 
locations on the Collie River at Collie, namely Bottoms Pool, Wuridjong Pool, Telfer Pool and 
Wellington Dam O'Connor et,al. (1989). The Collie and Preston Rivers have been identified as 
significant because the Ngarngungudditj Walgu had created them and an essence of the creator 
remains in the rivers today. Previous reports identifies the Collie River as an important 
mythological site due to its creation by the Ngarngungudditj Walgu (Goode 2000). Other 
reports identify the Aboriginal community's acceptance of directional boring under the Collie 
River as not constituting a breach of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) (O'Connor, R 2001) 
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IDENTIFICATION OF SPOKES PEOPLE 

THE RIGHT TO SPEAK ON HERITAGE ISSUES 

Various authors have discussed the contemporary problem of who in the Aboriginal 
Community has the authority to speak on heritage issues within an area. O'Connor et al. 
(1989:51) suggest that when this question is posed to people in Aboriginal Australia, answers 
are usually framed by such tenus as 'the traditional owners', i.e., those people who are defined 
by place of birth i.e. descent. Meyers presents a broader and more contemporary view of 
'ownership' based upon descent and association: 

"An estate, commonly a sacred site, has a number of individuals who may identify 
with it and control it. They constitute a group solely in relationship to this estate. 
Identification refers to a whole set of relationships a person can claim or assert 
between himself or herself and a place. Because of this mUltiplicity of claims, land 
holding groups take essentially the fonn of bilateral, descending kindred. 
Membership as a recognised owner is widely extended" (cited in Machin, 1993 :22). 

Meyers then goes on to further clarify the current perception of 'ownership' when he states: 

" .... such rights exist only when they are accepted by others. The movement of the 
political process follows a graduated series of links or claims of increasing 
substantiality, from mere identification and residual interest in a place to actual 
control of its sacred association. The possession of such rights as recognised by 
others, called 'holding' (kanyininpa) a country, is the product of negotiation" (Ibid.). 

While the notion of descent is clearly an important criterion within Meyers analysis, it must be 
seen in terms of the contemporary Nyungar situation. Nyungar tradition in the south west has 
been seriously eroded since colonization, lines of descent have been broken, and previously 
forbidden and mixed marriages have interconnected many Nyungar groups who would not 
have traditionally had a close association (Ibid.). Consequently, in contemporary times the 
criteria of historical 'association' seems to be important in regards to the 'right to speak' on 
heritage issues within an area: 

"Traditional subsistence no longer sufficed to support Aboriginals so they combined 
this with menial work on farms and over time new relationships to land developed. 
As a consequence, the more recent history associated with their involvement with 
European agriculture and labour patterns is often more relevant than the pre-contact 
mode of attachment to an old way of life and the roots of the identity as original 
owners of the land. Biographical associations are often tied to post-settlement 
labour patterns and identification. These can predominate. This is part of a dynamic 
process ofethnicity, identity and tradition" (Machin, 1995:11). 

O'Connor, et al. (1989) identified several criteria for determining contemporary community 
spokes people. A spokesperson must have a long-term association with an area, usually as a 
young person, and had extensive contact with a member or members of the 'pivotal generation 
of the culture transmitters'; those people whom, as children themselves, had contact with 
people who could pass on their traditional knowledge. A spokesperson must also demonstrate 
knowledge of the region's natural resources, its hunting, fishing and camping grounds, its local 
water sources, and the flora. This is important because a person without this knowledge is 
unlikely to be seen by their fellow Nyungars as truly being from that country, despite having 
been born or lived in that area. In some cases, people from outside a specific region have 
established themselves by political activism. They are accepted by their fellow Nyungar 
because they may have participated in mainstream white pursuits, such as advanced education, 
or legal and political careers, that has empowered them within the broader community. As 
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such, these people are a valuable resource to the local Aboriginal Community. The people 
consulted in this survey fulfil at least one of these criteria. 

SELECTION OF SPOKESPEOPLE 

Spokespeople were identified by consultation with Ms. Lynette Lund from the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. Ms. Lund advised that the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie 
should be contacted as they are the appropriate organisation to speak on heritage issues in 
Collie. Ms. Lund advised that Mr. Joe Northover, Heritage officer at the Bunbury office of the 
Department of Indigenous Affairs is the chairperson of this organisation and the traditional 
owner of the mythology of the Collie River. He is thus the authority in decisions effecting the 
Collie River. Mr. Northover was advised of the survey and was requested to organise a 
consultative meeting. Mr. Northover subsequently fulfilled this request. Some friction was 
noted in the Collie Aboriginal community as some people felt that Mr. Northover did not 
invite all of the appropriate people. It is to be noted that at the time of writing this report, some 
two weeks after the meeting, nobody had come forward with a request to be consulted. The 
above mentioned friction was explained to the consultant as being a matter of professional 
jealousy because a Collie Aboriginal community member who works for another 
anthropologist was unhappy at not being offered the contract. This person had subsequently 
lodged a complaint with the DIA regarding Mr. Northover. When the man in question sought 
written support from Collie Aboriginal community members from the Ngalang Boodja Council 
it was not forthcoming. This political tension effected the survey by delaying the consultative 
meeting for one week, this caused some inconvenience to all parties concerned while the 
matter was resolved. 

The following people participated in the survey: 

Mr. Joe Northover is an applicant to the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title claim group and is 
chairperson of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie. He is employed as an Aboriginal Heritage 
Officer with the Department of Indigenous Affairs, Bunbury. He is widely recognised as a 
traditional custodian of the Collie River. He was born in Collie and claims traditional ties to 
the area through matrilineal descent. 

Mr. David Ugle is an executive member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie, and is an 
member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group. Mr. Ugle was born in Collie, as 
was his mother. He was taken away from his parents at eight or nine years of age and taken to 
Roelands Mission School where he remained for nine years. Later he attended the agricultural 
school in Harvey after which he moved to Donnybrook before returning to Collie to raise a 
family. He feels he has traditional ties to his country. 

Mr Douglas Mears is a member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group and is 
an executive member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie. He was born in Collie and has 
lived there aU his life. As a child he lived near the Douglas and Jones timber mill on the Harris 
River while his grandfather and father worked at the mill. He is an Elder of his family and is 
accepted as an Elder by the wider Aboriginal community. He is knowledgeable about 
Aboriginal tradition and knows many sites in and stories about the Collie area. 

Mr Eric Wynn is the elected representative for the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Commission in the South west. Mr Wynn attended the survey in support of his aunty Mrs 
Shirley Wynn. 

Mr Greg Winmar is related to the Mears family by marriage. Mr Winmar who lives in 
Bunbury attended the survey to report on the archaeological survey in which he was a field 
assistant 
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Mrs Phyllis Ugle & Mrs Kathy Mears are half sisters and are the younger members of the 
Mears, Ugle and Northover Clan. They attended the survey in support of the families claim to 
be the traditional owners of the Ngamgungudditj Walgu mythology. 

Mr. James Khan is a member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group and is an 
executive of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie. He was born in Narrogin and moved to Colie 
from Boyup Brook 29 years ago. Local Aboriginal Elders have taught him about the Collie 
region. 

Mrs. Irene Khan is a member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie and currently works for 
Nyungar Employment Enterprise Development Aboriginal Corporation. She was brought up in 
Collie and has since raised her own family in Collie~ She is an active member of the Nyungar 
community, being involved in employment and education schemes. 

Mrs. Gloria Khan is a member of the working party for the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title 
Claim group and an executive of the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie. She is the chairperson of 
the Aboriginal Justice Council South West and is also an executive member of the West 
Australian Aboriginal Education Department 

Mr. James Cockie is a member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group and is an 
executive of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie. He has lived in Collie since he was a young 
child and is considered an Elder of his family. He has previously been involved in Aboriginal 
heritage surveys and is interested in preserving Aboriginal heritage and culture and passing it 
on to the next generation. He is currently teaching his son about Aboriginal culture and history. 

Mrs. Shirley Wynn is a member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group and is an 
Elder in her family who is also recognised as such by the wider Aboriginal community. She 
was born in Collie and has lived in Collie all of her life. Her great grandparents used to live 
around Collie. 

Mrs. Jean Ugle was born in Collie (Boronia Gully) before being taken as an infant to the 
Moore River Mission. From there she went to Carrolup before moving to the Roelands 
Mission School where she was finally reunited with her parents. She has lived in Collie since 
the 1960s and has raised her family there. Her parents and other Elders taught her about the old 
ways and traditional culture. The wider community considers her an important and much 
respected Elder. 

Ms. Lynette Winmar is a member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie and the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. She is also a member of the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native 
Title Claim group. She claims cultural association with the Honeymoon Pool area through 
fishing, hunting and gathering berries, swimming and involvement in family camping and 
gatherings in the area. 

Ms. Norma Gidgup is a member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie and the Gnaala Karla 
Boodja Native Title Claim group and is a traditional land owner. She claims cultural 
connection with the Honeymoon Pool area through fishing, hunting and gathering berries, 
swimming and involvement in family camping and gatherings in the area. 

Ms. Phyllis Ugle is a member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie and the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council and is a traditional land owner. She is also a member of the 
Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group. Her cultural connection with the Honeymoon 
Pool area is through fishing, hunting and gathering berries, swimming and involvement in 
family camping and gatherings in the area. 

Mr. Milton Northover is the brother of Mr.Joe Northover and sits on the Ngalang Boodja 
Council, Collie and the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council. He is also a member of 
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the Gnaala Karla Boodja Native Title Claim group.His family are custodians of the dreaming 
and the songs associated with the Collie River. He runs a plant nursery and a rehabilitation 
programme for the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie. He works for the Waters and Rivers 
Commission, for CALM and for the Shire of Harvey. 

Ms. Dorothy Winmar attended the consultation meeting as an interested community member. 
She is a member of the Ngalang Boodja Council, Collie and the south west region of the Perth 
Land Council (Wagin, Dumbleyung, Narrogin). She is also a member of the Gnaala Karla 
Boodja Native Title Claim group. Her cultural connection with the Honeymoon Pool area is 
through fishing, hunting and gathering berries, swimming and involvement in family camping 
and gatherings in the area. 

COMMUNTY CONSULTATION 

AIMS 
• To establish contact with the Aboriginal people who retain traditional or current knowledge 

about the Collie River. 

• To determine if the impact on registered mythological site 16713 as proposed by CALM 
under section18 application of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) is acceptable to the 
Aboriginal community. 

• To generate consensual recommendations from the Aboriginal community with regards to 
impact on site 16713 and management of this ethnographic site in order for CALM to meet 
their obligations of heritage protection under the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). 

• To determine if Aboriginal consultants know of any other Aboriginal heritage sites that 
may be affected by the proposed works. 

METHOD 
Participants were invited to attend a consultative meeting on site on the 27th July 2002. 
Participants met at the Wellington Dam kiosk at lOam on this day. Here CALM project 
managers Mr_ Leon Price and Mr. Peter Henderson briefed the participants and all viewed the 
Honeymoon Pool concept layout plan (Appendix 3). Following this discussion participants 
were all driven in a bus along Lennard Drive to the Honeymoon Pool. During the journey 
participants were advised to request the bus to stop along the way to enable an inspection of 
any areas of cultural interest. CALM project manager Mr. Leon Price also stopped the bus at 
sites selected by CALM along the riverside to explain river access designs. The overall 
development plan was explained upon arrival at Honeymoon Pool. A 4WD inspection of the 
rest of the development area, the proposed camp and bridge sites then took place. Finally the 
group reassembled at the Wellington Dam kiosk where recommendations were made and 
business was concluded. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS 
On the 27th of July 2002 the consultants, Mr Brad Goode (Anthropologist) and Ms Evonne 
Patterson (Research Assistant) met with invited members of the Ngalang Boodja Council 
Collie" Mr Douglas Meares, Mr David Ugle, Mr James Cockie, Mr Milton Northover, Mrs 
Norma Gidgup, Mrs Jean Ugle, Mr James Khan and invited members of the Gnaarla Karla 
Boodja Native Title claim group" Mr Joe Northover, Mrs Shirley Wynn, Mrs Gloria (Sima) 
Khan at the Wellington Dam kiosk. Other interested Aboriginal community representatives 
also attended in support of the consultative group - Mrs Lynette Winmar, Mrs Dorothy 
Winmar, Mrs Kathy Mears, Mrs Phyllis Ugle, Mr Eric Wyn and Mr Greg Winmar. Mr Leon 
Price (CALM) and Mr Peter Henderson(CALM), project managers were also present to brief 
the group on CALM's proposal. The meeting began with morning tea and the necessary 
personal introductions. Following this all the Aboriginal participants were given a copy of the 
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Honeymoon Pool Concept Plan and a brief verbal explanation of the days agenda by the 
anthropologist Mr Brad Goode. 

Figure 2: Beginning of the survey, Aboriginal community meeting at the Wellington Dam kiosk. 

Mr Goode explained to the Aboriginal community that following this overview discussion they 
would be bussed along Leonard Drive stopping at selected sites to inspect the proposed walk 
trail following the Collie River before arriving at Honeymoon Pool for lunch. After lunch an 
inspection of the proposed retaining wall works and redevelopment area at Honeymoon Pool 
would take place prior to a 4WD survey of the bridge and campground proposals at 
Stoneybrook, Gelcoat, Wildsite Camps and West Bank in the broader area around Honeymoon 
Pool. Following this the group would return to the kiosk at Wellington Dam following the Sika 
Trail on the north side of the Collie River where discussions would be conducted and the 
Aboriginal communities advise and necessary recommendations recorded. Following this 
agenda outline Mr Leon Price (CALM), Project Manager, provided an overview and explained 
the project plans. Mr Price (CALM) explained that the lower Collie River valley and the 
Honeymoon Pool camping area were coming under increasing pressure from the increases in 
tourist visitations over the last five years and that these visitations are now threatening to 
degrade the area beyond repair. Mr Price (CALM) explained that CALM now needs to re
develop the area in order to manage this human impact. Mr Price (CALM) further explained 
that urgent works were also needed at Honeymoon Pool itself in order to address the collapse 
of on old log retaining wall and to make the area safe for the public. 

Mr Price (CALM) explained to the Aboriginal community that he was aware that the entire 
Collie River is a registered and significant Aboriginal site and that the purpose of this 
consultation is to seek the Aboriginal communities views on the necessary repairs to the 
retaining wall at Honeymoon Pool under a Section 18 application of the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act (1972). The survey is also to identify if the Aboriginal community had any cultural issues 
with regards to the overall development plans for the area prior to them being formalised into 
final documents. Mr Price (CALM) explained that there were up to eleven components to the 
draft development plans. . 

Beginning at the Wellington Dam it was proposed to upgrade the kiosk and local roads, it was 
proposed to formalise the existing walk trails on both sides of the river that follow the Collie 
River in order to improve public safety so that walkers don't use Lennard Drive. Part of this 
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formalisation will also address river access with the construction of stairs and decking at 
selected locations. Mr Price (CALM) listed the other components on the plan as: 

10. Walk Access - River Road Bridge To continue the River Edge Walk Trail in the full 
circuit linking it to the Sika Trail from both sides of the river, it is proposed to construct a walk 
bridge underneath or adjacent to the edge of the River Road bridge. Due to the narrowness of 
the single lane bridge, it is not feasible nor is it safe to use the existing bridge deck for vehicles 
and pedestrians. 

9. Swinging Bridge As part of the River's Edge Trail it is proposed to link developments on 
both sides of the river by a walk bridge. The exact location of this is still to be determined 
though there are a couple of options shown for the bridge on the plan. The proposed design 
was a single span where there would be no impact on the river. 

8. River's Edge Walk Trail This trail already exists along the majority of the riverbank, used 
by fishermen, marroners and campers. The plan is to formalise this trail and design it to reduce 
the impact occurring along the river's edge. The trail's plan is proposed with inclusion of 
raised boardwalk sections, viewing platforms and river access points along its length. Visitor 
risk issues and repair to damaged banks will occur with the construction of this trail. 

7. Proposed consta'uction of a new walk bridge across Stoney Bt'ook This bridge is planned 
to be part of the River Edge Walk Trail linking the various camping areas. At present there is 
significant visitor impact on the banks with erosion and trampling of the riparian vegetation. 
Removal of old log walkways due to visitor risk management has occurred in the past to 
reduce access at this point. This has not stopped walkers and a bridge across Stoney Brook will 
overcome visitor safety concerns, reduce impact on the environment and allow the riparian 
zone to rejuvenate. 

6. Replacement walk bridge Stoney Brook The existing bridge is degrading and it is 
proposed to replace it with a steel frame and timber deck bridge. 

5. West bank Camping Development This is an additional proposed site to minimise the 
impact further downstream along wild sites. The development planned will be a loop road 
similar to that of Stoney Brook and will consist of approximately twenty family camping sites. 
There will be river access in the form of steps/platforms and a link river access path back to 
River Road Bridge. Facilities including toilet ablution with barbecues and tables at each family 
site. 

4. Backpackers The backpackers' site is to replace the Gelcoat Rapids site. This will consist 
of a long drop/enviro toilet and up to six individual camping nodes. River access steps and 
access along the river will link al sites together. This area has already been visitor risk assessed 
and all dangerous trees removed - part of the original development plans for the area. 

3. Stoney Brook The Stoney Brook development is an additional area to cater for the 
increasing public needs. This area will also take the pressure off the downstream wild camping 
areas, possibly enabling them to be closed to camping. 
2. Gelcoat Rapids This area is proposed for turning into a family camping area with a loop 
area to individual camping areas. The toilet facilities are to be upgraded as well as river access 
in the form of steps and possible platform with a connecting walk path to other sites along the 
rivers edge. 

1. Honeymoon Pool 
• Design suitable replacement retaining wall that will have minimal effect on disturbance to 

the site. 
• Protect heritage values of the area. 
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• Management and protection of existing vegetation on site. 
• De-water pool and lower water level to a meter below retaining wall base to allow removal 

of existing wall and preparation of footings and base of proposed wall. 
• Remove existing wall in stages and replace with new structure. 
• Remove previous steps and infrastructure including apple tree and log/stump on base of 

wall. 
• Level the riverbed where existing wall was removed and into bank to allow gabion wall 

erection. 
• Construct footings at base of steps into edge of river. 
G Support existing wall and retain it by driving in additional pylons to stabilise the existing 

old growth peppermint tree that would fall if the existing wall were to be removed. 
It Construct and drive in footings for deck in riverbank to allow steel/timber structure to be 

erected on. 
e Protect existing vegetation root systems and individual trees by placing protective barriers 

around trees and adding a mulch top dressing to soil. Penalties will be applied to damage 
caused to existing vegetation. 

• Reinstate the site to satisfaction of Superintendent of the Department. 
• Landscape site with terraced amphitheatre style design. Installation of information shelter, 

gas barbeques and seating. 
• Design access with walkways and steps to decked area. 
• Realign reading and redesign parking and access to site. 

Following this over view explanation the Aboriginal community were asked if they had any 
comments or questions before moving out into the field where detailed technical descriptions 
would be given as each component of the works were visited. It was also explained that at 
present these plans were conceptual and that apart from the need to replace the retaining walls 
and redevelop the Honeymoon Pool day use area (once approvals were obtained) that the rest 
of the works would occur over the next five years. 

Following this description the Aboriginal community raised the following issues: Mr Eric 
Wynn (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission - ATSIC) Commissioner inquired if 
CALM had plans to employ Aboriginal labour on this project. Mr Price (CALM) responded by 
saying that no formal plans were in place and that the works proposed immediately at 
Honeymoon Pool would require specialised skills. He stated that the engineering works would 
be contracted out and that CALM staff would undertake wooden decking, landscaping and 
environmental rehabilitation. Mr Price (CALM) however added that as the project progressed 
that there would be opportunities to employ Aboriginal people. Mr Peter Henderson (CALM) 
added that it was more likely that after the project was completed there would be an 
opportunity to employ an Aboriginal person full-time through a cadet-ship with CALM. This 
would train a person to be a ranger managing the National Park in the Lower Collie Valley and 
broader regional area. 

Mr Milton Northover stated that Aboriginal people should be involved in the planning, 
construction and rehabilitation works proposed in this project. Mr Northover stated that the 
Ngalang Boodja Council in Collie had a nursery that could supply local plants and that up to 
fifteen trainees had completed training in environmental rehabilitation having received a 
Certificate IV in Land management through Technical and Further Education (T AFE). Mr 
Northover added that his organization was adequately qualified and experienced having 
worked in the region for the Waters and rivers Commission and the Harvey Shire. Mr 
Northover requested that CALM make consideration in their contracts for this development for 
a component of the works to be undertaken by his organization. Mr Price (CALM) responded 
by stating that in principle he does not have a problem with this request but that it would be a 
decision that could only be made at a senior policy level and not at a district level. Mr Price 
(CALM) stated that he would raise the issue with those in management. 
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Mrs Shirley Wynn stated that the proposed walk trail from the kiosk to honeymoon Pool 
should have a Nyungar name. Mr Leon Price (CALM) stated that he and Mr Joe Northover had 
already discussed this concept and that Mr Northover had suggested a name such as 
"Mardong' which means 'young lovers pool'. Mr Price (CALM) also stated that markers on 
the Sika Trail on the north side of the river are being made up to symbolize the 
N gamgungudditj Walgu - the hairy faced serpent. All present agreed that the concept was a 
good idea but that the community should discuss the idea further in order to agree upon a 
suitable name. The group further suggested that Wellington National Park could/should also be 
renamed with a Nyungar name. The community advised that the name should recognize the 
importance of the Collie River to the Elders here as most grew up in the area and spent many 
hours camping and fishing upon the river. Mr Price (CALM) stated that he would consider the 
request and that when the community had agreed upon a suitable name he would communicate 
this request to the Wellington Regional National Park Advisory Committee in order for a 
decision to be made. Mrs Shirley Wynn raised the issue that the proposed works to upgrade the 
kiosk and the roads around it should include the relocation of the ablu.tion facilities closer to 
the service area. Mrs Wynn stated that it was difficult for old people to walk the distance that 
was required. CALM would note this point in future plans. 

Following these discussions, all of the group got into a bus in order to drive along Lennard 
Drive towards Honeymoon Pool in order to inspect the proposed walk trail adjacent to the 
Collie River. Informants were requested to stop the bus if they wished to inspect an area and 
discuss 

Figure 3: The Aboriginal Community in the bus inspecting the walk trail from Wellington Dam 
kiosk to Honeymoon Pool along Lennard Drive 

While driving along Lennard Drive in the bus Mr Price (CALM) explained that Lennard Drive 
would be sealed and made one-way and that the walk trail to be constructed on the south side 
of the Collie River would follow the existing pipeline route, kangaroo trails and paths created 
by fishermen and marroners. Areas of the river that people are already accessing would be 
managed and access formalized in order to protect the riparian vegetation. Mr Price (CALM) 
also stated that Falcon Road and River Road, which intersects Lennard Drive, would also be 
sealed and made two-way roads. 
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Mrs Lynette Winmar made the comment that Lennard Drive could be renamed 'Ugle Drive' in 
recognition of the Nyungars who are the traditional owners of the Collie River (Ugle, Meares 
and Northover are the same clan). 'We are linked up you see' (Mrs Lynette Winmar per com). 

The first request to stop the bus was made by the Aboriginal community at Big Rock. The 
Aboriginal community stated that this point on the river was popular for fishing and social 
activities for the Aboriginal community. Mrs Gloria Khan suggested that CALM might want to 
put a deck with safety rails in at this location as the rocks were slippery and old people and 
children have trouble accessing the river without slipping. Mr Price (CALM) stated that 
CALM would prefer not to create such a visual impact on the river at this site and that there 
may be more appropriate ways to address the issue. Mr Price (CALM) suggested that signage 
or a deck only might be better. Mr Price (CALM) stated that he would raise this suggestion 
with their landscape architect. The Aboriginal community also raised the issue of safety in 
regards to the sealing of Lennard Dfive. Comments were made that this would 'create a 
speedway'. Doug Meares stated that 'you get rally drivers along here'. It was requested that 
CALM address this issue with traffic control measures such as speed signs and speed humps. 
Mr Price (CALM) stated that this was already being considered as a part of the planning 
process. 

The next stop was at Long Pool. Here Mr Price (CALM) wished to show the Aboriginal 
community an example of managed river access in the form of stairs, platforms with safety 
rails and embankment retaining with logs and concrete. This infrastructure was installed at this 
location a number of years ago because Long Pool was being heavily degraded. Mr Price 
(CALM) also stated that this was a good position to also see the existing walk trail created 
informally by fishermen and explained how CALM propose to formalize it by pruning 
vegetation back, leveling and providing walk decks with hand rails on steep embankments near 
the river. 

Figure 4: The Aboriginal community inspecting infrastructure for walk trail and river access at 
Long Pool. 
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Figure 5: Long Pool on Lennard Drive, Mr Leon Price (CALM) showing the Aboriginal 
community an example of river access infrastructure. 

After this inspection the Aboriginal community representatives stated that they had no cultural 
issues with this type of river access management technique. Comments were made that it 
minimizes the impacts of erosion on the embankments and allows for easy entry to the water. 

After inspection of the walk trail near Long Pool the Aboriginal community made a number of 
suggestions and raised one cultural issue. 

According to Mrs Shirley Winn logs lying across the walk tracks as seen at Long Pool were 
traditionally used as navigational markers by the Aboriginal people. Mrs Wynn suggested that 
any logs that lay across this trail should not be removed, as was suggested by CALM, but 
should have stairs cut into then to assist people to climb over them. Mrs Wynn and others were 
of the opinion that these logs should be retained. Mr Milton Northover and Mr Doug Meares 
also raised the issue of disabled access to the river for fishing. In their opinion CALM could 
install decking with a handrail along from the car park to the river and along the section of the 
track along the river in order that wheelchairs could be accommodated. They suggested the 
rapids at Big Rock to Long Pool would be the perfect locations as the track is close to the 
water and the gradient of the land is not too steep. Mr Price (CALM) said CALM would 
consider this point. 

Mr Doug Mears also suggested that the walk track could be given a Nyungar name. Mr Milton 
Northover and Mr David Ugle, with the support of the group, stated that they were in favor of 
CALM's proposal to construct the walk track along the Collie River between Wellington Dam 
and Honeymoon Pool. Mr Northover requested that CALM allow the Aboriginal community to 
utilize this path as a tourism resource where they could conduct Bush Tucker Tours along it. 'It 
could be like the Cape to Cape track where the Busselton mob take tourists from the Wad an 
Center along it' (Mr Milton Northover pers com). 

Mr Milton Northover stated that Nyungars should be involved in its construction and that the 
Ngalang Boodja Council crew has the necessary skills in environmental rehabilitation to do 
this work. Mrs Shirley Wynn stated that once this walk trail was completed that the Collie 
Elders should also be invited to its opening. Mr Price (CALM) stated that he agreed with these 
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suggestions in principle and will communicate these ideas to the planners and senior 
management in CALM. 

Following this discussion the group returned to the bus and drove to Honeymoon Pool for 
lunch. No further stops were made or issues or objections were noted with regards to the 
proposed walk trail and associated works. 

The group next arrived at Honeymoon Pool and had lunch. Following lunch everyone 
assembled near the river where the retaining wall was located (day use area). Mr Price 
(CALM), Project Manager, explained that the existing log retaining wall that held the 
embankment at Honeymoon Pool was collapsing and was becoming dangerous to the public 
and that CALM were required to repair it as a matter of urgency. 

Figure 6: Mr Leon Price (CALM) explaining the works at Honeymoon Pool to the Aboriginal 
community. 

Mr Price (CALM) stated that the old wall was failing because where the piles had been driven 
into the riverbed it was over rock and that the piles were too shallow to hold the wall and the 
embankment. Mr Price (CALM) stated that because of the rock base the wall could not be 
adequately repaired by driving in new piles so CALM had, in consultation with the Waters and 
Rivers Commission engineers, have developed a plan to retain the embankment using what is 
referred to as a 'gabion basket'. A gabion basket is a mesh basket that is then filled with rocks. 
Mr Price (CALM) further explained that once this work to retain the embankments was done 
that a jarrah deck sitting on galvanized steel screw piles set in a concrete footing would be 
installed to overlay this structure. River access would be provided at either end of the deck 
from wooden stairs that enter the water. This entire structure would be supported on concrete 
and steel footings sunk into the river embankments and riverbed (see CALM Plan, Appendix 
3). 

In order to do this work Mr Price (CALM) stated that there would be some impact upon the 
river embankments, riverbed and the surrounding environment. Mr Price (CALM) stated to the 
Aboriginal community that CALM had prepared a management plan to minimize the impact. 
This management plan had also been developed in consultation with the Waters and Rivers 
Commission and an arborist. A number of old growth Peppennint trees are located just back 
from the embankment. In order to protect these trees during the works it has been proposed to 
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place protective barriers around them and to protect the roots, which are exposed, by adding up 
to 300mm of mulch upon the ground surface. 

Contractual arrangements have also allowed for penalties if any damage occurs to the 
peppermint trees during these works. In order to conduct these works, Mr Price (CALM) 
explained that it would be necessary to de-water Honeymoon Pool and to lower the river level 
by up to one metre below the existing wall base to allow for the removal of the existing wall 
and the preparation of the footings for the stairs and the riverbed base which needs to levelled 
for the placement of the gabion baskets. Mr Price (CALM) explained that because a large 
Peppermint tree is currently leaning over the river at the southwestern end of the development 
a portion of the old wall would need to be retained and strengthened by driving steel piles up 
to two meters into the riverbed. This portion of the river does not have a rock base. After this a 
half gab ion basket will be placed adjacent to the wall. Mr Price (CALM) further explained that 
once these works were completed, that the site would be re-vegetated and landscaped. 

Figure 7: Existing retaining wall at Honeymoon Pool. 

Following this explanation Mr Price (CALM) then passed the engineering plans around to the 
members of the Aboriginal community and asked for comments. At this stage Mr Price 
(CALM) stated that the Collie River in its entirety is a registered Aboriginal mythological site 
(site ID 16713) and it would be necessary for CALM to apply under Section 18 of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) to conduct these works. Mr Price (CALM) stated that he 
would be seeking the Aboriginal community's support for this application to conduct these 
works and other works in the broader development area around Honeymoon Pool that affected 
the Collie River. He also wished to know the Aboriginal community's views on the rest ofthe 
development plans for the area. Public pressure has now made it necessary to move the camp 
grounds away from Honeymoon Pool (Day Use Area) and create other areas for camping that 
can be seasonally rotated. It will also be necessary to connect these areas by walk trails, which 
necessitates installation of footbridges. This would include the installation of a new pedestrian 
bridge and the upgrading of the existing bridge on the Stoney Brook which is located to the 
north of the 'day use area' at Honeymoon Pool (see Appendix 3). 
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Figure 8: Honeymoon Pool- Mr Leon price (CALM) describing the retaining work necessary to 
fix the existing wall. 

According to Mr Price (CALM) these bridges over the Stoney Brook, which will be span 
bridges, are necessary because the public is causing erosion to the brooks embankment by 
using these section as a ford to access the other side of the Collie River, when walking to the 
Gelcoat Camping Area north west of Honeymoon Pool. 

Figure 9: The Aboriginal community at the existing bridge across Stoney Brook. 
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Figure 10: Mr Leon Price (CALM) showing the Aboriginal community the location of the 
proposed walk bridge across Stoney Brook, note erosion caused by the public accessing the river 
down the embankment. 

Following this explanation the Aboriginal community members asked a number of questions 
and provided CALM with the following advice with regards to this proposal: Mr Milton 
Northover asked how erosion of the riverbanks in the works area around Honeymoon Pool 
caused by water run off was to be addressed. Mr Northover stated that once the works were 
completed there would be little vegetation left except the protected trees until rehabilitation 
plantings had time to grow and stabilize the area. Mr Price (CALM) stated that the consultant 
engineers have addressed the river embankment erosion in the works area by the use of a 
'Myrah' web membrane placed under the decks and stairs. This membrane consists of a plastic 
mesh that is filled with large blue metal rocks. The idea here is that as run off occurs soil and 
seed is trapped in the rocks creating a stable embankment. 

Mr Milton Northover asked if as a part of the rehabilitation of the river embankments if 
CALM proposed to salvage sedges/reeds and then replant them in the gabion baskets. Mr Price 
(CALM) responded by saying this could be possible but probably not necessary as the soil that 
is trapped in the rocks, in the 'Myrah' web and the gabion baskets will allow riverine plant 
plant to re-establish themselves in this material through natural biological processes. 

Other Aboriginal community members such as Mr Doug Meares and Mr David Ugle asked Mr 
Price (CALM) what the river embankment would look like after all this construction was 
finished as they were concerned that the gabion baskets would look unnatural and ugly. Mr 
Price (CALM) stated that the gabion baskets over time would trap soil and debris, allowing 
plants, such as sedges to grow on it. Eventually it should look like a natural river embankment. 

Mr Eric Wynn asked how long these works would take and when did CALM plan to do this? 
Mr Price (CALM) stated that it would take approximately three weeks to renew the retaining 
wall at Honeymoon Pool and a further six weeks to construct the stairs, decking and reinstate 
the area. This would include the re-Iandscaping of the Day Use Area, which would include a 
terraced amphitheatre, infonnation shelters, gas barbeques and seating. This would also 
include the realignment of the entry road and redesign of the parking area at a later date. 
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It has been planned to begin this work at the end of October (approvals pending) when the 
level in the Collie River is dropping. The rest of the project (see concept plan) will be staged 
over the next five years, as funding becomes available. 

Following satisfactory answers to their questions the Aboriginal community members gave Mr 
Price (CALM) the following advice: 

Mr Joe Northover, as spokesperson, addressed the group and talked of the spiritual 
significance of the Collie River. Mr Northover stated that it was important that CALM 
understood the spiritual and cultural significance the Collie River to the Collie Aboriginal 
community. Mr Northover explained that many of the people at the meeting had been born at 
camps or had grown up living at camps along the Collie River. Mrs Norma Gidgup, the oldest 
Collie Aboriginal community member, grew up at High Chapperal, a camp along the Collie 
River. 

Mrs Dorothy Winmar and Mrs Shirley Wynn remembered as children corroborees being held 
around the Collie River. Mrs Gloria Khan stated that this is why not just the river but the areas 
around the river are important to Collie Nyungars. 

Mr Joe Northover stated that the present generation of Nyungars was the rivers spiritual 
custodians and that the river is a sacred place to all of us. Ritually when we approach the 
Collie River we should sing out to him "Gnaarla Karla Cunning", telling him to get up because 
his people are here now (Mr Northover refers to the Ngamgungudditj Walgu, a creative 
serpent totem ancestor, who local tradition maintains, spirit lives in the Collie River). "We call 
the wind to tell him we have come back now, carrying that song back where he rests". If 
people approach the river and wish to swim or fish or use the river they must wipe their armpit 
with their hand and throw sand in to let him know their intentions. If we fail to observe this 
ritual and swim or fish in the river unannounced you can be crippled. Mr Northover states that 
he and his extended family (Nyungars here today) own the Collie River and that they are its 
custodians, that they are the keepers of its dreaming. Mr Northover states that as the custodians 
that they can give permission for these works to take place but would ask CALM to do this 
with as little impact upon the river as possible. 

Mrs Shirley Wynn stated that 'these are our universal laws, that we wish to protect our stories 
and our traditional rights and that CALM need to understand this! 

Following this address Mr Joe Northover asked the group to support CALM's works plan 
under a Section 18 application of the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972). The group unanimously 
supported this request but made the following requests: 

That CALM consider renaming Honeymoon Pool and the walk trails in the Collie River valley 
with Nyungar names. This would be done so that CALM and the broader community could 
understand the special significance of the Collie River and its surrounds has to the local 
Nyungar community. Interpretive signage should also be erected at the site explaining the 
areas significance and mythologies. It was suggested that Honeymoon Pool could be named 
'Mardong'. Means young lovers pool, a place for courting (Mr Joe Northover pers com). Mr 
David Ugle also put forward the suggestion the walk trails be renamed with suitable Nyungar 
names. He suggested one could be called the Ray Davis Trail in memory of Mrs Shirley 
Wynn's father. According to Mr Ugle he was one of the last elders around Collie who spoke 
the local language. It was however resolved that in regards to this issue CALM should involve 
the Ngalang Boodja Council in ongoing discussions about finding names that all groups are 
happy with. In this regard it would be appropriate to appoint a representative from the Ngalang 
Boodja Council to the Wellington National Park Advisory Committee. 
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The Aboriginal community further requested that representatives be involved in all project 
works that effect the Collie River and surrounds in the capacity as monitors. It was however 
requested that this monitoring role depart from the norm in that the monitor be involved in all 
aspects of the project works as a normal employee of CALM. 

This would involve training in environmental rehabilitation, walk trail construction and other 
skills that CALM requires its permanent work force normally employed to maintain the area to 
have. This dual role would have obvious benefits to all parties involved. The Aboriginal 
community would be confident that its cultural interests are both observed, represented and 
reported back to the Ngalang Boodja Council. The person or persons involved would benefit 
by not only gaining employment (remuneration) but also valuable work place skills that are 
transferable to other employers and of long term benefit to CALM. CALM would also benefit 
in that the person or persons involved would perform a dual role - normally monitors are 
present for the life of a project to observe only and to protect the cultural interests of the 
Aboriginal community. Should this arrangement prove both beneficial to the Aboriginal 
community representatives and CALM it may be a precursor or the beginning of training for a 
more permanent role as a Park Ranger in the Wellington Regional National Park. This position 
was discussed by Mr Peter Henderson (CALM Project Manager) at the beginning of the 
consultative process. This strategy may form the basis of a selection and training process to 
create this position. Should this position prove beneficial to CALM Mr Eric Wynn (ATSIC 
South West Regional Representative) indicated that he would be prepared to enter into 
discussions with CALM in regards to a dual funding arrangement for the position. Mr Wynn 
also advised that funding for a position such as this would also be available through the 
Australian Heritage Commission and that CALM should also enter into discussions with this 
organization. After these discussions were concluded all Aboriginal community 
representatives were taken by 4WD to inspect the areas identified in the Honeymoon Pool 
Concept Layout Plan as the camp sites. 

The first site visited was the Stoney Brook camping area extension. Mr Price (CALM) 
explained to the Aboriginal community that it was planned to construct 1 O~ 15 new family 
camp sites at this location. It was proposed to construct a loop road from the existing track 
with each campsite positioned off the loop road. There would be minimal clearing of 
understorey vegetation to facilitate this work. Basic ablution facilities would be provided. 
Access would be provided by a link to the walk path on the Collie River by constructing a 
walk path along the Stoney Brook. After a thorough inspection of the works area the 
Aboriginal community did not identify any cultural issues with this proposal. 

Following this, the group proceeded to the Gelcoat camping extension. Arriving at this 
location Mr Price (CALM) explained that at present this site is designated for family camping 
but due to its layout was not working. When one set of campers set up here others were 
discouraged due to their close proximity. Also it was noted that people were camping too close 
to the river embankment and denuding it of vegetation. Mr Price (CALM) explained that due 
to these problems it had been planned to re~develop this campsite area. The plans are similar to 
those at Stoney Brook in that up to ten sites off a new loop road are planned. However it is also 
planned to build a viewing deck on the river edge with stairs to access the water. This deck 
would be accessed by a walk trail from the campsites which also joins up with the walk trail 
along the Collie River. The current ablution facilities would also be upgraded to flush 
facilities. After a thorough inspection of the area the Aboriginal community endorsed the idea. 
No cultural issues were identified. It was thought that the viewing deck and stairs into the river 
was an important component of the proposal because it protected the riverine environment. 

After this inspection the women in the group decided to return to the Wellington kiosk for 
afternoon tea and further discussions with Ms Evonne Patterson, research assistant. It was felt 
by the women that they were familiar with the rest of the project area and that it was not 
necessary for the elderly members of the group to experience the discomfort of further 4WD 
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travel over rough tracks. It was decided that the men could inspect the Wild Sites and the 
proposed West Bank camp area and report back to them at the day's conclusion. 

From this point the men proceeded to travel west along the Collie River to the Wild Sites. The 
Wild Sites are for back packers and people who require less sophisticated amenities. The Wild 
Sites are planned to be up to six discrete locations along the Collie River. Long drop/enviro 
ablution facilities are proposed for these camps. Decks and stairs into the river are also 
proposed. 

Figure 11: Aboriginal men inspecting the river access at Wild Site. 

According to Mr Price (CALM) CALM has not yet decided if these camps should be 
accessible by vehicle. The present draft plan allows for these camps to be linked up by the 
Seka Trail on the north bank of the Collie River. Discussions conducted with the men of the 
Aboriginal community after inspection of two of these locations revealed it would be their 
preference not to allow vehicle access. Mr Joe Northover stated that 4WD's were creating a lot 
of damage to the environment in this area. He added that it would be much better for the 
environment and the amenity of these 'Wild' camps if you had to walk to use them. This 
would also place less human pressure upon the Collie River that is in a much more natural 
state here. After these discussions no further issues were identified with these proposals. 

The group then proceeded to the proposed West Bank camping area. Arriving at the location of 
the West Bank camping area Mr Price (CALM) and representatives of the Aboriginal 
community left the vehicles and walked into the proposed works area which was marked with 
surveyors tape. At this site Mr Price (CALM) explained that 10-15 individual campsites were 
planned to be situated off a loop road which was to be constructed following the surveyors 
tape. This path was marked out to avoid the necessity of clearing any large trees. The camp 
was proposed to be some distance from the Collie River in order that it could not be seen from 
the day use area at Honeymoon Pool. The camps were to be linked to the river by a walk trail 
that joins up to the walk trail following the Collie River. Ablution facilities on septic tanks or 
biosystems were planned to service the area. These facilities would be set back from the river 
so as not to be seen. The Aboriginal community noted that the area proposed for camp sites 
was heavily invaded with Blackberries. Mr Milton Northover advised Mr Price (CALM) that 
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his group had the necessary skills and equipment to remove this invasive weed. Mr Price 
(CALM) stated that he would be happy ifMr Northover's group could do this work however, 
at present the campground was only at the planning stage. CALM also had to conduct studies 
into the viability of this site in tenns of its impact upon ring tail possum habitats. 

Mr Leon Price (CALM) stated that if the area proves viable then he would be happy for Mr 
Northover's group to supply CALM with a tender to conduct this work. Mr Price (CALM) 
then asked the Aboriginal community representatives if they had any cultural issues with this 
proposal. No issues were identified, the Aboriginal community was happy for the Honeymoon 
Pool West Bank camp area to proceed. Following this advise Mr Joe Northover stated that he 
and the others were impressed with all the plans that CALM had proposed to manage the 
Honeymoon Pool and Lower Collie River Valley area. Mr Northover stated that the Aboriginal 
community recognized the impact the broader community was having on the environment and 
endorsed CALM's management strategies as outlined during this survey. Mr Northover also 
thanked CALM upon behalf of the Aboriginal community for recognizing their cultural 
interests in the area. In tenns of this cultural interest Mr Northover further requested that Mr 
Price (CALM) identify a further area and consider setting aside a separate camp site area for 
the Collie Aboriginal community in order that they could conduct Aboriginal cultural business 
in the area. This campsite would need to be in an accessible location that did not require a 
4WD to access it. This campsite would however be exclusively for the use of the Nyungars 
and it would become a registered site and not be open to the general public. Mr Price (CALM) 
stated that he was not opposed to this as a concept and that he would put it on the management 
agenda. Mr Price (CALM) stated he believed that an area near the 'Wild' sites might be 
suitable. Mr Joe Northover and the others agreed. Following these discussions all members of 
the group returned to the Wellington kiosk where business was concluded. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OUTCOMES 
The outcomes of this survey have proved positive for CALM. The Aboriginal community is 
supportive of the works planned for the Honeymoon Pool area and the Lower Collie River 
Valley redevelopment. The Aboriginal community understand the impacts that these works 
will have upon the Collie River !ind are prepared to support CALM's application under Section 
18 of the Aboriginal heritage Act (1972) to conduct these works. The Aboriginal community 
have advised CALM that the Collie River is a highly significant site to them and have therefor 
made a number of requests of CALM with regards to supporting the project. The Aboriginal 
community have requested to be involved in the project in an ongoing manner in tenns of its 
planning and in tenns of employment during and after construction. The Ngalang Boodja 
Council Collie wish to be represented in the development area by having an advisory role on 
the Wellington Regional National Park Advisory Committee. The Ngalang Boodja Council 
Collie also wishes to be able to tender for construction works and environmental rehabilitation 
works necessary to create the walk trails over the next five years. The Aboriginal community 
have advised that it would also be appropriate if CALM were to consider the employment of a 
community member under a trainee-ship with CALM to become a National Park Ranger once 
the area is fonnally made into a National Park. Aboriginal and Torres Straight Island 
Commission (ATSIC) South West Regional Council representative Mr Eric Wynn has 
indicated that his organisation would wish to be a co-sponsor for such a position should 
CALM agree. Mr Milton Northover has further requested that the Ngalang Boodja Council 
Collie be given a license to use the walk trails and Honeymoon Pool to conduct bush tucker 
tours. 

In terms of recognition of the significance of the Collie River and its surrounds to the 
Aboriginal community the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie has requested that CALM give 
consideration to the renaming of both the national park and Honeymoon Pool with Nyungar 
names. Mr Joe Northover, spokesperson for the group has put forward the word 'Mardong' 
which in English means 'young lovers pool' as an alternative name for Honeymoon Pool. It 
was stated during this survey that the walk trails could also be given Nyungar names. Mr 
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David Ugle suggested the Ray Davis Walk Trail in recognition of this man's traditional status 
to the Aboriginal community. 

CALM would need to conduct further talks with the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie in order 
that they reach a consensus on the appropriate names that all parties can agree with. The 
Aboriginal community further requested that signage explaining the significance of 
Honeymoon Pool and the Collie River to the local Nyungar community should be a part of the 
redevelopment plans for the day use area at Honeymoon Pool. This interpretive signage would 
benefit CALM in terms of tourism and also would inform the wider society of the importance 
of the area to the traditional owners, the Nyungars of Collie. 

In terms of protecting their cultural interests in this area and acknowledgment of the 
significance to the Aboriginal community during its redevelopment the Aboriginal community 
has requested that CALM employ Aboriginal community monitors during the works. These 
monitors could also be employed by CALM as normal workers to be involved in all aspects of 
CALMS works. This monitoring strategy would have obvious benefits for CALM in terms of 
utilization of human resources and for the Aboriginal community in aquiring transferable 
employment skills. 

Finally the Aboriginal community have requested that an area also be identified and set aside 
as a specific camp site for the use of the Nyungar community to conduct Nyungar cultural 
business. This camp would be recognized within the developments plans to be an area for 
exclusive Nyungar use and would be registered as a site under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972). It was suggested that an area near the Wild Sites may be appropriate. Should CALM 
be supportive of this idea then they should enter into further discussions with the Ngalang 
Boodja Council Collie with regards to this matter before final planning documents are 
produced. It would also be appropriate to discuss this with DIA Heritage Officers for any legal 
implications under the Aboriginal Heritage (1972) with regards to ongoing management of 
such a campsite. 

Other issues that were identified by the Aboriginal community were that CALM should 
provide for disabled access to the Collie River for fishing. Railed decks from the carpark at 
Long Pool along a section of the walk trail to Big Rock were suggested. 

It was also suggested that ablution facilities near the Wellington kiosk should be closer to the 
kiosk as elderly people found it difficult to walk the required distance. 

It was finally suggested that CALM should consider traffic management in the area once all 
roads are sealed. The Aboriginal community was concerned about cars driving too fast. It waS 
suggested that speed humps or other traffic calming devises should be installed. 
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RECO~ENDATIONS 

It is recommended that prior to conducting any works that impact directly upon the Collie 
River or its embankments that CALM make application under Section 18 of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act (1972) for consent of use. This application should be made for the Honeymoon 
Pool day use area, works at the river Road Bridge, the Swing Bridge on the rivers edge trail, 
the walk bridges at the Stoney Brook and any planned river access points from the walk trails 
or identified camp sites along the Collie River. 

It is the findings of this report that the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie are supportive of these 
plans and will support approval if granted under Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
(1972) by the Minister of Indigenous Affairs if all works are monitored by suitable Aboriginal 
community representatives. 

It is therefore recommended that the works should proceed with Aboriginal community 
monitoring. 

It is recommended that CALM give due consideration to employing these Aboriginal 
community monitors as normal employees of CALM for the duration of the project. 

It is recommended that CALM make provision for a representative of the Ngalang Boodja 
Council Collie to sit upon Wellington Regional National Parks Advisory Committee. 

It is recommended that CALM consider allowing the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie works 
crews to tender for components of the project that they have the skills, experience and 
resources to undertake. 

It is recommended that CALM consider renaming the Wellington Regional National Park, 
Honeymoon Pool and the walk trails along the Collie River with Nyungar names. 'Mardong' 
has been suggested, however before a final decision could be made CALM should conduct 
further discussions with the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie. 

It is recommended that CALM include interpretive information at the Honeymoon Pool day 
use area as to the Aboriginal significance of the area and the mythology associated with the 
creation of the Collie River. 

It is finally recommended that CALM consider making available a separate camp area within 
the overall development plans for the use and erUoyment of the Aboriginal community in order 
that they can conduct Aboriginal cultural business. If CALM are supportive of this idea they 
should continue to discuss this request with the Ngalang Boodja Council Collie and the 
Department ofIndigenous Affairs (DIA) prior to finalizing the development plans. 
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APPENDIX! 
Clearance advise in support of the Section 18 Application from the Aboriginal Community 
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APPNDIX3 
Honeymoon Pool Concept layourt Plan 
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